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Preface
With this dissertation I end a period of  years at the University of Nijmegen During the
rst three years I worked on a project funded by the European Committee called Broadband
Access Facilities BAF The work in this project contributed a lot to my technical knowledge
of telecommunication systems in general and of the operation of ATMbased Passive Optical
Networks APONs in particular This led to many ideas to solve APON related problems
which could not be elaborated during the BAF project but contributed to a breeding ground
for a PhD study So although I never had the intention to write this monograph when I started
in Nijmegen now two years after BAF the dissertation is a fact
This thesis is written in the American English language and not in UK English For this reason
the American spelling is used in spite of the fact that I am more comfortable with the spelling
used in UK English The main reason for this decision is that the English language contains
many expressions and ways to express phrases which would neither be used by citizens of the
United States of America nor belong to my knowledge One exception to the American spelling
is made on purpose and concerns the word queueing Since the English spelling of this word
makes it the only English word with ve vowels in a row I could not nd it in my heart to
violate this property by using the American alternative queuing
This thesis assumes that the reader is familiar with applied probabilistic models in general
and with performance analysis of communication systems in particular Therefore no real
eort is taken to explain neither classical aspects of queueing theory nor concepts from the
eld of applied probability such as eg stochastic processes distribution functions of random
variables or their LaplaceStieltjes transforms In addition the proofs of all mathematical
theorems and lemmas are kept short The main reason for the above decisions is that most
of the mathematical results derived are not the goal of this thesis as such but aim at solving
andor clarifying problems occurring in a specic area of telecommunications
After the BAF period ended and my position as a PhD student started the people with whom
I had worked in the eld of telecommunications left the University of Nijmegen The result
was that from that moment on I often had the feeling that I was running a oneman business
within the Computing Science Institute In spite of this there are quite a number of persons
who I would like to thank for their help comments and support that contributed to the nal
product as you are holding it right now First of all I thank my copromoter and supervisor
Chris Blondia for encouraging me to start the PhD program in the rst place and for his
variety of help and support during all my scientic enterprises He is also the person who made
me familiar with the wonderful world of giving presentations and attending conferences and
introduced me to many important people who are working in the area of applied mathematics
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andor access technologies Furthermore I thank my ancee Mariken Everdij and my promoter
Frits Vaandrager for reading and commenting on early versions of the manuscript I also thank
Frits Vaandrager for providing a very good and friendly environment in which the research re
ported in this thesis could be carried out In addition I exploit the opportunity to express my
gratitude to all people who made the BAF project to a success and in particular to a specic
group of people within SWP namely Joachim Charzinsky Olga Casals Jorge Garca Laurie
Cuthbert Uwe Briem Mark Dirksen John Angelopoulos Babul Miah Han Boekhorst John
van Breemen Tiziana Toniatti Luigi Veri Thomas Apel and Rasti Slosiar
As far as not named yet I would like to thank every one who contributed with me to the papers
published A very special thanks with respect to this goes to Erik van Doorn whose conver
sations during meetings were also very entertaining and encouraging Furthermore Steven
Winstanley JoseMaria Barcelo and Ulrich Killat are kindly thanked for their support I am
also thankful to Hans Nieuwenhuis and Rene Weernekens for providing me with code which in
the end led to computer programs from which the simulation results of the Global FIFO and
the BPP protocols reported in Chapter  were obtained I kindly thank the referees of my
papers and the manuscript committee of this thesis for their eort in reading and commenting
my work
The best colleague I had at the University of Nijmegen is without any doubt my former room
mate and pal John Kroeze Thanks for all your help and the fruitful discussions John Fur
thermore thanks to all other colleagues for their pleasant company and for staying with me
at the lunch table while I was struggling with my orange especially Huub van Thienen Mau
rice klein Gebbinck Frank van den Beuken Mir ese WillemsHalders Mieke Massink Marieke
Huisman and Toine Tax I am indebted to Tiziana Toniatti for providing me the simulation
results of the McFred protocol and to Luigi Capriotti for his assistance during the gathering of
the experimental results reported in Section  I thank Raymond Boute for his oer and his
encouragements to start the PhD program and for making it nancially possible Institutes
and organizations who made it possible for me to visit interesting conferences include the Uni
versity of Nijmegen the European Committee by means of the projects BAF and Express
and Shell and I thank them sincerely for doing this
Finally I thank Mariken Everdij for her patience and her understanding when I was full of
excitement again over some detail I stress that her detailed comments on earlier versions of
the manuscript as well as her nice drawings denitely contributed a lot to the nal contents
and presentation of this thesis In addition she supported and encouraged me in starting and
nishing this thesis in many ways
Nijmegen July 
 Frans Panken
Chapter 
Introduction
This thesis focuses on the design and performance evaluation of multipleaccess protocols for
the ATMbased passive optical network an access architecture that has been identied as a
promising and economical solution to connect smallbusiness and residential customers to the
public telecommunication network that supports broadband communications This rst chapter
brie!y explains the concept of multipleaccess claries the aim and application of the ATM
based passive optical network and elucidates why the multipleaccess design problem occurs for
this specic network In addition the chapter describes the dierent methods of performance
evaluation and for which reasons they can and should be applied Finally it summarizes the
contents of the remaining chapters in this monograph and explains the relationship between
the chapters
   Sharing telecommunication resources
Today telecommunication networks form a wide and complex infrastructure for exchanging
information evolving towards a fully distributed environment This environment consists of
various types of information providers with peripheral devices and an increasing tendency to
share distributed information and expensive resources Sharing resources is a basic foundation
of telecommunications Without the possibility of sharing telecommunication channels band
width or switching devices telecommunication would be very expensive and would certainly
not have reached the status of today The most important reason for sharing resources arises
from eciency considerations leading to cost savings in both material and labor If for exam
ple every telephone would need a direct connection to every other telephone a relatively small
country with only  million connected telephones such as the Netherlands would require a
total number of     


 direct connections in order to be able to communicate with one
another This number is considerably larger than the number of connections used by KPN the
Dutch PTT to provide telephone services Moreover just imagine the work necessary to add
or remove a new subscriber in such a situation or the size of the box on the wall of your living
room containing the  million wires
Sharing telecommunication resources can be achieved in several ways One approach is to
share bandwidth communication channels computing power memory etc with several users
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simultaneously Another possibility is that the resources eg channels frequencies or logical
connections can be used by a single user exclusively after which they are made available for
other users A combination of these approaches is also possible often arising when studying
the sharing process at dierent timescales Besides eciency considerations sharing of for
instance a telecommunication channel with other users may be necessary for the nature of the
required application eg for a telephone conference However if several terminals transmit
simultaneously over the same communication channel with the same frequency the reception
of information may be garbled leading to the loss of a complete data packet The scheme
which either avoids or resolves this con!ict and aims at increasing the throughput of the
transmission medium has been given many names in literature such as multipleaccess medium
or media access multiaccess       In this thesis the most common term is used namelymultiple
access Since multipleaccess is the only problem that has to be solved on the Medium Access
Control MAC sublayer the terminology MAC protocol is sometimes used to refer to the
multipleaccess scheme A protocol is a set of agreements between the communicating parties
and in the case of multipleaccess dictates how the accessingsharing process of a physical
medium should take place This dissertation focuses on the design and performance evaluation
of multipleaccess protocols for a specic access architecture the ATMbased passive optical
network The next section explains the application of the passive optical network studied
whereas the section thereafter brie!y discusses the concept of the passive optical network and
claries why a multipleaccess protocol is needed for this specic network
  Connecting small business and residential customers
Evolution from current telecommunication networks towards an integrated broadband commu
nication network has adopted the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network BISDN as
future telecommunication network for the wide area The BISDN supports a range of possible
applications which can be very diverse in nature via a single network In order to support
all future applications the Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM has been selected for mul
tiplexing and switching techniques in the BISDN To put it brie!y the ATM technique splits
communication information into xed size data units called cells and subsequently routes them
through a network of switches interconnected by links from source to destination A header
embedded in every ATM cell contains the information necessary for routing Since most of the
terminals installed today do not use the ATM technique a carefully planned and futuresafe
trajectory is needed leading to a smooth evolution from the current situation to the nal target
solution in which all terminals have an ATM interface and where services are realized via the
ATM network
Smallbusiness and residential customers who want access to the BISDN often neither need
nor can aord the full transmission capacity oered as opposed to large business customers
Oering BISDN services to this rst class of customers provides both a challenge and an oppor
tunity the opportunity is to provide new services that will generate new trac and therefore
new revenues" the challenge is to provide these services at an acceptable cost and performance
level bearing in mind that additional services will very probably have to compete with those
already available today Installing an access network is a promising way to fulll this chal
lenging goal connecting a considerable amount of residential customers to the core network
simultaneously aiming at concentrating trac sharing resources and hence reducing costs
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An important issue to keep in mind during the upgrading process to supply smallbusiness and
residential users with broadband services is that these customers will see themselves pay for
services rather than for the installing of the access network In conclusion the key to success
of supplying broadband services to residential users will be in devising attractive services that
can be delivered at an acceptable cost level
Several new informationnetworking services promise to have a profound eect on next genera
tion telecommunications networks Entertainment services such as cable television the current
services provided by the Internet and video on demand are preferred by residential users while
services such as multimedia conferencing are preferred by business users The access network
should be designed to serve all such users and must therefore be capable of providing all types
of services mentioned Ecient access networks are benecial for cost eective public net
works of the future However the shared access network must be transparent for each terminal
connected to it users must be allowed to allocate and use a dynamical part of the available
transmission capacity but at the same time should not experience the presence of the access
network
The evolution path of providing access to the BISDN for many small and residential users
will probably rst exploit new techniques which enable an increase of the transmission speed of
the existing copper infrastructure and an upgrading of the coax networks which are currently
used for TV distribution supporting transmissions in two directions At about the same time
the ATM will nd its way in the access network leading to the situation where customers
can allocate a relatively high transmission capacity fully exploiting the services oered via
the BISDN The problems occurring on the MAC sublayer in the latter situation motivated
the work of this thesis mainly restricting to the passive optical network which is a promising
solution to integrate the ATM in the access network Another motivation for this research
is that all higher layer services are built on the fundamental ATM cell transfer service and
it is the MAC protocol that often determines both the characteristics and the bottlenecks
of this fundamental service Hence improvements to multipleaccess protocols often result
in enhanced system performance while the provision of new MAC services means that new
applications can be developed Exploiting the optical ber as transmission medium which is
projected to have speeds beyond several Gbits and bridges distances of hundreds of kilometers
stricter constraints are imposed on the processing times at the terminals thereby providing new
challenges to MAClevel protocol designers
  The passive optical network
The Passive Optical Network PON has been identied as a very promising solution to intro
duce the ATM in the access network aiming at sharing in essence a single ber and additional
resources with numerous subscribers in an economical manner The combination of the PON
with the ATM into a single system provides a powerful technique that has the potential to fulll
all requirements of an access network that connects smallbusiness and residential customers to
the core ATM network Such a system is often referred to as the ATMbased Passive Optical
Network APON
The APON assumes that customers are clustered by special devices called ONUs The dis
tance between the access point and the ONUs is subsequently bridged by means of a single ber
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which is split into several branches each of them connected to a separate ONU see Figure 


In the downstream direction ie from ATM network to subscribers the splitting point of the
ber functions as a broadcasting device forwarding the information to all the ONUs connected
The word passive in APON indicates that a data stream does not undergo any processing like
control eld indication or storing and forwarding to realize this broadcasting function In the
upstream direction the combiner concentrates information originating from dierent ONUs
Assuming the use of separate bers for the transmission of upstream and downstream infor
mation a multipleaccess protocol is necessary in order to avoid interference of information
originating from the dierent ONUs This monograph aims at designing multipleaccess pro
tocols for APONs and at solving trac related aspects introduced by such an access scheme
In addition it studies the in!uence of the presence of an APON on the establishment of new
connections with possibly heterogeneous transmission requirements
  Performance modelling and evaluation
When a new system is designed dierent alternatives oering the same functionality have to be
compared with respect to performance reliability modularity robustness hardware and soft
ware complexity development costs etc In particular when no implementations are available
modeling is the only way to evaluate and compare the alternatives quantitatively Modeling
is not only concerned with resource dimensioning problems but also leads to an assessment of
the merits of dierent operational mechanisms and strategies This makes modeling a powerful
technique suitable for use in the early stage of system design
In a later phase of the system development when a rst simplied realization of the system
is available eg demonstrator pilot system eld trial the modeling assumptions have to be
validated and possibly be corrected and rened based on experiments performed with this
realization
The aim of a model for a system as an APON is to map the essential characteristics of this
system such as buers multiplexers strategies to avoid interference between upstream ATM
cells etc on an abstract mathematicalmodel using queues servers service disciplines networks
of queues etc Depending on the results required the level of detail of the model may vary In
many cases a hierarchical modeling technique is used eg the permit distribution algorithm
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of a multipleaccess protocol leading to a division into several subsystems which are modeled
and studied independently This partitioning into subsystems may be repeated several times
resulting in a set of independent subsystems suited for detailed modeling
 Trac models
Besides a system model for an APON including the various resources such as line capacities
buers multiplexers etc there is a need for trac models describing the characteristics of
the way the resources used are loaded In a BISDN environment such as the APON where
a variety of known and yet unknown services are oered to the network nding appropriate
models describing the behavior of the oered load is a major and dicult task The list
of existing models in literature is extensive but only few of them have been validated for an
access architecture as the APON This thesis does not aim at developing new trac models
but makes use of existing models from literature
In order to capture the major trac characteristics of the dierent teleservices the following
three models have been selected to evaluate the performance characteristics

 Constant Bit Rate CBR trac This trac model generates ATM cells with almost
constant interarrival times The word almost in the previous sentence arises from the fact
that granularity caused by the possibility that a service rate is not divisible by the rate
of the access link has to be taken into account The cell interarrival time is calculated
taking into account the service bit rate and the overhead of 
 byte for layers higher than
the ATM layer This source model captures most conventional and near future tele
services such as telephone fast fax low quality video phone and LANLAN services
on demand
 Ono trac This trac model generates ATM cells according to an underlyingMarkov
chain alternating between two states #on and #o When the Markov chain is in the
onstate cells are generated according to a CBR pattern whereas during the ostate
no cells are emitted Both the number of cells generated during the onperiod and the
sojourn time in the ostate measured in number of timeslots are chosen to be geo
metrically distributed This source model is characterized by three parameters the peak
bit rate the mean bit rate and the burst length ie the mean number of cells generated
during the onperiod and was proposed in 
 as a model for data trac eg !exible
le transfer Another reason for choosing this source model is that the potential to sta
tistically multiplex trac streams with variable bit rates is an important justication for
the introduction of the ATM in the access network
 Batch Poisson trac A Poisson process is dened as a stochastic process in which the
time between two subsequent events arrivals is exponentially distributed Hence if X
denotes an exponentially distributed stochastic variable with intensity  the probability
that the interarrival time between two successive events is less than t is given by
PrfX  tg $ 
  e
t
 
This trac model may include batch arrivals in which case the arrival epoch corresponds
with an arrival of a batch of ATM cells where the batch size is determined by a well
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dened distribution The use of the Poisson process as a trac model has a long history
and is by no means restricted to the evaluation of ATM systems In fact Chapter 
applies the batch Poisson process to model the way inquiries for new connections arrive
at the APON In the latter case no ATM cells but batches of connections arrive at the
APON
 Performance evaluation methods
The aim of evaluating the performance of an access facility is either to study andor compare
the performance of a new system as a whole or to investigate the impact of new design ndings
often introduced with the objective to increase eciency andor to reduce costs on specic
performance parameters eg delay cell loss delay variation etc Basically two performance
evaluation approaches can be distinguished simulation and analytical methods
Simulation methods
When in this thesis simulation methods are applied the behavior of the access scheme is
described by a computer program and the articial trac is generated by making use of random
number generators During the execution of the simulation program statistical data eg buer
lengths transfer delays concerning the operation of the multipleaccess protocol are gathered
This data is used afterwards to compute the desired performance measures Simulation is
considered to be a powerful performance analysis technique since it allows an analysis of detailed
models A drawback arises from the fact that simulation results lack in providing insight in
how certain parameters relate to one another In addition stable statistical results with respect
to rare events eg cell loss may require enhanced mathematical techniques and may even be
impossible to obtain see eg 
 and 
 by simulation
Since every observation in a sample obtained during a simulation run can be considered as the
outcome of a random variable results gathered often show irregularities To determine the
reliability of simulation results condence intervals must be derived A condence interval is
an interval around the estimated value in which the actual value lies with a certain preferably
high probability This does not only hold for specic features such as the cell loss probability
or mean delays but can also be applied if the measure of interest is a distribution In the latter
case the domain of the distribution is subdivided into smaller intervals each of them showing
their own condence interval To derive condence intervals the method of batch means is used
throughout this thesis as described in more detail in for instance 
 
Analytical methods
In the case of analytical models the required results are obtained by directly solving the system
model applying mathematical techniques Compared to the simulation methods analytical
studies treat less detailed models but on the other hand allow to obtain more stable results
with a higher accuracy Moreover in some cases they can lead to closedform solutions which
may allow straightforward interpretation Analytical methods for the performance evaluation of
a multipleaccess protocol are mainly based on queueing analysis techniques The application
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of these mathematical techniques arises from the similarity between i the storing of ATM
cells in hardware memory and ii the waiting process experienced by customers in a variety of
practical situations which involves queueing Analytical evaluation however often suers from
huge state space requirements especially when dealing with realistic sources like a superposition
of many constant bit rate sources or a few but bursty variable bit rate sources If however
the aim of the performance evaluation is to study the impact of new design decisions on the
behavior of certain performance parameters the assumption of less realistic trac situations
often still provides good insights
Evaluation methods applied in this thesis
In this thesis both evaluation methods mentioned are applied Chapters  and  mainly rely
on simulation results Chapters  and  provide mathematical analyses whereas Chapters 
and  exploit both techniques The emphasis of the models used in those chapters which use
analytical evaluation shifts from models which study a very detailed timescale celllevel to
a model which studies eects on a larger time scale connectionlevel On cell level the most
important phenomena studied are the cell transfer delay and the cell delay variation whereas
the model for connection level analysis aim at solving the probability that a new connection
cannot be granted as a result of a congested APON More details on the outline of this thesis
are given below
  Outline
In practically all standards and other literature on telecommunication systems acronyms are
used to abbreviate concepts algorithms devises etc Some acronyms have become so common
that some people do not know anymore what they stand for The tradition of using abbrevi
ations is persevered in this thesis as one may have noticed from the previous sections The
explanation of concepts names and abbreviations could unfortunately not be avoided in this
outline without limiting ourselves to a very general description of the contents but are kept to
a minimum A list with the meaning of all acronyms used throughout this thesis can be found
on Page 
 A glossary of all math symbols used and an index can be found on Pages 

and 
 respectively Figure 
 aims at increasing the understanding of the relationship be
tween the nine chapters It shows which chapters are necessary to read rst before a particular
chapter can be understood
Chapter  rst describes the evolution of the multipleaccess protocol and explains a number
of basic elements that are relevant to the multipleaccess design problem and that are necessary
to understand the rest of this thesis Three generations of multipleaccess facilities are identi
ed ranging from the early Aloha and Ethernet days to recent Gigabit per second prototypes
The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the multipleaccess protocols as they have
been designed over the years for various network topologies This is realized by introducing a
new partitioning which is capable of classifying multipleaccess protocols from all three gener
ations This partitioning supplies a way to characterize common approaches between dierent
multipleaccess protocols and provides a framework that can be used to examine compare and
contrast these protocols The classication is subsequently used to give an overview of the
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Figure  Dependencies between the nine chapters of this thesis
important multipleaccess protocols for dierent network topologies in a structured manner
The classication together with a short overview of multipleaccess protocols was previously
published in 

Chapter  describes the main results on access technology achieved by the project Broadband
Access Facilities BAF The activities of BAF were funded by the Commission of the European
Communities under the program RACE R Its objectives were to study technological
issues and give guidelines with respect to broadband access networks for residential and small
business customers The issues studied included high speed transmission on shared bers
several protocols and their impact on trac performance communications management and
security provision Moreover the project aimed at specifying developing and testing the rst
ATMbased passive optical network demonstrator system which operates at a speed of 
Mbits in both the upstream and the downstream direction One of the purposes of this
demonstrator was to provide a broadband access eld trial A description is given of several
system aspects of the BAF system on a high level where special attention is devoted to those
aspects that are related to the solution of the multipleaccess problem and associated trac
aspects Finally this chapter describes ATM layer experiments which have been carried out
on the BAF demonstrator system and are reported in 
 These experiments reveal that
ideas which were formerly known in theoretical telecommunication environments or were born
during the BAF project can be implemented and actually work
The aim of Chapter  is to develop a mathematical model which can be used as a performance
tool to evaluate the scheduling heart of the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol the protocol
that has been implemented in the BAF demonstrator This is realized by studying a queueing
model where several classes of customers arrive at a single server queue where the server takes
a vacation whenever the queue becomes empty or appears to be empty after the server returns
from a vacation Furthermore we allow the rst customer of a busy period to endure an
exceptional service time depending on the class to which this customer belongs Batches of
customers of each class arrive according to independent Poisson processes and are served in a
FIFO order All customers who belong to the same class are served according to a common
generally distributed service time Service times batchsizes and the arrival processes are
all assumed to be mutually independent Additionally the chapter assumes that successive
vacation times of the server form independent and identically distributed sequences with a
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general distribution
For this queueing model we obtain the Laplace transform of both the sojourn time and the
interdeparture time distribution for each class of customers whose batchsize is geometrically
distributed No explicit assumptions are made about the batchsize distributions of the other
classes of customers
Chapter  subsequently applies the model of Chapter  with the aim to analyze the in!u
ence of the presence of the BAF access network experienced by ATM cells belonging to the
same reference connection More specic this chapter evaluates the impact of the use of the
bounded period rule which in!uences in its turn the way permits are distributed among all
terminations connected to the BAF demonstrator The bounded period rule aims at enforc
ing a minimum distance between two consecutive ATM cells waiting in the buer of the same
network termination to be sent in the upstream direction The impact of this rule on individ
ual connections is studied quantitatively using the model which was analyzed in Chapter 
In addition an alternative permit distribution algorithm for the Global FIFO multipleaccess
protocol is proposed aiming at a better overall performance Chapter  appeared in 
 and
a revised paper containing a combination of Chapters  and  has been accepted subject to
revision for publication in Performance Evaluation an International Journal 

Chapter  describes a new multipleaccess protocol for an APON called the Priority Ac
cess Control Scheme PACS Access to the shared medium is controlled by means of a re
questpermit mechanism which grants access in a dynamical manner for both delay sensitive
and delay insensitive services In order to guarantee a fast reaction time on changing trac
characteristics Request Access Blocks are introduced The permit distribution algorithm of
the PACS ensures a !exible use of the available transmission capacity favoring those ATM
cells which emanate from connections which are sensitive to variations in delay The PACS
uses a dierent approach of announcing requests leading to the necessity of a new robustness
mechanism This robustness scheme is described in detail together with a method to adapt a
protection mechanism which was proposed in Chapter  to improve the scheduling heart of the
Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol Finally Chapter  also describes a possible solution of
how the APON can support recently introduced ATM transfer capabilities such as ABR and
UBR leading to as far as we know the rst multipleaccess protocol where the congestion
control algorithm of the access network consults the hardware which was designed for the MAC
controller The major part of this chapter is published in 

Chapter 
 proposes a mathematical queueing model which is used to evaluate the performance
of the PACS multipleaccess protocol quantitatively This chapter rst studies the eorts
undertaken to make the PACS fair for all customers connected to the APON Subsequently
the mathematical queueing model used to investigate the in!uence of the PACS multipleaccess
protocol on trac oered to the APON is described and applied The results presented reveal
that the trac distortion caused by the PACS is small so that an additional complex trac
shaper is not necessary as is the case for several other multipleaccess protocols designed for
APONs Furthermore the delay is found to be relatively small and predictable under reasonable
conditions A revised version of the combination of Chapters  and  has been accepted for
publication in Computer Networks and ISDN Systems the International Journal of Computer
and Telecommunications Networking 

The performance evaluation results shown in Chapter  are constructed from joint contribu
tions which appeared as individual chapters in the books 

 and 
 The main goal of
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Chapter  is to compare the performance of the PACS and the Global FIFO multipleaccess
protocols quantitatively This is realized by studying and comparing transfer delays and 
point
CDVs introduced by each of these multipleaccess protocols under dierent load and trac con
ditions All results presented are obtained by simulation Two additional protocols namely
McFred and BPP are described brie!y and their performance is used as a comparison In
addition the link eciencies realized by the dierent protocols are derived and compared with
each other Finally a wide range of properties of these multipleaccess protocols are compared
with each other leading to the selection of the most promising multipleaccess protocol for an
APON described in this monograph
FinallyChapter 	 is based on a joint paper with E van Doorn  and studies the in!uence
of the APON on a larger time scale namely on connection level This chapter studies the
probability that the establishment of a new connection is turned down due to the fact that
the terminal is linked to the core ATM network via an APON In this chapter the APON
is considered to be a circuitswitched network consisting of several access links which are all
connected to a common link Each call requires the same number of circuits both on one of
the access links and on the common link and is considered to be blocked on arrival if the
requirements cannot be met The APON supports multiple classes of calls where each class
is characterized by an arrival rate a transmission rate requirement a mean holding time and
a parameter which does duty as a burstiness factor For this lossmodel we derive among
other results formulas to calculate the exact blocking probabilities experienced by all dierent
types of heterogeneous calls oered to the APON In addition we bring to light the relation
between the model in the case of a single link and a method proposed by Delbrouck in  for
estimating blocking probabilities in an incompletely specied setting The blocking probabilities
experienced in an APON are subsequently compared with the blocking probabilities occurring
in the situation the terminal has a direct access link to the ATM network which does not have to
be shared with other terminals This enables studying the in!uence of an APON at connection
level for connections with heterogeneous transmission requirements
All previously cited material has been revised in order to avoid redundant explanations and to
meet the requirements of continuity throughout this thesis In some occasions new insights have
been added In addition to the papers cited the author has contributed to the publications 
 
 and 


Chapter 
Broadband access facilities 
introduction classication and
overview
This chapter rst describes the evolution of the multipleaccess protocol and explains a number
of basic elements that are relevant to the multipleaccess design problem and are necessary to
understand the rest of the thesis Three generations of multipleaccess facilities are identied
ranging from the early Aloha and Ethernet days to recent Gigabit per second prototypes The
aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the multipleaccess protocols as they have been
designed over the years for various network topologies This is realized by introducing a new
partitioning which is capable of classifying multipleaccess protocols from all three generations
This partitioning supplies a way to characterize common approaches between dierent multiple
access protocols and provides a framework that can be used to examine compare and contrast
these protocols It is subsequently used to give an overview of the important multipleaccess
protocols for dierent network topologies in a structured manner
  Three generations of multipleaccess
Since 

 when the Aloha protocol  was dened to allow packet radio communications
between several remote terminals and the central computer of the University of Hawaii various
multipleaccess protocols have been developed for and applied to dierent types of networks
However evolution of technology of the underlying physical layer from copper to ber has
caused that multipleaccess protocols of the past can in general not be used for applications of
today In spite of this fact many ideas which were born during the design of early protocols
are still useful today
The most important property of multipleaccess protocols for future networks is that they
support all services which are oered by the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network B
ISDN explained in Section  Multipleaccess can for instance be used to provide access to
the BISDN for small or residential users but major application areas mainly include the local
and metropolitan area networks packet radio networks and satellite networks In this chapter
we do not mind whether the multipleaccess protocol is designed for shared access within a
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packet radio net within a Local Area Network LAN a Metropolitan Area Network MAN
or a Wide Area Network WAN We are only interested in how access to the shared medium
is accomplished That is why in general we refer to an access facility which can act as one of
the network possibilities mentioned above
Based on the technology of the underlying physical level three generations of access facilities
can be identied 
  


 The rst generation which starts in 
 and ends in the early s consists of networks
that were built before the optical ber technology was available and include the birth of
LANs Access facilities from this generation have comparable characteristics in terms of
speed maximum of  
 Mbits geographical range   m and the connectivity
of the number of terminals   An important lack of these access facilities is that
they do not scale with respect to transmission speed and the geographical span covered
Important examples of multipleaccess schemes of this generation include Aloha IEEE
  IEEE  Cambridge ring
 The second generation starts in the early s and ends in almost the mid s Driven by
the emerge of high speed local and metropolitan applications and the rapid advancement
of ber optic technology the networks developed during this period increase the speed of
the facility and the distance of the geographical area that can be covered This has led to
new designs of multipleaccess protocols The reason for this is twofold First the proto
cols used during the rst generation use specic requirements with respect to the physical
medium and cannot be applied to ber media Second some of the wellknown protocols
proposed and implemented during the rst generation eg the ones early standardized
by the IEEE  committee cope with the problem that their performance degrades if
the range of the medium andor the speed is increased with an order of magnitude see
for example  

During the second generation networks were often designed for MANs and to connect
work stations to super computers massive storage devices and high resolution graphic
workstations Typical applications include scientic visualization load sharing among
super computers and a more general distribution of tasks among super computers The
transmission speed ranges between 
 Mbits and  Mbits and is sometimes even
pushed up to Gbits The geographical span is increased up to  km simultane
ously sustaining an incredible increase of the facilitys connectivity The technology used
however still forces the access facility to convert information from the optical to the
electronical domain clearly introducing bottlenecks Attempts to increase speeds up to
Gbits networks are eg realized by exploiting parallelism as for instance in Bellcores
MetroCore network  where a  Gbits channel is obtained by multiplexing 
 chan
nels The control information however is carried on only one channel still allowing the
MAC processor to operate on 
 Mbits Most of the access facilities of this generation
were designed for high speed LANs or MANs and have started to make the distinction be
tween these two classes of networks vague Famous examples include FDDI and FDDIII
DQDB Fasnet LION and Expressnet
 In the third generation ber optical technology is exploited by making use of WDM tech
nology advanced tunable lasers and receivers and passive components The need for high
speed networks pushes technology to design networks with a throughput of hundreds of
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Gbits allowing information to stay in the optical domain ie preventing active process
ing and electronic bottlenecks An optical ber has the potential to carry signals at the
rate of several Tbits However since the digital electronic components that attach this
medium operate at rates far below this capacity it is necessary to divide the mediums
bandwidth into several independent channels each of them operating at electronic speeds
This partitioning of the mediums bandwidth is known as WDM and is discussed in Sec
tion  We also observe that the single bus or ring which was installed during the rst
generation is often replaced by a distributed interconnected network
Each generation introduced new challenges with respect to the design of the multipleaccess
protocol This ranges from an emphasis on simplicity during the rst generation and an increase
of the connectivity leading to issues like maintenance and security for protocols designed during
the second and third generations From a performance point of view the challenges during the
rst generation were mainly to obtain high values of throughput and small delays under light
trac conditions With an increase of the speed of all kinds of components the importance of
delay decreased during the second generation However fairness meaning that the delay oered
to one user should not dier too much from the delay oered to others became a big issue
Performance characteristics of multipleaccess protocols of the third generation emphasizes the
receipt of small variations with respect to the originally sent patterns A system with small
endtoend delays under low load but with higher delays at high loads will not be able to protect
existing connections from large jitter and is thus not desired With the introduction of real
time applications which demand a high and varying transmission capacity the new challenge
was to design protocols which introduce endtoend delays which are as constant as possible
and hence reduce jitter Upon some re!ection there are of course many reasons to keep endto
end delays low rising from the nature of the applications as well as from the fact that memory
required to store information is expensive The opinion stated during this period is that a good
designer prevents delay variation whereas only God can prevent delay
Notice that the above breed excludes wireless communications which has its own evolution as
noticed in Subsection 
 The aim of this chapter is to identify the underlying issues and
problems that arise when a single communication channel must be shared among a community
of distributed terminals Moreover we provide a framework in which these protocols can be
examined compared and contrasted and use this framework to give an overview of recent work
on multipleaccess protocols supporting BISDN services
 BISDN
Traditional baseband networks such as Ethernet or the public telephone system carry signals
that occupy the entire bandwidth of the medium Baseband systems impress the signal directly
into the carrying medium commonly as high and low voltage levels In other words only a
single channel is available at any time and the signal is not mixed with a carrier In a broadband
network in contrast systems modulate the signals with a frequency carrier being able to carry
many channels and many signals simultaneously
Evolution from current telecommunication networks towards an integrated broadband commu
nication network has adopted the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network BISDN as
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future telecommunication network for the wide area The BISDN supports a range of possible
applications which can be very diverse in nature via a single network Moreover the BISDN
supports higher throughputs and grants access to a user via a single standardized interface the
User Network Interface UNI
Examples of applications foreseen for the BISDN include High Denition Television video con
ferencing telephone and all applications which are currently provided by the Internet Since
these applications are very diverse in nature they may ask for a wide range of requirements of
the network The BISDN network should therefore be able to support
 Both pointtopoint and multi point including broadcast communications
 Both singlemedium and multi media communications
 Both connectionless and connectionoriented communications
 Communications with a broad range of natural information rates which may even vary
in time
 Communications with a wide range of Quality of Service QoS requirements see Sec
tion 
In order to support all future applications the standardization organization CCITT nowa
days ITU has selected the Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM for multiplexing and switching
technique in the BISDN  In the ATM all user information is transferred by the network
in xedsize data units called cells We refer to Subsection 
 for a short description of the
main features of the ATM necessary to understand the rest of this thesis In  two dierent
UNIs are dened in order to support the use of the ATM at the UNI of the BISDN The
standardized bit rates of these UNIs are 
 and  Mbits
In  a Protocol Reference Model PRM for BISDN making use of the ATM is dened This
model uses the concept of separated planes for the segregation of user control and management
functions see Figure 
 The user plane contains functions which deal with transfer of user
information The control plane mainly contains functions which are responsible for the control
of cells and connections and deals with signaling Finally the management plane is again
subdivided into two subplanes The layer management plane performs operational functions
whereas the plane management is responsible for management of the dierent planes
In addition the PRM also shows a partition into layers This is done for the same reason as the
OSI reference model of ISO has a layered structure to create a stepwise independence between
the physical medium which is used for the transmission of signals and the applications which
are desired by the user
Protocols are dened within the user and the control plane The physical layer the ATM
layer and the ATM Adaptation Layer AAL are common for the user plane the control plane
and the layer management plane although very little control functionality is needed The
main function of the physical layer of BISDN is to convert an ATM cell stream into bits
such that they can be transported over a medium The physical layer at the receiving side
has to perform the inverse operation The physical layer is therefore responsible for medium
dependent bit functions The ATM layer provides endtoend transfer of cells along connections
Multipleaccess takes place at the ATM layer Besides multipleaccess the function of the ATM
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Figure  The BISDN ATM Protocol Reference Model
layer includes !ow control switching and demultiplexing of cells possibly originating from
dierent applications The AAL adapts the service which is provided by the ATM layer to a
service that can better support specic classes of applications It provides among other things
segmentation and reassembly and takes care of synchronization of source and destination
Dierent views have been reported within literature to describe the relation of the layering of
the PRM with the layering of the OSI reference model see eg 
 In the context of this
thesis the ATM layer can be considered to be an interlayer of the physical layer and the data
link layer of the OSI reference model The MAC layer which is responsible for multipleaccess
can also be assigned to this area
 The asynchronous transfer mode
The ATM is the network concept that has been selected for switching and multiplexing in the
BISDN in  The ATM is capable of putting all user information in xed size data units
called cells and route these cells from source to destination through a network of switches
which are interconnected by links The standardized cell structure consists of an information
eld often referred to as payload of  bytes and a header of  bytes which contains routing
information see  The function of the header is to identify cells and it plays an important
role in demultiplexing and switching techniques The ATM is connectionoriented" this means
that prior to the transfer of cells a connection is established through the network and cells are
forwarded along the connection subsequently This guarantees that cells arrive in sequence at
their destination
Multiplexing of cells most of the times originating from dierent connections on an ATM link
is realized by making use of asynchronous time division multiplexing The transmission capacity
is divided into slots capable of transferring exactly one ATM cell Slots may be assigned to
connections in an asynchronous manner ie whenever a slot is required for a connection it can
be used Telecommunication devices making use of the ATM such as eg switches may receive
cells on a number of incoming links The connection an incoming cell belongs to is uniquely
dened by the incoming link and the label carried in the cells header In each device a routing
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table is maintained containing a pointer to the desired outgoing ATM link or buer and the
possibly new label which identies the connection of the cell on that link
As stated before the ATM is a connectionoriented technique Two types of connections are
distinguished vizVirtual Path Connections VPCs and Virtual Channel Connections VCCs
Consequently two corresponding types of connection identiers can be found in the header of
a cell namely a Virtual Path Identier VPI and Virtual Channel Identier VCI The
combination of these two referred to as VPIVCI determines the ATM connection a cell
belongs to
A physical link between two switches may contain a number of logical connections each of
them called a Virtual Path Link VPL identied by a VPI The concatenation of a number of
VPLs forms a Virtual Path Connection VPC Within one VPC a number of Virtual Channel
Links VCL can be distinguished Each VCL is identied by a VCI which is unique within its
VPC The concatenation of a number of VCLs forms on its turn a Virtual Channel Connection
VCC
The concept of switching and the use of VPIVCI is depicted in Figure  This gure shows
among other things that a virtual path is established between subscribers I and II transporting
 individual connections distinguished from one another by dierent VCI values Nodes 
 and
 operate on VP level whereas node  operates on VC level Nodes 
 and  do therefore
not change VCI values in contrast with node  which may change both VCI and VPI values
Notice that on link A two distinct connections use both VCI value  This introduces no
problems since the dierent VPI values allow node 
 to discriminate between these two virtual
connections
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Figure  The concept of switching and the use of VPI and VCI in an ATM Network
As mentioned before an ATM cell consists of a payload of  and a header of  bytes see
Figure  The major part of the header is occupied by the VPI and VCI elds Furthermore
the header contains a Header Error Control HEC eld of 
 byte to protect the header against
bit errors and to correct for a single bit error Remark that this eld only protects and
corrects the header of the cell and not the payload Error control of the payload should be
performed in the AAL on an endtoend basis A Cell Loss Priority CLP eld of 
 bit can
be used to distinguish between two priority levels The Payload Type Identier PTI eld of
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 bits contains additional information with respect to the type of information carried in the
ATM cell This allows Operation And Maintenance OAM in the ATM network OAM cells
contain dedicated maintenance information and can be inserted and extracted in dedicated
places in the network to obtain quality measures of equipment or can be used for performance
monitoring At the UNI a Generic Flow Control GFC eld of  bits can be used to control
the access !ow to a shared link
Header Data
HEC 8CLP 1VPI 8 PTI 3VCI 16GFC 4
384
ATM cell
40
Figure  ATM cell structure at the UNI all values given in bits
 Multipleaccess to BISDN
One of the basic characteristics of the ATM is that when during a connection a link is temporar
ily overloaded and therefore causes the loss of a cell or when it introduces an error because
of another reason no special action will be taken by the end devices of that link to correct
for this error Therefore when the shared medium can contain several ATM cells simultane
ously a good multipleaccess protocol provides access without the necessity to retransmit cells
because of collisions between cells from other terminals If the multipleaccess protocol does
allow cell loss the problem of retransmission must be solved within the Medium Access Control
MAC layer This is due to the fact that in the ATM higher layers may only be asked for
retransmission of data on an endtoend basis This class of multipleaccess protocols should
therefore store cells temporarily until the medium has been accessed successfully Storing can
take place by making use of specially designed buers which do not necessarily have to be read
out in a First Come First Served FCFS discipline However the sequence of cells belonging
to the same connection has to be guaranteed by the multipleaccess protocol as a result of
the connectionoriented nature of the ATM Hence if the transmission delay within the access
facility involves two or more slots retransmission of ATM cells at the MAC layer can lead to
a violation of the sequence integrity
Since the ATM has been selected as the standard for the BISDN a good multipleaccess
protocol for the BISDN has to operate accurately with the relatively small data units of
 bytes Besides this access to BISDN has stringent demands with respect to delay and
delay variation Due to the presence of both synchronous trac ie real time applications
and asynchronous trac in the same network access delay of information packets has to be
predictable and may not suer from too much variation Moreover a multipleaccess protocol
supporting BISDN applications should aim at good
 Eciency  The overhead introduced by the protocol should be low
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 Performance  The delay and the delay variation introduced by the multipleaccess pro
tocol should be kept within certain bounds particularly for services whose delay require
ments were guaranteed during connection set up Besides this the loss of information
should be kept low
 Flexibility  A protocol for BISDN should be able to support dierent types of trac
varying from synchronous trac to asynchronous trac
 Fairness  One terminal should not be subject to more delay throughput or delay varia
tion than another on an average Moreover the protocol should not allow a terminal to
usurp the available transmission capacity inadvertently
 Upgradability  Transmission speeds and requirements change and hence it is desirable
that the multipleaccess protocol can be adapted easily to the expansion or upgrading of
the network it serves
 Complexity  The protocol may not be too complex to operate Complex protocols lead
to diculties during the implementation phase and hence increase initial costs A good
example of how the multipleaccess protocol can increase costs is given in 

 where is
shown that as a result of complex structures needed by the MAC protocol the costs of
an interface board between a terminal and the access facility can become as expensive as
the terminal itself
 Robustness  When an error occurs especially if it is introduced by the medium the
multipleaccess protocol should be able to recover from this error
 Connectivity  A multipleaccess protocol should provide access to a large number of
terminals simultaneously
 Trac control
Basically trac control refers to the set of functions carried out by the network provider to

 avoid network congestion"
 achieve the Quality of Service QoS objectives which were dened during the establish
ment of a connection and which resemble an agreement between user and network
The second set of functions is eg realized in terms of maximum cell loss probability transfer
delays and Cell Delay Variation CDV Dierences in transfer delays are introduced since
subsequent cells may experience deviating trac conditions in shared buers Two functions
have been identied to meet the objectives of trac control namely Connection Admission
Control CAC and Usage Parameter Control UPC The rst represents the set of actions
performed by the network to decide to either accept or reject a new connection Requests
for new connections should only be granted if sucient resources are available along the calls
route through the network and if the new call does not jeopardize the QoS parameters of those
connections already established The UPC function monitors and controls trac before it enters
the public network or when it bridges dierent networks often owned by dierent providers
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Its main purpose is to enforce the compliance of every ATM connection to the trac contract
which is negotiated during its establishment More details on UPC and its possible adaption
to protect an access facility are given in Section 
The trac control functions indicate how important it is for an access facility not to introduce
CDV If the access facility introduces too much CDV UPCNPC functions which may be
implemented immediately behind the access network could decide to drop cells which were
found to be uncompliant with the contract agreed upon during CAC while the source did not
violate its contract
 Assignment techniques
Basically there are three assignment or multiplexing techniques which can be used to al
low multiple terminals to share the physical transmission media Time Division Multiplexing
TDM Frequency Division Multiplexing FDM and Code Division Multiplexing CDM This
section describes these techniques shortly In addition space division and hybrid multiplexing
techniques are explained which are not considered to be real assignment techniques
 Time division multiplexing
In TDM time is divided into slots which are sometimes grouped into frames Allocation of
a slot to a terminal can either be done synchronously or asynchronously If the synchronous
option is chosen a specic slot within each frame is reserved for a particular terminal As soon
as a slot in a frame has been allocated access is guaranteed This technique suers from the
disadvantage that if a terminal has nothing to send its slot will be left idle while at the same
time other terminals may have data units waiting to be transmitted This problem is especially
acute when terminals send bursty trac ie when the trac has a high peak to average bit
rate In order to solve this problem slots may be allocated dynamically or asynchronously
In this asynchronous solution implicit or explicit reservation of a slot is necessary to prevent
packets from colliding This solution corresponds better with the concept of ATM where cells
may be sent whenever a terminal has cells waiting The synchronous solution corresponds more
with traditional telephone networks where transmission rate requirements often exhibit a more
regular behavior
The TDM technique which is likely to be used in future networks is calledOptical Time Division
Multiplexing OTDM This approach uses extremely narrow pulses with correspondingly large
bandwidths which again use the available ber spectrum more eciently With this technique
ultrahigh bit rate transmission up to 
 Gbits can be realized see 
 The method
used to generate these high bit rates is to multiplex optical tributary data streams directly in
the optical domain
 Frequency division multiplexing
In FDM the channels bandwidth is divided into smaller subbands each conguring a separate
channel One channel may be dedicated to one connection or may change with every packet
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that is transmitted If the network makes use of electronic service providers the subbands
correspond with dierent frequencies These frequency bands are transported as a group and
separated at the receiving end When optical techniques are used the subbands correspond
with dierent wavelengths That is why within an optical environment FDM is referred to as
Wavelengths Division Multiplexing WDM The WDM technology allows exploiting the use of
passive devices which reduce costs and may lead to higher reliability and lower maintenance
On the other hand the use of WDM may increase costs when it requires a separate optical
transmitter and receiver for each wavelength that is used Evolution of photonic technology
has reached the stage that very fast tunable receivers and transmitters have been tested in
laboratory environments sometimes even allowing information to remain in the optical domain
This equipment allows to tune for the appropriate wavelength in several tenths of nanoseconds
and then listens to the medium for several microseconds The introduction of this equipment
lowers the need for separate transmitters and receivers and will eventually lower the costs of
WDM
Of the three available wavelength regions viz  m 

 m and 
 m the latter two
regions have been adopted for telecommunication services in photonic equipment The 
m wavelength region was abandoned as a result of incompatibility with standard singlemode
ber which has been widely used in the access network Other areas of application such as
compact disk equipment have used this wavelength region because of the attractive property
to develop lowcost laser diodes 

In order to increase the eective bandwidth TDM and WDM can easily be combined in an
access environment For example packets originating from several communication channels
of varying sizes can be multiplexed into a 
 Mbits stream by using ATM switching
techniques Subsequently four of these 
 Mbits streams can be multiplexed into a 
Mbits stream making use of TDM techniques Finally by assigning each  Mbits stream
to a separate wavelength WDM techniques may be used to multiplex several  Mbits
streams into one ber
It is envisaged that future networks may incorporate both the use of WDM and OTDM avoid
ing electronic signal processing completely see 
 WDM uses equipment which is now
commercially available whereas OTDM relies on many components which are still restricted
to laboratories and will be for some time
 Code division multiplexing
In CDM the main principle of communication is based on spread spectrum techniques for which
the bandwidth occupancy is much higher than in the other assignment techniques Spreading is
accomplished by combining the data signal with a code which is independent of the transmitted
data message Code Division MultipleAccess CDMA achieves orthogonality by the use of
dierent signaling codes in conjunction with matched lters at the receivers side Multiple
orthogonal codes are obtained at the expense of higher bandwidth requirements Dierent
terminals transmit and use dierent codes so that if the receiver tunes to the code of one
transmission the other transmissions will appear as noise The dierent codes may also be
used to make a distinction between data packages using CDMA techniques on the data level
The CDMA assignment technique has among other things the advantage that it provides a
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maximal security without knowing the code it is nearly impossible to recover the transmitted
data it is less susceptible to distortions because it uses a large bandwidth and since a large
number of codes can be generated a large number of terminals can share the access medium
simultaneously
Because of the in general large number of available codes the problem of avoiding collisions
between packets is not directly present in CDM The multipleaccess problem for CDM is
mostly concerned with reducing the probability that dierent terminals choose the same code
As a result of the availability of high bandwidth in air CDM techniques are mainly used in
wireless communications We refer to 
 for more details and examples on spread spectrum
techniques
 Other assignment techniques
In addition to the assignment techniques mentioned methods as Space Division Multiplexing
SDM and Hybrid Multiplexing HM are often used Since they do not really belong to the
multiplex techniques they are described separately
Space division multiplexing
The space division multiplexing #multiplexing method simply assumes separated transmission
media in the case information has to be traversed into two directions This is an alternative
for the use of other assignment techniques in two directions where in the case of TDM a sort
of pingpong mechanism must be applied and in the case of FDM WDM more frequencies
wavelengths are required to support transmissions on the same medium in two directions
For more information with respect to the use of SDM the reader is referred to 

Hybrid multiplexing
In addition to the assignment techniques mentioned a combination of the basic principles
usually referred to as hybrid multiplexing may be used In fact in mobile communication
systems virtually all practical TDM and CDM schemes comprise an FDM component even if
not mentioned explicitly  This is due to the fact that the total bandwidth available for
mobile communications is in the order of tens of MHz The occupancy of such a large bandwidth
by solely TDM or CDM signals would require extremely broadband system components which
may be dicult to implement in the mobiles Multipleaccess schemes which make use of WDM
often make use of TDM as well for reasons of eciency and synchronization
 Network topologies
Since multipleaccess is concerned with having access to a shared medium the underlying
topology is an important parameter for the design of the protocol that prevents collisions of
packets originating from dierent terminals In this section we consider the properties of good
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network topologies which are often used for access facilities
There is a clear dierence between the physical topology and the logical topology of a network
The physical topology of a network refers to the way the access links are positioned physically
while the logical topology refers to the way the medium is accessed For example the IEEE
 standard tokenbus makes use of a physical bus where each terminal connected to the
bus sends and receives a token to from a predened other terminal Although the physical
topology of this access facility is a bus the logical topology is clearly a ring In this thesis we
mainly restrict ourselves to logical topologies
The need for evolution of the physical medium from copper towards optical ber resulted in
both high speed interfaces and the possibility of enlarging the geographical area covered For
years engineers around the world have worked on the realization of ber access technologies
Making ber networks economically competitive with copper based systems is the primary
focus in the continuing development of new ber technologies see eg  Fiber systems
have already been economically introduced in networks where system costs are shared among
many customers A photonic access facility may consist of both active and passive components
In an active component the attenuated and distorted signal is recovered using external energy
Passive components on the other hand do not add external energy to the signal In passive
access facilities the data stream does not undergo any processing like control eld indication or
storing and forwarding during the transmission path implying that no electronical to optical
conversions and the other way around need to take place Passive optical couplers can be
realized by simply fusing together a number of bers such that light is automatically passed
to all the desired links This does not require any additional logic or power supply as
with active couplers Evolution of the physical level from copper and electronics to ber and
photonic technology has led to a situation where less active components are needed to bridge
the same distance Moreover a more complex topology can be realized using only passive
components A network which connects several terminals with each other or a local exchange
and several terminals solely by means of passive components is called a Passive Network
The Passive Optical Network PON has been adopted as a very viable solution for deployment
of ber distribution systems potentially oering Tera bitss networks In addition the PON
oers potential solutions for economical distribution networks in local access facilities providing
Plain Old Telephone Systems POTS and ISDN services in the beginning and allowing an
evolution towards broadband services see   
 

 The major components in a
PON or in the context of this chapter a passive optical shared access facility include bers
transceivers receivers optical lters and the passive optical splitters A wide variety
of network congurations is possible in passive access facilities depending on the number of
channels wavelengths and the tunability of the receivers and transmitters If the receivers
are xedwavelength receivers ie not tunable the transmitters should know the wavelengths
of all the receivers with which they wish to communicate possibly only one and should be
tunable over this set of wavelengths On the other hand if xed wavelength transmitters are
used the receivers should be tunable possibly leading to contention at the receivers side This
contention arises since the multipleaccess protocol may allow simultaneous transmissions by
dierent terminals on dierent wavelengths to one single terminal which on its turn is only
able to tune to one wavelength at the same time Whether the receivers or the transmitters
are tunable the wavelength assignment is another problem which has to be addressed If
both transmitters and receivers are tunable no wavelength assignment is necessary and the
multipleaccess protocol subscribes which wavelengths have to be used by which transmitters
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and to which wavelengths the receiver has to tune to in order to receive the data packets from
other users This can for instance be realized by dedicating a separate control channel leading
to pretransmission coordination
Besides the tunability of transmitters andor receivers interface electronics and power supplies
both at the exchange and at the customer terminations are part of the capital equipment
According to 
 optical amplication powering and cabling belong to the most important
aspects of the costeectiveness of bering a distribution network The feasibility of opti
cal amplication has been demonstrated in Cable Antenna TeleVision CATV networks see
eg 
  allowing most of the bandwidth in the traditional downstream direction to
wards the user and a small part in the upstream direction from user to network Passive
structures allow an easy implementation of distributive services on a dierent wavelength for
instance and therefore form a popular distribution network for CATV services
Providing power to photonic systems is still a very challenging issue including bringing bers
closer to the customer in an economical manner and avoiding active components #in the streets
at the same time see 
  
 Upgradability of PONs is relatively easy and can often be
realized by installation of additional splitters when requested
Many factors must be considered when comparing the architectural alternatives for various
topologies of a broadband access facility see eg 

 These factors include
 Costs  Costs of an access facility may be divided into initial and lifecycle costs
 Expansion to future network architectures  During the design of the network a possible
future expansion or upgrading of the network should be taken into account It is desirable
that the network can keep functioning during upgrading or when new terminals must be
added
 Reliability  The topology of a network has a major impact on its reliability If eg
a centrally situated terminal is responsible for the operation of a network this terminal
plays a key role in the soundness of the access facility When its functionality fails the
total access facility fails Clearly topologies dier in robustness and therefore also dier
in reliability If eg a link of a star or tree net is disconnected the terminal connected
by means of this link will be disconnected from the access facility while other terminals
may still proceed
 Maintainability  After the network has been designed it has to be administered Some
topologies allow easier maintenance than others
 Availability of technology  Some multipleaccess schemes make use of technology which is
only tested in laboratory environments This technology may fail to become commercially
available
 Flexibility in providing services  Future aspects of telecommunication services and re
quirements have to be taken into account during the design of the topology of an access
facility
 Privacy and security  From a customers point of view telecommunication must both be
economical and respect privacy Business subscribers demand from a telecommunication
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network that it is impossible for unauthorized users to make use of their facilities while
at the same time they want to make use of facilities of other networks in an easy way
Of course some of these properties cannot be accomplished at the same time" there exists a
tradeo between many of these items Privacy aspects have to be solved for most topologies
since multipleaccess facilities often make use of broadcasting techniques or because information
meant for one particular terminal has to pass several other terminals
We remark that the restriction to take only the logical topology of the access network into
consideration may lead to an underestimation of the impact of certain factors In order to
realize a certain logical topology the underlying physical topology may have been upgraded
so much eg by redundant bers that certain aspects of the logical topology are not valid
anymore
In Sections  through 
 several possible topologies are described which can be and are
used for broadband access facilities In each of these sections we discuss examine compare
and contrast multipleaccess protocols for a dierent topology We do this by making use of a
framework for multipleaccess protocols which is discussed in Section 
 A framework for multipleaccess protocols
As discussed earlier the aim of the multipleaccess protocol is to grant medium transmission
rights to a number of terminals which compete for the use of a shared medium In several papers
see eg  

 

 
 
 taxonomies of the multipleaccess problem are proposed In 



 multipleaccess protocols are divided into two classes contentionbased and controlled
access These classes which on their turn are divided into subclasses draw a distinction
between those multipleaccess schemes which allow data units to collide and those which do
not This partitioning is widely used although often without explicit reference to classify
multipleaccess protocols from the rst generation Due to evolution of technology new aspects
of the multipleaccess problem have come up making the class of contention based protocols
to remain the same size and forcing the class of controlled access to grow very rapidly This
is due to the fact that in many multipleaccess environments of today especially those which
are compatible with the ATM retransmission of unsuccessful transmissions is not allowed at
the MAC layer This makes these taxonomies less appropriate to classify recently designed
access schemes In more recent surveys eg  

 

 
 classication is often based on
a perspective of a certain network topology or on technological propertiesrequirements
In this section we propose a new classication which covers multipleaccess protocols from all
three generations The aim of this partitioning is to characterize common approaches between
dierent multipleaccess protocols and to provide a framework which can be used to examine
compare and contrast these protocols Since multipleaccess protocols are often designed for
a specic network topology a partitioning of these protocols without taking into account the
topology for which they were designed seems impossible However the partitioning is founded
on how common access problems such as reservation for and approval of transmitting data can
be solved and by indicating where in the network access control takes place Together with the
time for how long transmission rights are granted important properties of the multipleaccess
problem are covered which are independent of the underlying topology of the shared medium
In our model we therefore distinguish the following four topics
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Figure  Classication of multipleaccess protocols
These items can either be interpreted as individual properties or topics or one may look upon
them as phases In the latter case a multipleaccess protocol often has to pass each phase to
accomplish access successfully Each topic is subdivided into issues aiming at a more detailed
contrasting see Figure  If during some of the phases informationloss occurs the multiple
access protocol must often be forced to start all over again That is why a loopback mechanism
has been included in the partitioning Robustness schemes of some multipleaccess protocols
eg  
 allow terminals to proceed normally if either the request andor the approval
phases waswere not passed successfully After a multipleaccess protocol has been forced to
start from the beginning it may take special actions precautions to prevent that the same
data is lost over and over again
It should be noticed that even if all phases have been passed successfully data units may still
be lost as a result of the way the multipleaccess protocol operates This situation occurs
eg in the protocols proposed in  
 as a result of the fact that destination receivers can
only tune for one specic wavelength while data units can be sent simultaneously on dierent
wavelengths This kind of loss is sometimes referred to as receivers side contention and cannot
be discovered on the MAC layer such that the assignment for retransmission should originate
from higher layers As far as the MAC layer is concerned the retransmission of such a data
unit is considered to be a fresh new data unit This MAC problem mainly occurs in WDM
based access facilities and several solutions have been adopted to prevent this situation from
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happening The Switch Delay Line operation see  can for instance be used to prevent this
In  an alternative mechanism operating at the MAC layer has been proposed to exclude
this kind of loss in the protocol proposed in 

In what follows we rst discuss the topics and subtopics as shown in Figure  which are
essential for the new classication and show how they can be used in the design of a framework
for multipleaccess protocols In Sections  through 
 we subsequently describe a majority
of possible topologies widely used or proposed for broadband access facilities In each of these
sections we give a survey of the existing multipleaccess protocols for the appropriate topology
exploiting the new classication We remark that this classication can easily be expanded to
discriminate between multipleaccess protocols which require eg specic hardware components
to operate correctly as is shown in Section 
	 Request
In order to advertise its transmission needs terminals may issue a request for one or several
data units codes data rates or bandwidths depending on the multiplexing techniques used
The request phase forms the input for the access control phase of the multipleaccess protocol
and accomplishes that transmission rights can be granted by means of approvals on demand
In TDM based access control schemes the request phase often takes place via a reservation
eld encoded in the header of a data unit in a token by adding bits to the header of the data
unit or by a specially dedicated request frame In multipleaccess protocols where either the
transmission medium is wireless or the assignment technique is based on WDM a separate
control channel is often dedicated to be used during the request phase
In many papers the request phase is referred to as reservation and the protocols supporting
a request phase are referred to as reservationbased protocols This is inherited from the rst
generation of multipleaccess when protocols allowed terminals to reserve particular codes slots
or frequencies in advance to send data units In multipleaccess protocols proposed during the

nd
and 
rd
generation terminals often simply issue a request in order to demand transmission
rights The terminal often does not know when in the case of TDM or how in the case of
CDM and FDM access will be permitted The time necessary to wait until this information
becomes available may among other things depend on the load of the access facility and the
rules enforced by the multipleaccess protocol applied
Appraised versus requested
The demand for transmission rights may take place either according to an estimated data rate
or according to the actual data rate based on the amount of data waiting for transmission
The rst case is referred to as an appraised request whereas the second class of demand for
transmission rights is called a required request In the case of appraised requests transmission
rights may sometimes be requested on a larger time scale In this case the resources are
requested once and a dedicated part of the bandwidth or data rate is allocated to the terminal
in either a semipermanent or a cyclic fashion An appraised request phase may also result from
not knowing in advance how the available bandwidth or transmission rate can be distributed
among all terminals in a dynamical way Either the terminal or a centrally located controller
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may then estimate how the available resources should be distributed These estimations may
eg be based on the way the available transmission rate is used by the terminals This technique
is especially favorable in situations where the round trip delay is relatively high such as in
satellite environments Severe problems may arise however in situations where trac is sent
with a relatively high peak to average ratio In this case the mechanism may not react on time
possibly leading to unacceptably long reaction times and consequently long delays In addition
the buers necessary to store data units must be large This class of reservation is proposed
in multipleaccess protocols during all three generations An example of a recently proposed
access facility using an appraised request phase is GSM In this mobile telecommunication
environment a granted connection corresponds with a regular slot reservation within a xed
physical frame for each active terminal mobile consider an access facility of FDM as the
assigning connection it asks for a is not yet in use by the the connection set up the terminal
uses the vanishes This may compared to the duration 
s
In the case a multipleaccess protocol allows the issuing of required requests one or several
transmission rights can be requested on demand often based upon the length of the queues
used for storage Especially when the access facility makes use of asynchronous assignment
techniques this reservation scheme often leads to a more ecient use of the available resources
since then also approvals can be granted according to the demand This way of reserving
corresponds better with ATM techniques
In both request classes the terminal may have the disposal of one or several buers where
it can store data units The requiredrequest class often determines the required number of
transmission rights from the contents of this buer In the case of appraised requests terminals
need to have a buer because trac proles of a connection may change in time This can lead
to the unpleasant situation that the data rate estimated in advance corresponds with a number
of issued requests which is either too much or too little The rst case leads to a decrementing
eciency of the transmission medium whereas the second situation leads to high waiting times
in the buer and consequently to high transfer delays Variable sojourn times in the buer
may lead to the situation that the departing trac prole starts to dier signicantly from the
original pattern introducing CDV
The overhead introduced by a request mechanism in general decreases with the number of
transmission rights which can be reserved instantaneously In conclusion we observe that
appraised requests may lead to less ecient resource behavior especially when the trac oered
has a high peak to mean ratio However with respect to minimizing overhead appraised
requests are often a more eective choice
Guaranteed versus uncertain
For both the Required and the Appraised classes requests may either be guaranteed or un
certain If the access scheme makes use of guaranteed requests transmission rights that are
demanded by a terminal are granted unconditionally

 This in contrast with uncertain requests
where either transmission rights may be refused because they are not available anymore or the
request may collide with or be overruled by inquiries originating from other terminals leading
 
It must be noticed that this indicates that no losses will occur on the MAC layer The unreliability of the
underlying physical medium may introduce bit errors which can have a serious impact on the MAC layer As
stated before a multipleaccess protocol should be robust against such errors
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to the loss of the request The rst class is referred to as uncertainnot available requests
whereas the second class is referred to as uncertaincontention requests The eciency of the
shared medium is in general higher in the case of guaranteed requests
Multipleaccess protocols without an request phase
By allowing terminals to indicate how many transmission rights they require a more ecient
and dynamical use of the shared access medium is realized Many multipleaccess protocols
mainly proposed during the rst generation however do not consider a request phase This
class of protocols which can be assigned to a third category called None accesses the shared
medium either in a contentionfree manner eg several versions of polling or a predened
location in a frame structure or by simply sending data units and praying for successful trans
mission Protocols which belong to the latter category are said to have no request phase and
allow contentions Multipleaccess protocols which belong to this category can also gain access
because transmission rights are simultaneously oered to a group of terminals in the hope that
only one of the terminals has data to send However if two or more terminals send data units
this information interferes and none of the data units sent are received correctly by their desti
nations In such cases a collision has occurred and terminals must retransmit data units until
the transmission is successful This category can make use of the loopback mechanism which
forces a multipleaccess protocol to start all over again in the case collisions occurred
An advantage of the nonerequestscontention category of MAC protocols is the often men
tioned fact that they exhibit small delays under light trac conditions Another attractive
aspect of this class of protocols is their simplicity allowing to implement them easily at the
terminals However as the trac intensity increases in a network using such a protocol so do
the chances for collisions resulting in a decreasing channel utilization and in increasing delays
Reducing this performance bottleneck has been the aim for many research papers A relatively
simple way to increase the channel utilization is installing collision avoiding switches in the
network see   

 
 A collision avoiding switch blocks a channel while it is used
by another terminal When two or more data units compete for service on a link the switch
guarantees that one of the data units acquires the link and is successfully transmitted on it
The successful data units are subsequently broadcast to all connected terminals such that the
original terminal can determine whether access was successful Terminals can simply resubmit
their data units as soon as they are aware of a transmission failure We refer to 
 for a good
overview on how collision avoiding switches can be used in divergent topologies The suitability
of collision avoidance in optical networks is discussed in 
 Notice that if long times are
involved before terminals are aware whether the transmission was a success or not long initial
delays are inevitable
Another way of preventing collisions is by preceding data units with a preamble This solution
is mainly proposed in multipleaccess protocols of the 
nd
generation The preamble is not part
of the data and it allows terminals to sense packet arrivals and to stop transmission such that
collisions between the real data can be avoided
Notice that if data units collide in general more timedata rate or bandwidth is waisted than
if requests collide This is due to the fact that in general data units are longer such that the
vulnerable period ie the period during which collisions may occur is longer and consequently
the number of bits which have to be retransmitted is larger
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Eciency of multipleaccess protocols
Some papers eg 

 claim that both contentionfreenonerequest protocols and protocols
which distinguish a request phase are inecient if there are a large number of terminals with
bursty transmissions In this situation a terminal is most of the time idle but occasionally
does have to send a large amount of data The ineciency of these protocols results from the
fact that either inquiries must be issued for protocols with a request phase or the opportunity
to claim the shared medium in the case of contentionfreenonerequest protocols must be
provided to all terminals regardless of whether they have data units to send This was indeed
the case for those protocols proposed during the rst generation but many protocols making
use of a request phase have overcome this problem However some protocols which distinguish
a request phase have to wait for a relatively long time before transmission rights can be received
even under very low load conditions For this reason medium high initial transfer delays are
introduced under all load conditions Although this property has always been considered as a
negative drawback the introduction of fast interfaces have reduced this problem substantially
Recall that from a performance point of view the multipleaccess schemes designed during the

rd
generation mainly aim at introducing as little CDV as possible and worry less about delay
It should be stressed though that far from all protocols which distinguish a request phase cope
with long initial delays
Finally we remark that a proposal which has the aim to solve the multipleaccess problem may
realize this by combining one of the request phases with the contentionnonerequest situation
If this occurs this protocol may on one hand still allow collisions between data units whereas
on the other hand particular terminals or classes of data units may experience the privilege
of a request phase A practical way of realizing this combination is eg by allowing terminals
to distinguish between dierent requestmodes or by circulating slots which are either marked
free or reserved Distinct mechanisms must then be introduced to determine when the request
mode changes or when a terminal is allowed to access either a free or a reserved slot
Multipleaccess protocols combining the appraised and the required request phase also exist
eg proposed in 
 but they are very scarce
By whom how and for how long requests for slots bandwidth transmission capacity or codes
are granted by the multipleaccess protocol depends on respectively the access control scheme
used the approval mechanism and the holding time
	 Access control
A multipleaccess scheme needs an access control function in order to avoid or resolve con!icts
between dierent terminals and it aims at increasing the throughput of the medium or its
eciency Such an access control function is the engine of the multipleaccess protocol and
determines which terminal has the right to access the medium and when this can take place
The decision for these actions is based upon agreements and on the information issued during
the request phase of the protocol which forms the input for the access control function The
output of the access control function is an approval discussed in Subsection  The access
control function is responsible for recovering from or preventing errors which occur on the
MAC layer and it has to be robust for errors which are introduced by lower layers
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The access control function can be a distributed agreement between all autonomous terminals
which are connected to the shared medium or can be carried out under the supervision of
one of the terminals or a dedicated controller often referred to as the protocols master The
rst situation is referred to as autonomous access control whereas the second case is called
controllerbased access control
Controllerbased access control
In the case of a controllerbased access control function the initial decision of access to the
medium can either come from a terminal or from the master In the rst situation one speaks
of distributed control whereas the second case is referred to as centralized access control
In the case of distributed control the possibility exists that access con!icts arise which cannot
be solved by the terminals themselves If this situation occurs the master has to help the
terminals or sometimes even has to take over The other possibility of controllerbased access
control is centralized control where access to the shared medium is completely controlled by
the centrally located master In this case terminals are more passive and most actions resulting
in access originate from the master
Whether access control is solved in a centralized autonomous or distributed manner all dif
ferent solutions make use of counters and timers for normal operation or error recovery and
have advantages as well as disadvantages with respect to one another In what follows these
advantages and disadvantages are described shortly
Distributed access control
If allocation is handled in a distributed way local information is used to decide when a terminal
should access the medium However as explained before this class of access control still requires
a controller which can either be one of the terminals or a separate device The responsibility of
this controller is often limited to synchronizing andor resolving errors Another functionality
of the controller in this class of multipleaccess protocols may be to indicate the start of a new
frame or cycle
An example of controllerdistributed access control is the tokenring protocol standardized by
the IEEE  committee where the control of accessing the shared ring is a distributed
agreement realized by circulating a token However if the token is damaged or lost only one
dedicated terminal is authorized to generate a new token This restriction makes the access
control function dependent from a controller which has to resolve the con!ict
Centralized access control
The network topology of the broadband access facility may make it impossible for a terminal to
monitor the shared medium In order to prevent access con!icts in such a situation a centrally
located controller becomes necessary The presence of a centralized control function often
minimizes the complexity of the hardware at the side of the terminal The reason for this is
that coordination takes place at one point This leads to eg the possibility of using one active
clock generator for synchronization purposes but also allows reduction of the number of other
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hardware components such as timers counters transceivers receivers registers etc clearly
leading to lower costs A drawback of centralized control is its vulnerability when the central
controller fails the complete access facility is down For this reason there can be an agreement
between all terminals connected which terminal takes over if this situation occurs Besides the
drawback with respect to reliability the centralized control mechanism often introduces high
transfer delays This is due to the round trip delay ie the distance between terminal and
central controller which may become a dominant component of the transfer delay experienced
by data units
Autonomous access control
If allocation is handled in an autonomous manner each terminal decides for itself when trans
mission can start and how access con!icts should be prevented or solved This is often realized
by monitoring the shared medium Another way to realize autonomous control is the use of
a common random number generator with the same seed at all terminals as eg proposed
in  
 In this case all terminals mutually arrive at the same conclusion when the ques
tion #who should transmit arises In the situation of autonomous access control all terminals
operate with the same policy aiming at a good eciency of the shared medium an excellent
performance and a fair access facility for all terminals connected Most policies try in some way
to transform local information in a terminal eg the amount of information ready for trans
mission to globally available information ie information available for all terminals This is
often realized by making use of the information received by means of requests This leads to a
better coordination among terminals more fairness and often even a better global performance
In order to achieve this the autonomous control function needs to retain its own transmission
needs and those of a number of other terminals This requires in general relatively more
hardware components at the side of the terminals in comparison with a centralized control
function On the other hand autonomous broadband access control schemes are both more
reliable and in general more ecient than centralized multipleaccess schemes
	 Approval
Transmission rights to a terminal are granted by means of approvals Approvals are the output
of the access control function and accomplish a time during which the terminal is allowed to
send This time is referred to as holding time and is discussed in Section  An approval
can either be a permission to send data or an acknowledgment that no access con!icts occurred
during the transmission period of formerly transmitted data The rst type of approval is
referred to as permit whereas the second type is called an acknowledgment Clearly both types
of approvals may operate independently of the location of the access control function Existing
multipleaccess protocols operate with either permits or acknowledgments although we do not
exclude the possibility of a multipleaccess proposal which makes use of both types of approvals
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Permit
In the literature permits are sometimes called credits and the approval scheme is also referred
to as a window mechanism Upon reception of a permit the terminal is allowed to send data
ie one or several bytes slots frames whatever is agreed upon This may also occur on a
larger timescale ie a permit may be an approval to use a certain channel continuously
A permit can appear in many dierent forms In multipleaccess protocols with a centralized
control function the controller explicitly addresses a terminal and sends it a permit as a sign
that it is allowed to transmit data In this case a permit consists of some bytes representing
the address of the terminal In multipleaccess protocols with an autonomous access control
function terminals often monitor the medium and the used frame or packet structure contains
a !ag indicating whether the slot frame or token is free for use or not In the case of a
free sign it is up to the access control function which operates according to a distributed
agreement to approve the use of this transmission possibility Allocating this transmission
possibility corresponds with receiving a permit The permit is the best known form of approval
and is often the answer of the access control function to a request
Acknowledgment
If a terminal receives an acknowledgment it concludes that no access con!ict occurred during
the transmission period of the data which was recently transmitted Its reaction is therefore not
transmitting the data that is waiting in the buer as with a permit but removing this data
to prevent it from being transmitted again Just like permits acknowledgments can appear in
dierent forms In the pure Aloha protocol as described in  to operate within a packetized
radio network for instance the central controller sends an acknowledgment to conrm that data
was transmitted successfully In this example the acknowledgment consists of a few bits and is
sent explicitly to all terminals This explicit form is not essential In CSMACD techniques for
instance a terminal concludes after a certain moment that the transmitted data did not collide
with other data since no jam signal was observed From this it simply concludes that the
sending process can be continued In this case the acknowledgment is autonomously realized
by means of a timeout but has the same purpose conrming successfully transmitted data
	 Holding time
The holding time used by a multipleaccess protocol is dened as the consecutive time interval a
terminal can or could transmit data successfully depending on whether the approval to send this
data was either a permit or an acknowledgment After the holding time of a terminal expires
other terminals have the opportunity to transmit data The holding time may be expressed in
either time or bytes The latter is preferred since then this parameter is independent of the
transmission capacity of the used medium
We distinguish two kinds of holding times xed and variable In the case of xed holding
times transmission rights are approved by the access control function for a xed time This
corresponds almost always with the situation that a terminal is allowed to send xed sized data
units The length of a data unit may dier between several implementations of multiple
access protocols but as soon as the protocol agrees upon its length it is considered to be xed
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In multipleaccess protocols which are compatible with the ATM the holding time is xed and
equals at least  bytes
Variable holding times
In some multipleaccess protocols there is no agreement upon either the length of the data unit
used or upon the number of data units a terminal may transmit when it receives an approval
This leads to variable holding times Variable holding times may be caused by terminals which
explicitly ask for a certain holding time This situation is a direct result of a combination of
the request phase and the access control phase In this case the request phase allows terminals
to ask for a certain time to transmit or for a number of simultaneous transmission rights which
isare approved by the access control function This can be achieved by using either appraised
or required requests When a multipleaccess protocol allows a terminal to possess the shared
medium in this way we classify its variable holding time as requested
Variable holding times may also result from an agreement between all terminals In this case
terminals may send as many data frames as they want providing they end their data stream
with an End of Message EOM sign This EOM sign can be a special and unique bit pattern
recognized by all terminals as EOM or the terminal may simply stop transmitting data In
the last case the transition from busy to idle indicates the EOM If the EOM sign is used to
indicate the end of the holding time the variable holding time is simply called End Of Message
In many access schemes which allow variable holding times there is an agreement upon a limit
with respect to the time interval a terminal can transmit continuously This prevents terminals
from having a monopoly position with respect to accessing the shared medium
We conclude this subsection by remarking that variable holding times may show the interaction
between all distinguished phasestopics When eg the access control part of a multipleaccess
protocol allows terminals to consume a dedicated part of the available bandwidthtransmission
capacity for a relatively long time holding times automatically operate on a large timescale
just as the other phasestopics do in this case
		 Examples of the classi
cation for multipleaccess protocols
The partitioning proposed in Sections 
 through  is visualized in Figure  This par
titioning allows us to group multipleaccess protocols which may operate on dierent topologies
and show dierent performances The main resemblance between two multipleaccess protocols
which share a category is that they handle the shared aspect of multipleaccess in the same
way In this section we show how the proposed framework can be and is used to classify
multipleaccess protocols by discussing examples of wellknown multipleaccess protocols from
the rst and second generation In Sections  through 
 we describe a large set of possible
topologies which can be used for broadband access facilities In each of these sections we sur
vey broadband multipleaccess protocols for another topology by making use of the proposed
framework
We start with a classication of the family of Aloha protocols originally designed to operate
within a packetized radio network The pure Aloha protocol as described in many textbooks
does not make use of requests and allows collisions between data units The request phase of
this protocol belongs therefore to the nonecontention class Its access control function operates
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on a controllerdistributed basis since in order to function properly the protocol requires a
controller to inform all terminals whether their attempt to access the shared medium was
successful or not This way of conrming successful transmissions is clearly familiar with what
we described as an acknowledgment approval Since transmission frames may in principle have
any length the holding time of this protocol is classied as variable and data units end with
an EOM sign The improvement of this protocol as proposed in 
 and often referred to
as slotted or S Aloha only diers with respect to its holding time In the slotted Aloha
protocol data units are transported which perfectly t in one xed slot allowing to classify
the holding time as xed ReservationAloha also referred to as RAloha proposed in 
see 

 for a performance study makes use of reserving slots within a frame If a terminal
transmits one data unit successfully then the same position within the next frame is implicitly
reserved for this terminal to send a new data unit Since reservation for the next slot is only
guaranteed if transmission of the previous data unit was successful this reservation mechanism
is a combination of the appraised and the guaranteed categories The main dierence between
RAloha and SAloha lies in the way RAloha handles reservations
This family of Aloha protocols clearly shows an increasing tendency from distributed access
control towards autonomous access control However since in a packet radio environment all
protocols still require a controller which conrms successful transmissions the access control
function of this collection of protocols clearly belongs to the category of controllerdistributed
control The scheme can however also be used in an autonomous environment We therefore
note that if one of the Aloha protocols is used for solving the multipleaccess problem on a
transmission medium which can be monitored by all terminals the access control part of the
protocol should be assigned to the autonomous category
In the CSMACD protocol which is standardized by the IEEE  committee a terminal
decides on the transmission of a data unit based on the perception of the status of the medium
idle or busy If during the monitoring phase of the channel a terminal concludes that the medium
is perceived idle it starts its transmission Due to the propagation delay within the medium
the terminal may have drawn the wrong conclusion resulting in a collision of information If
this occurs the terminal stops transmitting and issues a special jam signal to warn all other
terminals that a collision has taken place A special algorithm referred to as truncated binary
exponential backo	 algorithm is used to lower the probability that collisions occur again If
a terminal detects a busy medium it just waits until it is free before access takes place We
observe that this protocol uses no request phase allowing informationloss Since the protocol
allows the terminals to decide when to access the medium and how to solve access con!icts the
access control part of the CSMACD protocol is autonomous The protocol senses the medium
and concludes from a jam signal whether its transmission was successful or not allowing to
classify its approvals as acknowledgments The used frame size of this protocol varies between
 bytes and 
 bytes such that we classify its holding time as variable using an EOM sign
to end a frame
With respect to second generation protocols theDistributed Queue Dual Bus DQDB multiple
access protocol makes use of requested inquiries which are when issued guaranteed Access
control is handled in an autonomous manner and a permit based approval mechanism is used
to allow terminals to transmit data units with a xed size of  bytes The Fiber Distributed
Data Interface FDDI protocol distinguishes from the DQDB protocol with respect to the
request phase and the holding time The request phase consists of appraised requests which
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may be issued either in a guaranteed way or in an uncertainnot available manner depending
on the type of information considered The holding time of the FDDI protocol is variable
ending with an EOM sign Apart from these dierences the FDDI protocol requires a logical
ring topology to operate correctly whereas the DQDB protocol only operates on a dual bus
topology see Section 
The above remark alleges that the framework requires an additional dimension the topology of
the access facility where the scheme was designed for However we intentionally excluded the
topology from the classication since it was designed to identify common approaches between
several multipleaccess protocols For this reason common approaches of several multiple
access protocols are characterized for each individual topology of a broadband access facility in
Sections  through 
 This is realized by making use of the proposed classication Finally
we remark that multipleaccess protocols for some topologies distinguish from one another by
the requirements of specic hardware or can only be used when the network supports certain
facilities If this occurs our classication can easily be expanded as for instance shown in
Section 
 Multipleaccess protocols for bus topologies
The bus topology probably owns his name from the similarity with the familiar public trans
portation vehicle which calls at several bus stops in order to pick up or deliver passengers The
network of a bus topology consists of a set of joint pointtopoint links which are separated by
terminals or links leading to a terminal
TerminalTerminalTerminal
Passive Termination Shared Medium
Figure  Broadcast bus topology
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                     
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End
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Read Bus
Write Bus
Figure  Folded bus topology
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End
Bus A
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Head
Figure 
 Dual bus topology
Within the class of bus topologies we can distinguish three subtopologies

 Broadcast bus  In a broadcast bus also called singlebus see Figure  each terminal is
connected to the medium via one port such that transmitting and receiving information
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must be handled separately Information sent out by a terminal propagates simultaneously
towards the left and the right end where it is removed or passed on to another network
Destination terminals simply copy the information while it is passing This topology
is very suitable for CSMACD and was mainly installed during the rst generation of
multipleaccess facilities
In the early eighties the broadband bus was investigated for possible ber optic upgrades
It was found that the ber bus cannot be used eectively in bidirectional mode as
necessary for eg CSMACD because of the optical coupler implementation Twoway
communication in ber networks with a bus topology can be accomplished by using a
redundant bus arrangement ie one bus for each direction of transmission The broadcast
bus is therefore never used in photonic access facilities
 Folded bus  In the folded bus topology terminals are interconnected by unidirectional
pointtopoint links These links form two logical buses denoted by write bus and read
bus respectively The downstream side of each bus corresponds with the direction of the
unidirectional links The headend terminal generates a continuous stream of small xed
size slots which propagate down the write bus When a terminal wants to send data and
observes an empty slot on the write bus it marks this slot as full The multipleaccess
protocol determines when a terminal may use an empty slot for transmission and when
the slot must be left empty for the use of a downstream situated terminal When a full
slot arrives at the end of the write bus it is passed around the fold onto the read bus
If the address of a terminal corresponds with an address in a slot on the read bus the
terminal accepts the slot Besides the single folded bus as depicted in Figure  a
double folded bus may be considered This bus topology is in fact logically the same as
the folded bus except it has a very long fold Both topologies may serve as an alternative
for the dual bus and vice versa
 Dual bus  The dual bus topology has many resemblances with the folded bus terminals
are also interconnected by unidirectional slotted pointtopoint links forming a pair of
busses These busses may either be synchronized or not Each terminal is authorized to
read and write on both buses The location of the destination should be known in advance
in order to know which bus A or B should be used for transmission The multipleaccess
protocol prescribes how empty slots which are generated by the headterminal of each
bus should be allocated by the terminals connected
Table 
 provides an overview of several multipleaccess protocols proposed for the bus topolo
gies discussed classied according to the classication model described in the previous sections
Although the headends of both the folded bus and the dual bus topologies often provide slot
synchronization the access control part of those multipleaccess protocols which assume such
a provision are not classied as distributedcontrolled However if the multipleaccess protocol
assumes slightly more functionality of the headend such as indication of a new frame or
cycle its access control part is classied as distributedcontrolled If the initial decision of
accessing the shared medium originates from a centrally situated master the access control
part is referred to as centralizedcontrolled
Many multipleaccess protocols which assume a folded bus also operate on a dual bus The
conversion from the electronical to the optical domain and the other way around in both the
folded and the dual bus topology is a property of the 
nd
generation of access facilities see
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In bus networks baseband signals will suer from more attenuation and distortion compared to
the shorter pointtopoint links of a ring star or tree network This is mainly due to tapping loss
and power loss see 
 Therefore in the case of beroptic bus networks fewer terminals
can usually be supported Optical ampliers may be used to increase the number of terminals
supported  but on the other hand increase the initial costs of the network and may even
introduce new problems
In future bus topologies it may be possible that information remains in the optical domain
while it passes through a terminal possibly reducing the above problems
Name Request Access Control Approval Holding Time BB FB DB
Ref None Ap Rq Gu Uncert A Controlled Ack P Fix Variable
C NC NA C Dis Cen R EOM
RNET x x x x x x x
 
Fasnet x x x x
 	 

CBRMA x x x x x x
 
  x x x x x x x
WRMSP x x x x x x
 
DQDB x x x x x x
 	 
Tokennet x x x x x x
 	 
PRP x x x x x x x
 

HBus x x x x x x x
 

S x x x x x x
 	 

CRMA x x x x x x x x
 	 
DQMA x x x x x x
 
Expressnet x x x x x x
 
DNet x x x x x x
 
RBHCBA x x x x x x x
 

TBC x x x x x
 

Table  Classication and overview of important multipleaccess protocols for the bus topol
ogy The abbreviations BB FB and DB stand for broadcast bus folded bus and dual bus
respectively
	 Multipleaccess protocols for ring topologies
In the ring topology the network consists of a set of repeaters joined by pointtopoint links
in a closed loop The ring topology requires that information passes through all terminals and
links of the ring Since information is often amplied in a terminal the ring can cover a large
geographical area However at the same time this requires high speed interfaces at every
terminal and makes it dicult to administer bandwidth and to sectionalize faults Reliability
of a ring topology may be increased by redundancy also indicated as a selfhealing dual ring
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The support of services requiring high bandwidth such as pointtopoint switched video may
require an overlay network
Since in a ring topology data is always !owing in the same direction and follows the same route
this topology is very suitable for broadcast applications Moreover often a considerable reduc
tion of complexity can be realized for protocols which are responsible for routing and !ow and
congestion control However maintenance fault sectionalizing and bandwidth administration
are more dicult for ring topologies than for star topologies see 


A terminal in a ring this can either be a terminal or an access point to another network
comprises the Ring Interface Unit RIU where the multipleaccess protocol is implemented It
accepts arriving messages from the components connected Depending on the way the multiple
access protocol prescribes the destination terminals RIU either erases the received bits from
the ring called destination removal or copies the information and places the information back
on the ring to allow the originating source erasing them called source removal Source removal
has the advantage that there may be an opportunity for the destination terminal to indicate
whether the information was received successfully and sometimes also allows the possibility for
reservations A disadvantage of source removal is the fact that the same information has to be
sent from the destination back to the source again leading to a less ecient use of the shared
medium If the receiving RIU is not the messages destination it acts as a repeater
A large number of dierent types of ring networks have been designed and some of them have
been implemented Of the many dierent types that have been suggested three of them seem
to have reached the commercially attractive stage 
 slotted rings see eg 
 register
insertion rings see eg  and token rings see eg  These alternatives are described
shortly For a more detailed description we refer to standard books on telecommunications
such as  

 

 Table  provides an overview of several multipleaccess protocols
proposed for the ring topology classied according to the classication model described in the
previous sections
Slotted rings divide the available transmission capacity of the ring into an integral number
of xedsize slots each of them capable of transporting a single data unit This data unit
consists of a special format containing an information eld and a header" the latter is used
for control information and address identication Most of the times the header contains a
bit that indicates whether the slot is in use or empty If the slot is empty it is available for
the terminal to transfer information The multipleaccess protocol determines when a terminal
may use an empty slot for transmission and when the slot must be left empty for the use of a
terminals situated downstream Source removal is usually employed allowing the destination
to acknowledge the receipt by !ipping appropriate control bits Depending on the length of
the ring several slots may simultaneously circulate on the ring Multipleaccess protocols for
slotted rings can often be classied as protocols with a guaranteed required request phase and
an autonomous access control phase Approvals take place mymeans of permits and the holding
time of multipleaccess protocols which operate on slotted rings is always xed
Register or buer insertion rings use a modied form of store and forward message switching
and destination removal of data units to provide concurrent transfer of multiple data packets
often allowing variable lengths Terminals employ two buers to accomplish this An insertion
bu	er for storing information originating from the ring and a transmit bu	er for storing
information originating from the terminal The insertion buer temporarily stores information
from the ring when the terminal insists its own information waiting in the transmit buer
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possibly at the boundary between two data units already on the ring The register insertion
ring can be regarded as a renement of the slotted ring to increase the length of the data units
that can be transmitted The classication of the multipleaccess protocol which operates on
a register insertion ring can therefore only dier from the classication of the slotted ring with
respect to the holding time which appears to be variable and ends with an EOM in register
insertion rings
In token ring networks access to the shared medium is controlled by a token A token is a
dedicated bit or bit structure that indicates whether the medium is busy or free for use Free
tokens are also referred to as idle tokens In token ring networks both source removal and
destination removal is proposed After the ring is activated an idle token circulates around
the ring from terminal to terminal When a terminal with data to send receives the token the
multipleaccess protocol in use prescribes whether this idle token may be changed into busy
or not If the token may be changed the terminal retransmits a busy token and appends the
information waiting for transmission Other terminals on the ring can read the token note
the busy indication and refrain from transmitting The token is also used for synchronization
purposes and may be part of a physical control eld of several bytes long A priority mode a
priority reservation and several other indicators may be sent along with the token as proposed
in  If for any reason the token is garbled one predened terminal be may assigned
to correct it or any terminal on the ring may do this In the rst case the access control
phase of the multipleaccess protocol is classied as distributed whereas in the second situation
the access control phase is autonomous The request phase of token ring networks can either
be guaranteed or uncertain depending on the use of the token but is always required The
holding time is most of the times variable and if so ends with an EOM
Name Request Access Control Approval Holding Time
Ref None Ap Req Gu Uncert A Controlled Ack P Fix Variable
C NC NA C Dis Cen R EOM
D
 
Q x x x x x
 
FDDI x x x x x
 
 	  x x x x
ATMR x x x x x
 
Metaring x x x x x
 
MD
 
Q x x x x x
 
CRMAII x x x x x x
 
Table  Classication and overview of important multipleaccess protocols for the ring topol
ogy

 Multipleaccess protocols for the star topology
In the star topology each terminal is connected by pointtopoint links to a central devise
referred to as a star coupler For each direction ie upstream and downstream either the
same link or separate links may be used Using the same link requires dierent multiplex
techniques as described in Section  and eg 

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When information from any upstream link enters the star coupler the responsibility of the
coupler is to retransmit this information to a collection of downstream links There are two
kinds of couplers passivestar coupler and activestar coupler In the case of passivestar
coupler an electro magnetic linkage in the coupler makes sure that upstream transmissions
are physically passed to the downstream links In the case of a medium of optical bers this
coupling is achieved by simply fusing together the number of attached bers such that light
is automatically forwarded to all downstream links The activestar coupler contains a digital
logic that acts as a repeater As bits arrive on any input line they are automatically regenerated
and repeated to a collection of outgoing lines The task of the multipleaccess protocol in a
star topology is to ensure that no multiple input signals with the same frequencywavelength
arrive simultaneously at the star coupler
The star network oers a maximum of potential bandwidth to each connected terminal and
hence provides the best !exibility in service provisioning and in future upgrading This archi
tecture simplies the administration of bandwidth requirements for individual terminals and
makes easy diagnosis and sectionalization of faults possible Therefore the lifetime operational
costs will probably be low The dedicated facilities of the architecture provide a high degree of
security and limit unauthorized access to a device within a network with such a topology How
ever because of this architecture and because very often each customertermination requires
expensive tunable transmitters and receivers the star topology may involve potentially higher
initial costs Besides this when the star network does not make use of a passivestar coupler
the reliability of the network depends on the functioning of this device As mentioned before
maintenance fault sectionalization and bandwidth administration are more easy to realize for
star topologies than for bus or ring topologies
The star topology is assumed in many recently proposed protocols fully exploiting the unique
possibilities of the assumed optical transmission media making use of WDM technology More
over the star topology often allows an alloptical network such that electronic bottlenecks can
be prevented This allows engineers to build Tera bit per second ber optic communication
networks providing each of the several hundreds of terminals connected a bandwidth on the
order of 
 Gbits 

Classication of PONs which make use of WDM techniques are sometimes based on the number
of tunable transceivers andor receivers necessary see eg 

 
 In order to avoid the
need for widely tunable transmittersreceivers and to reduce costs some researchers impose a
WDM access facility with a logical topology leading to multihop networks In these access
facilities stations only send information to a limited group of nodes which have the obligation
to relay those packages which have not yet reached their destination 

  We remark
that the classication proposed in this chapter can easily be expanded with the need of these
hardware requirements as shown in Table  This table also provides an overview of several
multipleaccess protocols for the star topology
Passive star topologies are often proposed for very highspeed networks Gbits The reason
for this is twofold First the splitting loss in the passive coupler is logarithmic since the
splitting portion of the coupler circuit is essential a binary tree structure Second neither
tapping nor insertion loss is present as in a passive bus topology Both passive star and
passive bus topologies use passive  optical couplers In the bus architecture each terminal
transmits onto the bus through a coupler and receives from the bus through another coupler
Each coupler distributes the optical power from the input ports to the output ports according
to a specied splitting ratio If the access facility consists of K terminals the splitting ratio
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of the couplers is optimized and if each terminal transmits with a power equal to P  then in a
passive bus topology a power level of only PK

is received by another station In a passive
star network using a K K coupler which is made up of

logK stages of  couplers each
station receives a power of PK 

Second generation access facilities based on ring and active bus topologies cannot support the
high transmission capacity oered by passive star networks" the presence of active processing
elements along the network path introduce a limitation of speed In fact the multiple access
protocol in ring and bus networks often forces intermediate equipment along the bus or ring to
process incoming information in real time as opposed to star networks of the third generation
which have the tendency to buer information and process it later For example the DQDB
protocol forces to read and set the busy and reservation bits in real time requiring electronical
to optical conversions Furthermore protocols from the 
nd
generation often require store
andforward devices as in FDDI where the header of a packet must be inspected at channel
speed while it transmits through the shift register of each interface Passive bus networks have
recently become more popular exploiting new optical amplication techniques see eg 
Many multipleaccess protocols proposed for passive star topologies would suer from severe
implementation problems The reason for this is threefold

 Switchover times of tunable transceiversreceivers as well as guard times between trans
missions of successive packets are often assumed to be equal to zero Additionally the
number of terminals claimed to be supported is sometimes still a technical challenge re
quiring transmitters and receivers that can monitor a wide range of channels in virtually
zero time Sometimes the number of users is limited by the number of available wave
lengths imposing a serious restriction to the maximum number of users making use of
the same access facility
 Terminals will be located at dierent distances from the passive star coupler and therefore
experience dierent propagation delays In the case the number of terminals is limited to
a few say  this problem can be solved by ranging procedures The ranging allows the
terminal to calculate the dierence in distance before it allows packets to be transmitted
In the case of several hundreds of customerterminations ranging procedures cannot be
used anymore
 Signals on dierent wavelengths propagate at dierent speeds possibly leading to syn
chronization problems
The multipleaccess protocol should indicate how it deals with each of these topics As a fourth
reason may be adduced that many proposals assume that terminals see trac intended for
many or all other terminals which make use of the same access facility This requires much
processing According to Hublet et al  this creates an electronic processing bottleneck
This is also why proposals for some multipleaccess protocols assume several control channels
sometimes even up to the number of terminals supported trading o processing power against
bandwidth Finally we remark that a drawback of many proposals is the lack of an explicit
indication of the slot formats required restraining insight in the eciency intended
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Table  Classication and overview of important multipleaccess protocols for the star topol
ogy The acronyms % CCs %TTs %FTs %TRs and % FRs stand for total number of Con
trol Channels the number of Tunable Transmitters Fixed Transceivers Tunable Receivers and
Fixed Receivers per station respectively The abbreviation RC is used to indicate whether con
tention at the side of the receiver may occur as a result of the MAC protocol leading to the
possibility to make use of the feedback mechanism Finally the variable K indicates the number
of users supported
 Multipleaccess protocols for the tree topology
The tree topology consists of a root and several branches One cable starts at the root and is
split at a splitter into several branches which on their turn contain network terminations The
tree topology is very similar to the star topology and is sometimes even seen as a generalization
of the bus topology In many textbooks the tree topology is not explicitly mentioned in spite of
the fact that it has been widely implemented in networks supplying cable television Moreover
the tree network with a passive splitter may play a key role in near future communications
allowing to support POTS and ISDN services now and broadband services in the future
The tree topology is often proposed to be used in the local loop ie between the customer
premises network and the core telecommunication network   
 
 Small business
customers and residential users who want access to BISDN often neither need nor can aord
the full bandwidth oered In order to oer them services from the BISDN they need a
!exible way of sharing resources which enables to concentrate trac and to reduce costs The
tree topology is assigned to be the topology which can supply this need very well particularly
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in combination with the statistical multiplexing properties of the ATM Besides this the tree
topology is also useful for LANs
In the designing process of a multipleaccess protocol for a tree topology dierent problems
with respect to upstream transmission terminal to network and downstream transmission
network to terminal must be solved In the upstream direction the distribution network with
a tree topology performs a multiplexing function Access to the shared medium is arbitrated
by the multipleaccess protocol which may either prevent or resolve collisions occurring at the
concentrating point In the downstream direction other problems arise including the issues of
privacy and security of the communications themselves as well as privacy on the amount and
the nature of the communications
  
  
  



Splitter / Concentrater
Upstream
Downstream
Terminals
End terminal
Figure  Tree network
In optical tree networks more terminals can be supported than in linear networks such as ring
or bus topologies using the same power budget Furthermore the tree and star topology is
better suited to cover a large geographical area than a bus or a ring see 
 sharing not
only the ber infrastructure but also the exchange equipment This is why the tree topology
is better suited for connecting small and residential users to the BISDN see  Besides
this the passive optical components used in tree networks introduce some advantages ranging
from channel access !exibility to WDM compatibility Table  provides an overview of several
multipleaccess protocols proposed for the tree topology classied according to the classication
model described in the previous sections
  Multipleaccess protocols for wireless communica
tion
The past few years have shown a rapid increase of wireless and mobile communication systems
Nevertheless the applications of most of these systems have a restricted range from voice to
lowspeed data services More recently there has been a growing interest to provide wireless
access to the broadband applications that are typical for LANs of today giving the need for
the concept of high speed wireless local area networks often abbreviated by HSWLANs
see  
 With respect to the existing communication networks wireless systems may
replace the last meters of cable from the end user to the nearest network terminal This provides
!exibility in the installation upgradation and reconguration of the existing communication
infrastructures reducing costs on both labor and material
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Name Request Access Control Approval Holding Time
Ref None Ap Req Gu Uncert A Controlled Ack P Fix Variable
C NC NA C Dis Cen R EOM
S
 
R x x x x x x
 

  x x x x x
BPP x x x x x
 
CPP x x x x x
 
MsStart x x x x
 

GF x x x x x
 
ARAP x x x x
 
Soap x x x x
 
DAA x x x x x
 
	 Chap 
McFred x x x x x x
 
	 Chap   
Hubnet x x x x
 
Macnet x x x x
 
PACS x x x x x
 
BTAPON x x x x x
 
CASB  CAMB x x x x
 
Table  Overview and classication of important multipleaccess protocols for the tree topol
ogy
Mobile communications started in 
 and were in the beginning mainly used for communica
tions between ships and the coast In 
 most western countries started with the introduction
of mobile telephones However until the late s mobile telephones were a privilege of a small
group of people mainly frequently traveling business people and politicians In the early s
the advent of the Global System for Mobile communications GSM quickly made the exclusive
character of mobile communications disappear in Europe
According to Goodman  three generations of mobile communication networks can be dis
tinguished mainly based on the evolution of the distances that can be covered and the channel
transmission speeds achieved over the years Secondgeneration cellular mobile communication
support apart from voice also allow low data rate services Although the second generation
cellular mobile radio systems have only just been introduced a third generation in mobile
communications introducing mobile broadband communications may become available soon

In general a wireless access facility is organized in basic service areas also referred to as
picocells Since we want to preserve the word cell for the protocol data unit of the ATM
we use the word Basic Service Area BSA to indicate the way in which a wireless access
facility is organized A BSA consists of a base station that serves a set of portables also
referred to as mobiles or as satellites The base station is responsible for routing data packets
with origin or destination in either the xed network infrastructure or in another possibly
the same BSA The base station is therefore always considered to be connected with a xed
backbone network allowing communication with other networks Dierent basic service areas
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are independent from each other in the sense that any data packet with endusers in dierent
basic service areas must be routed across their individual base stations The aim of a multiple
access protocol in a wireless environment is to allow the base station and portables of a BSA
to share common transmission resources in an ecient manner
A general feature of a wireless access facility is that it must be able to reuse frequency bands
codes andor time slots This means that the resource frequency bands andor time slots and
or CDM codes allocated by the multipleaccess protocol to the portables of a certain BSA
should be allocated simultaneously to portables in other BSAs The task of the multipleaccess
protocol for a wireless access facility is to distribute the available bandwidthcodesdata rate
among all portables connected in an ecient manner
BSAs using the same resources must be located in geographically dierent places in order to
prevent interference A group of neighboring BSAs not sharing the same resources is called a
cluster and the number of BSAs within one cluster is referred to as the reuse factor or cluster
size The most common and practical solution for reuse is frequencybased reuse also referred to
as FDM In this situation each BSA in the same cluster uses dierent parts of the total available
frequency band Other signals in the same frequency band which are active at the same time
cause cochannel multipleaccess interference Cochannel multipleaccess interference is the
limiting factor in a cellular mobile radio system With respect to a particular signal the source
of the interference can be subdivided into those located within the same BSA and those coming
from other BSAs The rst type is often referred to as intra cell cochannel interference whereas
the latter is called inter cell cochannel interference Assignment techniques FDM and TDM
are used such that intra cell cochannel interference is reduced or avoided In the case of CDM
both intra cell and inter cell cochannel interferences are present
The location of the base station must be chosen such that it has a good position with respect to
the propagation conditions of each of the mobiles supported On the other hand the locations
of the portables may be uncertain and even vary in time Therefore it is not always possible to
guarantee that portables belonging to the same BSA have good propagation conditions among
one another all the time 
 This has important consequences for the design of the multiple
access protocol The lack of total connectivity between all portables in the same BSA implies
that the base station has to fulll the role of controller leading to a multipleaccess protocol
with a controlled access control phase In other wireless access facilities connectivity between
all mobiles may not be a problem at all such that both CSMA techniques without collision
detection and other multipleaccess protocols with an autonomous access control phase have
been proposed see eg 
Although its name suggests that a portable moves around ie it is mobile this does not have
to be the case Wireless access facilities are also increasingly used in situations where cable
installation is expensive or impracticable often with a geographical span that is limited to
a single room or small building Applications of these access facilities can eg be found on
manufacturing !oors trading !oors in the stock exchanges conventions and trade shows and
in historic buildings In this situation clusters of terminals share the ether and must cope with
situations where crucial decisions must be taken within parts of seconds Such access facilities
do not cope with the problem of changing connectivity problems and in most of the cases not
even with a lack of total connectivity
The function of the multipleaccess protocol in cellular mobile radio systems is to accommodate
a multitude of radiated user signals and separate these signals at the receivers side 
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Although the air interface amounts to only a minor fraction of the total expense necessary
to establish such a wireless system the design of the multipleaccess system largely in!uences
the total system design including the xed network and in!uences the costs and operational
qualities of the system 

From the above description we conclude that multipleaccess protocols for wireless access fa
cilities do not dier signicantly from those protocols which make use of a physical medium
However the availability of the large amount of bandwidth provided by air allows the use
of the CDM technique in wireless communications The use of this technique is exploited in
many multipleaccess protocols proposed for wireless access facilities Comparing the three
basic assignment principles the disjointedness of user signals aected by FDM is the most
robust because disjointedness is not in!uenced by the frequency selectivity of the used radio
channels The disjointedness of TDM signals is moderately impaired due to the delay spread
over the mobile radio channel whereas even originally disjointed CDM signals rapidly tend to
lose disjointedness because of the frequency selectivity and time variance of the mobile radio
channels see 
 This constitutes a fundamental dierence between CDM on one hand and
FDM and TDM on the other
Many proposals for multipleaccess protocols in mobile environments combine two assignment
techniques sometimes only for distinguishing upstream trac from downstream trac This
often leads to holding times on dierent time scales As an example one BSA may grant the
same frequency to several portables preventing interference between data units by means of
TDM In that case the TDM slots can be xed leading to xed holding times but the time
period the frequency is used by a single portable depends on the nature of the application
andor the possibility that the portable leaves the area covered by the BSA leading to variable
holding times To indicate that a protocol operates on two time scales the letters L and
S are used in Table  where the rst indicates long time scales often FDM whereas the
latter stands for short time scale often TDM Table  provides an overview of important
multipleaccess protocols for wireless environments
Finally we remark that additional diculties arise in multipleaccess protocols for wireless
environments including problems related to dierences in propagation conditions over time
including multipaths and problems with respect to shading ie temporarily blocking of
signals due to eg high buildings
   Conclusions
This chapter reports that based on the underlying physical level of the access facility the
speeds and connectivity accomplished the evolution of wired access facilities identies three
generations of multipleaccess protocols

 
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Name Request Access Control Approval Holding Time
Ref None Ap Req Gu Uncert A Controlled Ack P Fix Variable
C NC NA C Dis Cen R EOM
Mobitex x x x S
 
RDLAP x x x S
 

 x x x S
 
DECT x x x x S L
 
IS x x x x S L
 
PRMA x x x x S
 
GSM x x x x S L
 

CT x x x x L
 
Table  Classication and overview of important multipleaccess protocols for wireless en
vironments The quantities S and L stand for short and long time scale respectively
In several papers published in the past  years taxonomies of the multipleaccess problem
were proposed and have been used by others extensively However due to the evolution of
the underlying physical layer and the components used to connect terminals these taxonomies
suer from shortcomings when used to classify recently designed access schemes In more re
cent surveys classication is often based on a perspective of a certain network topology or on
a technological property
In this chapter a new partitioning of the multipleaccess problem is proposed capable of clas
sifying multipleaccess protocols from all three generations and providing insight in the diverse
aspects of multipleaccess protocols This taxonomy is based on four phases viz request access
control approval and holding time For most of the access schemes proposed so far each of
these phases must be completed before transmission either can be or was carried out success
fully depending on how the approval was realized These phases are again subdivided into a
number of topics allowing both to indicate critical aspects and to characterize common ap
proaches of multipleaccess protocols without taking into account the network topology where
the protocol was designed for Wellknown protocols which were designed during the rst
generation are used to explain the taxonomy This classication is subsequently used to give
an overview of important multipleaccess protocols of the 
nd
and 
rd
generation for dierent
network topologies in a structured manner
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Chapter 
Access to BISDN via the BAF System
This chapter describes the main results on access technology achieved by the project Broadband
Access Facilities BAF The activities of BAF were funded by the Commission of the European
Communities under the program Research and Development on Advanced Communications in
Europe RACE R Its objectives were to study technological issues and give guidelines
with respect to broadband access networks for residential and smallbusiness customers The
issues studied included high speed transmission on shared bers the design of several protocols
and their impact on trac performance communications management and security provision
Moreover the project aimed at specifying developing and testing an ATMbased Passive Op
tical Network demonstrator system operating at a speed of  Mbits in both the upstream
and the downstream direction The purpose of this demonstrator was to provide a broadband
access eld trial In this chapter a description is given of several system aspects of the BAF
system where special attention is devoted to those aspects that are related to the solution of
the multipleaccess problem and related trac aspects
The outline of the chapter is as follows In Section 
 the functionality and position of the
access network within the global communication network is explained In Section  the sys
tem architecture chosen within the BAF project is expounded This architecture forms a basis
for several accomplishments described in this thesis Subsequently in Section  the Global
FIFO multipleaccess protocol implemented in the BAF demonstrator system is described
in detail This protocol forms a foundation for several chapters in this thesis and a number
of renements with respect to the original and implemented version of this protocol can be
found throughout this monograph Section  explains the slot format used in both the up
stream and the downstream direction Section  describes ATM layer experiments which have
been carried out on the BAF demonstrator system These experiments reveal that ideas which
were formerly known in theoretical telecommunication environments or were born during the
BAF project can be implemented and actually work In addition they allowed the author to
gain experiences with a real access network making use of articial ATM trac Sections 
discusses related products and nally Section  summarizes the chapter
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  The access network
The global telecommunication network can be split into three subnetworks viz the core net
work the Access Network AN and the Customer Premises Network CPN The core network
represents the part where important operations such as switching billing and transmissions over
wide ranges take place The customer premises network may consist of a customer a MAN
a LAN or a PABX and is often privately owned The CPN is often divided into two classes
premises networks for large business customers and premises networks for smallbusiness and
residential customers The access network is situated in between the CPN and the core network
and is designed to connect these two networks as transparently as possible The AN can loosely
be dened as the part of the telecommunication network that stretches out from the border
of the network operators responsibility ie the CPN up to the rst Exchange Termination
ET which is part of the core network Figure 
 illustrates how the equipment used by these
networks are mapped into the BISDN access reference conguration shown in the standards
The BISDN access conguration and interface denition at each reference point as well as the
complete description of the functional entities can be found in ITUT Recommendation I

Remark that Figure 
 depicts the CPN by means of terminal equipment and an NT The
functionality of the latter depends on the requirements of the customer and can be seen eg
as a broadband Private Branch eXchange PBX or may not even exist at all see also  In
the case the NT is not present often referred to as null NT
 the terminal is directly connected
to the NT
 ie the S and T interfaces coincide
LT: Line Termination
ET: Exchange Termination
R ... V : ISDN Interfaces
TA
R
S T U V
TE2
TE1 NT2 NT1 LT ET
Customer Premises Network Access Network Core Network
TE1, TE2: Terminal Equipment
TA: Terminal Adapter
NT1, NT2 : Network Termination
Figure  The BISDN access reference conguration
Since large businesses will generally require more capacity than smallbusiness customers or
residential users a distinction between the connections of the separated customer premises
networks to the core network should be made Customers who extensively use broadband
services need and hopefully can aord a higher transport capacity and will therefore access
the Local Exchange LEX via direct ber In this case the AN may not be present at all
However customers who only use the plain old telephone service sometimes supplemented with
a modem for data communications do not need a direct broadband access to the LEX Instead
they will be connected to the LEX via an access network that allows the concentration of trac
of many customers thus enabling sharing of the infrastructure This contributes to keeping
the costs of the access network low while at the same time providing the smallbusiness and
residential customers with services from the BISDN A clear example of the possible impact of a
multipleaccess protocol on the costs of a high speed LAN is illustrated in 

 where is shown
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that as a result of complex structures needed by the MAC protocol the costs of an interface
board between a workstation and the network can become as expensive as the workstation
itself
The requirements of the smallbusiness and residential customers may easily change in the near
future if interactive applications such as video on demand or teleworking requiring relatively
high transmission capacities become broadly available The separate systems for Cable An
tenna TeleVision CATV are currently updated to provide a relatively small upstream trans
mission capacity This architecture is commonly referred to as a Hybrid Fiber Coax HFC
network and consists of a coaxial tree and branch architecture using the frequency bandwidth
of  to  MHz in the downstream direction and allowing a return bandwidth of  MHz
sustaining a bit rate of   Mbits HFC networks require a multipleaccess protocol to avoid
or to recover from interference of data and to schedule the upstream trac originating from
dierent users Proposals for MAC protocols for HFC networks are currently studied for pos
sible standardization by the IEEE 
 committee see 
 One should bear in mind that
every good access architecture must oer service transparency ie it should be !exible with
respect to new services and provide an adaptable way to allocate the shared capacity
Current trends in the telecommunication world have their impact on the AN General evolutions
in telecommunication networks do not stop at the border of the access network" a greater
capacity for the growing amount of telecommunication trac a higher level of integration and
the digitalization of the network clearly have their eects on the AN 

 Digitalization of
the core network and the use of ber to bridge distances for instance decreases the number of
active components leading automatically to the situation that the AN forms a larger part of
the total telecommunication network and hence becomes more important Furthermore the
introduction of more operation and maintenance capabilities in the AN leads to a reduction of
deployment costs in this subnetwork
The evolution of optical ber technology in the AN deserves special attention Fiber To The
Home FTTH where the wiring of ber is installed all the way to the individual homes is
recognized as the ideal distribution network serving all homes with broadband capabilities by
means of ber This is however a very ambitious and expensive situation More likely is a
smooth evolution from the coppercoaxial infrastructure towards a high speed overall network
that makes use of ber technology A carefully planned and future safe trajectory is needed
aiming at tapping service opportunities as they arise while avoiding hasty premature moves
Reuse of existing equipment and sharing of the costly infrastructure are essential principles
towards such an infrastructure Fiber To The Floor FTTF Fiber To The Building FTTB
Fiber To The Curb FTTC or Fiber To The Local Loop FTTLL are recognized as pragmatic
solutions for the evolution of a ber technology see  In FTTC ber is introduced up
to a certain point whose location may range from several tens to a few hundred meters from
the home Either copper pairs or wireless communication may be used in the beginning to
complete the path to the home Multiplexing technologies are used to decrease the perline
costs by sharing the hardware required among several customers In a later stage this wiring
may be substituted by bers leading to a smooth evolution towards ber networks Currently
techniques as Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line ADSL and several closely related methods
are used to increase the transmission capacity of the existing twisted copper pair infrastructure
They are mainly based on new ndings to deal with tradeos between bridging a larger distance
and increasing the transmission capacity such that the existing copper loop plants can be used
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for early broadband communications Since these techniques do not require a multipleaccess
protocol they are beyond the scope of this thesis As mentioned before the coaxial networks
currently used for CATV services are upgraded supporting bidirectional transmissions
A deregulated environment where competing network operators may want to share the access
network requires an AN that supports access to more than one core network each of them
possibly owned by a dierent operator This leads to a so called multioperator access network
and rises problems which still have to be solved
 Architecture of the BAF access network
The BAF system is a distributed access network which was developed within the BAF project
and operates on the VP sublayer of the BISDN protocol reference model as described brie!y
in Section  The current subsection gives a description of the architecture of the BAF system
which will be presented as a set of building blocks which are interconnected by interfaces The
conguration of the BAF access network as depicted in Figure  consists of  main building
blocks or subsystems namely the Optical Line Termination OLT the Optical Distribution
Network ODN and the Optical Network Unit ONU In the remainder of this section each
of these subsystems is described separately
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Figure  Conguration of the BAF system
 Optical distribution network
For the ODN a Passive Optical Network PON with a tree topology and a splitting ratio of 

has been chosen The maximum distance between OLT and ONU which are connected with
each other by the ODN is assumed to be 
 km The use of the passive optical distribution
network with a tree topology is particularly suited for access networks as a result of the
cost eective nature of its conguration and its ecient and robust sharing capability The
combination of two powerful concepts namely the ATM and the PON into a single system
is referred to as the ATMbased Passive Optical Network APON and provides a technique
that has the potential to fulll the requirements of an access network for smallbusiness and
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residential customers As mentioned earlier a multipleaccess protocol required to prevent
interference of upstream information should be exible allowing new services and upgrades of
the topology easily As a result of the smooth integration of ber and new services in the AN
the latter is extremely important I believe that !exibility of the multipleaccess protocol is
critical to the long term success of the services of a PON in the access network
Summarizing important aspects of passive networks mentioned in Sections   and  the
use of an APON as distribution network includes the following advantages
 The structure not only allows sharing of the exchange equipment but also of the ber
infrastructure
 Since the optical distribution network is passive the maintenance costs are reduced and
problems of remote powering of street cabinets are avoided
 Passive structures allow distributive services to be implemented easily by using dierent
wavelengths thus enabling a quick penetration of CATV services
 The structure provides !exible sizing allowing a provider to add or remove splits with
ease
 There is a high degree of resource sharing which reduces the cost per subscriber signi
cantly
Besides these advantages of the APON a number of problems arise in the design of this struc
ture involving both technology and trac performance aspects Aspects concerning security
of information and the privacy of the customers connected to the shared medium will have
a major impact on specication and realization of an APON In conventional networks a fre
quently considered view is that privacy is a problem of the applications and should be solved at
that level This approach cannot be applied to the APON since PONs are designed to become
part of the BISDN and should therefore be indistinguishable from other parts of the network
from both the users and the operators point of view This monograph does neither deal with
authenticity nor with privacy aspects of an access network For details and methods on these
issues the reader is referred to Chapter  of 


Bidirectional transmission of information in the APON was achieved by making use of Space
Division Multiplexing SDM" see Section  implying the use of separate bers for the up
stream and the downstream direction By doing this the use of TDM modulation techniques
for sharing the transmission capacity in the upstream and downstream direction is not required
In both the upstream and the downstream direction the 
 nm window is used for the trans
port of interactive services whereas the 
 nm window is left available for possibly future
implementations to support the transport of CATV services These decisions clearly make both
synchronization and the design of the multipleaccess protocol more easy and allow to equalize
the round trip delay ie the time necessary for light to travel from ONU to OLT and back
again of the ODN for each ONU
Equalization of the round trip delay for each ONU is realized by making use of ranging pro
cedures a technique which is also used in networks which involve satellites The ranging
procedure calculates the required electronic delay for each U interface in order to know how
long an ONU should wait before an ATM cell can be transmitted in the upstream direction
This gives each ONU the same perception of time but is transparent for the multipleaccess
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protocol which assumes equidistance between the OLT and each of the ONUs This reduces
both design and implementation eorts for the MAC protocol The ranging procedure is split
into three phases namely coarse ranging static ne ranging and dynamic ne ranging Each of
these phases is described shortly" for more details on ranging the reader is referred to Chapters
   of 


Coarse ranging
Coarse ranging supplies a rough indication of the delay line value for each ONU connected to
the ODN It is performed by an accurate phase measurement at the OLT of a low level low
frequency wave signal This signal is transmitted by the ONU which is ranged The accuracy
has to be one BAF slot such that the next ranging phase can be performed correctly The
frequency of the ranging signal is determined from the distance to be covered The ranging sine
wave signal is transmitted by the ONU as soon as it receives an OAM CR command which is
encoded in the downstream transmission preamble see Section  In the OLT the coarse
ranging signal is extracted from the composite upstream signal by sampling during the gap
between two incoming BAF cells thus avoid disturbances from the incoming BAF cells
Static ne ranging
The second phase in the ranging procedure is based on digital measurement techniques Special
upstream BAF packets are dedicated to static ne ranging Such a packet consists of only
three bytes which are placed in the center of the allocated time slot Once the static ne
ranging packet is detected by the OLT the position of the ONU relative to the allocated slot
is measured with an accuracy of 
 bit or 
 ns Verication of the adjustment process is
subsequently necessary since bit errors may have occurred during transmission
Dynamic ne ranging
The information necessary to carry out dynamic ne ranging is encoded in the format of the
BAF cell The OLT uses this information to measure the variation of the round trip delay
which changes continuously due to aging and changes in temperature The OLT responds by
sending the ONU proper delay line correction commands A certain minimum upstream cell
rate per ONU is required to guarantee correct dynamic ne ranging under each possible trac
condition which is always met by the necessity of sending OAM cells to the OLT
 Optical line termination
The OLT is situated between ODN and the LEX the latter making part of the core network
In the downstream direction data originating from the LEX is oered in four 
 Mbits
streams each of them leading to one V
b
interface which is based on STM
 frames of the Syn
chronous Digital Hierarchy SDH During the SDH to ATM conversion reference clocks for
system synchronization are extracted and the V
b
interface physical layer performance monitor
ing functions are performed After this VPI values used by the LEX are translated into the
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ones used within the BAF access network Subsequently the four 
 Mbits ATM !ows
are together with slow Operation And Maintenance OAM cells multiplexed into a single
downstream ATM !ow of  Mbits Slow OAM cells are issued every 
 slots After this
the ATM !ow is encrypted on a per ONU basis and a physical preamble is added such that a
BAF cell is formed The preamble contains information required by the multipleaccess proto
col and in addition allows the support of physical layer functions such as ranging encryption
and a Cyclic Redundancy Check CRC For a more detailed description of the structure of the
BAF cell the reader is referred to Section  After a BAF cell is formed the compounded
data is scrambled and the HEC eld of the ATM cell is recalculated over the scrambled data
in order to enable the cell delineation functions on the ONU side to work properly Finally the
electrical signals are converted into optical power and injected into the ber
In the upstream direction optical power obtained by the U interface is rst converted into
electrical signals Then data phase alignment and frame synchronization with the system
clock is performed This is one of the most critical tasks of the OLT In addition to phase
alignment control signals concerning coarse and dynamic ranging are passed on to a special
dedicated hardware component Subsequently the upstream BAF preamble which is inherited
from the physical layer and added to the ATM cell is extracted and performance monitoring
functions are carried out Next the data !ow is transferred to an ATM Demux Adapter block
This component is responsible for extracting slow OAM cells for translating the internal BAF
VPI parameters into the ones agreed upon with the LEX and for routing the extracted ATM
cells to the appropriate V
b
interface In the V
b
interfaces the ATM cell !ows are inserted into
STM
 frames converted into optical power and injected into a ber which leads to the LEX
The management of the AN should perform management functions with respect to eg perfor
mance conguration and the transmission capacity used carried out in the management plane
of the BISDN reference model Since no signaling functions are present in the BAF demonstra
tor management is performed manually making use of the BAF Operating System BAF OS
A centralized access control mechanism is installed in the OLT indicated as MACcontroller
in Figure 
 Optical network unit
The BAF system distinguishes two kinds of ONUs namely the ONU for the Home ONUH
and the ONU for the Curb ONUC An ONUH equips a single T
b
interface broadband T 
interface and one T
nb
narrowband T interface and is used for FTTH congurations The T
b

interface supports 
 Mbits SDH STM
 whereas the T
nb
interface provides the possibility
to transport narrowband services transparently through the BAF broadband access network
on preallocated VPCs The data rate oered to the T
nb
interface must be xed at  Mbits
conforming ITUT recommendations G and G An ONUC equips up to a maximum
of  T
b
and 
 T
nb
interfaces and is used for FTTC congurations The BAF demonstrator
supports a total of 
 T interfaces distributed over a maximum of  ONUs At the side of the
ODN the ONUH and ONUC equip respectively a U
b
and U
b
interface These interfaces
operate on a bit rate of  Mbits
After the optical downstream signal is received at the U interface and converted into electronic
signals descrambling is executed and clock and timing information are gathered Both MAC
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information and fast OAM information carried in the preamble is extracted checked for
errors and passed on to the appropriate hardware ATM cells are broadcast via an ATM bus
to all T interfaces connected to the ONU Then ATM functions such as VPI translation and
cell demultiplexing are performed and the appropriate cells are ltered In the case of slow
OAM cells the information is extracted from the downstream !ow and sent to the appropriate
OAM block In the case of a T
b
interface cell rate decoupling and Header Error Control HEC
generation are performed and the resulting ATM cell stream is then mapped into STM
 frames
In the case of a T
nb
interface frame reassembling and AAL convergence functions are performed
to compensate for delay variation and to deal with timing recovering Finally HDB coding is
performed before transmission can take place
In the upstream direction data originating from both the T
b
and the T
nb
interface has to be
processed in order to produce ATM cells which can be stored in MACbu	ers" here the cells
wait until the multipleaccess protocol grants them to be transmitted across the ODN From
the moment cells are forwarded into the MAC queue all ATM cells regardless of the type of
interface they entered the access network undergo the same processing
In the case the ATM cell enters a T
b
interface SDH to ATM conversion takes place reference
clocks for system synchronization are extracted whereupon cell delineation VPI translation
HEC verication and cell rate decoupling is performed Before the cell is forwarded to the MAC
buer Usage Parameter Control UPC is performed on a VPbasis This function monitors the
cell stream and decides whether the VP prole entering the T
b
interface corresponds with the
VP capacity which is reserved by the BAF OS If an ATM cell is considered to be compliant
it is forwarded to the MACbuer otherwise it is discarded For more details on the UPC
implemented in the demonstrator we refer to Section 

In the case the ATM cell originates from a T
nb
interface the  Mbits information stream is
received and clock information is extracted Subsequently AAL convergence sublayer functions
are carried out and data is segmented This results in an ATM cell stream which is consequently
forwarded to the MACbuer Each T interface provides its own MACbuer
After a proper command from the MAC hardware is received which is triggered by the down
stream !ow and the ranging procedure an ATM cell is extracted from the MACbuer Then
the upstream preamble is attached to the cell and after electrical to optical conversion has taken
place the cell is transmitted onto the ODN
 The global FIFO multipleaccess protocol
Access to the shared medium in the APON is arbitrated by the Global FIFO multipleaccess
protocol GF operating on the ATM layer Dierent kinds of features of this protocol have
been described in detail in 
    The aim of the GF protocol is to prevent collisions at
the splitting point of the ODN between BAF cells originating from dierent ONUs This should
be achieved in a dynamic way and with as little additional overhead as possible responding to
the demands at cell level As described before ATM cells waiting for upstream transmission
are stored in a MACbuer which is located in either an ONUH or an ONUC depending
on whether the CPN has the disposal of respectively Fiber To The Home FTTH or Fiber
To The Curb FTTC For reasons of simplicity in most of the remaining part of this section
such a buer is referred to as the NTbu	er whereas the device where this buer is located is
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called the Network Termination NT By choosing the acronym NT  instead of ONU  it is
emphasized that a total number of 
 NTbuers has to be considered and not  ONUs
The GF multipleaccess protocol operates on a requestpermit basis Requests are sent up
stream to inform the Permit Distribution Algorithm PDA in the OLT about the number of
transmission requirements The PDA then issues Permits to allow a termination to send an
ATM cell" each permit allows a single cell to be transmitted
 Requests
An NT advertises its bandwidth requirement by sending requests to the MAC controller or
master of the protocol located in the OLT A request contains information about the state
of the NTbuer From this information the MAC controller computes the number of permits
required Two types of requests are distinguished

 Requests coupled with upstream cells An upstream BAF cell originating from an NT
is preceded by a request eld which contains the queue length of the NTbuer The
requests travel piggybacking with an ATM cell across the ODN
 Request blocks Requests coupled with upstream cells have the disadvantage that a termi
nation can only reveal its state when it is allowed to send a cell in the upstream direction
To overcome this drawback request blocks are introduced A Request Block RB con
tains the requests of nine NTs and has the same length as a BAF cell The reason why
an RB holds requests for nine NTs is explained in Section  Besides giving all NTs the
possibility to advertise their needs for transmission requirements after a period of silence
the introduction of RBs also increases the reaction speed of the protocol
A permission to either contribute to a request block or to send a BAF cell in the upstream
direction is granted to an NT by the PDA by means of permits
 Permits
A permit is the output of the PDA As soon as a network termination receives a permit it is
allowed to send one ATM cell in the upstream direction Two types of permits are distinguished

 Permit for an ATM cell When the central controller decides that an NT can send an
ATM cell it forwards a permit containing the address of that NT to the Global FIFO
buer This permit can consequently be piggybacked to a downstream ATM cell Note
that since the downstream cell is broadcast no coupling between the address of permits
and ATM cells is required The permit class bit CL$
 captured in the BAF cell indicates
that this is a permit for an ATM cell see Section 
 Permits for request blocks When no permits for ATM cells have to be sent the controller
issues a permit for an RB CL$ Such a permit contains the address of the NT that is
the rst one to contribute to a new RB A total of nine NTs can contribute to one RB The
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decision to contribute to an RB can be taken autonomously by the NTs exploiting the
knowledge with respect to the relative position of every NT This information is available
in each NT Since the MAC controller only issues a permit for an RB if the Global FIFO
buer is empty ie if no permits for ATM cells are waiting no data rate is wasted by
sending RBs
 The permit distribution algorithm
The Permit Distribution Algorithm PDA is executed in the MAC controller located in the
OLT and its goal is to dynamically distribute permits among the active NTs ie NTs which
want to send data in the upstream direction It operates as follows
 From the indication of the buer length carried in requests the PDA derives the number
of cells that have arrived at the NTbuer since the last request from this NT arrived at
the OLT In order to avoid clumps of cells originating from the same NTbuer and to
protect the access network the PDA enforces a minimumdistance T
sp
between consecutive
permits which are addressed to the same NT ie consecutive cells are spaced The need
for protection arises from the fact that the transmission capacity of the shared medium
is four times higher than the capacity of the T
b
interface such that i the peak bit rate
temporarily granted to an NTbuer may exceed the sum of the peak bit rate oered to
the NT and ii due to the GFs reaction time the protocol may react too late on changing
trac conditions Both situations may lead to a data stream which is non conforming
with the QoS parameters agreed on during the establishment of the connections such that
a protection mechanism becomes desirable The spacing function aims at providing this
desired protection Since the GF protocol only announces the total number of cells waiting
in an NT buer the PDA has only knowledge about the transmission requirements of a
whole NT and not about the individual VPIVCI parameters carried by the NT The
shaping function used can therefore be seen as a bundlespacer  where the bundle consists
of all VCIVPI combinations carried by one NT The distance T
sp
is calculated from the
aggregate cell rate of the connections that share the T
b
or T
nb
interface
 When permits for upstream cells are generated they are multiplexed together in a buer
called the Global FIFO permit queue from which the multipleaccess protocol inherits its
name This buer is served each timeslot If the Global FIFO permit queue is empty
the MAC controller issues a permit for a request block Since a total of  NTs contribute
to the same RB the address for the rst NT in an RB is increased by  modulo 

every time a new permit for a request block is issued
Implementation of the bundlespacing mechanism is realized by two counters per NT a request
counter and a countdown counter The countdown counter is initialized with the value T
sp

which is determined according to the following rule i $ 
        

T
sp
$ b
Gross bit rate shared medium
SUM of the peak bit rates of all connections sharing NT
i
c
and is decremented every timeslot with one until its value reaches zero In the above formula
bac denotes the largest integer less than or equal to a for any positive real number a A
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counter REQCNTR
i
keeps track of the number of permits requested by NT
i
i $ 
        

As soon as another counter CNTDWNCNTR
i
reaches the value zero and REQCNTR
i
is
larger than zero a permit addressed to NT
i
is forwarded to the global FIFO permit queue
CNTDWNCNTR
i
is set to T
sp
and REQCNTR
i
is decreased with one The counters force
a minimum distance T
sp
between two consecutive cells originating from the same NTbuer
realizing a bundlespacing function
The bounded period rule
The bundlespacing mechanism of the PDA wrests a minimum distance T
sp
between two con
secutive cells from the same NT forcing a more regular trac pattern from each NT entering
the core network However at the same time it realizes that the load of the NTbuer be
comes close to unity if the peak bit rate of each connection equals the mean bit rate From
classical queueing theory it is wellknown that if the load of a queueing system reaches one
saturation occurs which leads to high values of the delay In order to prevent this situation
the Bounded Period Rule BPR was introduced in  This rule was not implemented in the
BAF demonstrator it was applied during the experiments described in Section  however
The bundlespacing mechanismprevents bulks of cells originating from the same NT and suers
from the following tradeo

 The spacer may introduce both high transfer delays and CDVs for the individual VCs
in the case a superposition of low bit rate sources is oered to the NTbuer therefore
space as little as possible
 The spacer avoids clumps of cells in the case high bit rate connections are oered to the
NTbuer and provides a protection mechanism for the access network therefore space
as strictly as possible
The underlying reasoning of the BPR is that if the transmission capacity requested during
connection setup is high the capacity requested is dominated by one or two high bit rate
connections whereas if the data rate requested is relatively small the total capacity consists of
several low bit rate connections The BPR aims at having an almost perfect spacing for high
bit rate connections introducing a regular pattern of cells of one NT while it spaces not very
strictly in the case the transmission capacity requested is low probably avoiding high values of
delay and CDV This is realized by choosing the parameter T
sp
 which initializes the countdown
counter for NT
i
 according to the following rule i $ 
        

T
sp
$ min   b
Gross bit rate shared medium
SUM of the peak bit rates of all connections sharing NT
i
c T
max
 

where T
max
is the maximum spacing value and   	   
 is called the bundle spacing
tolerance In  is argued that a good value for  is   while the value for T
max
should be
chosen around  slots or s Chapter  studies the impact of the BPR on the perVC
performance quantitatively
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Classication of the GF protocol
As a result of the fact that the functionality as master is assigned to the OLT a requestpermit
mechanism to respectively ask and grant transmission requirements and because of the com
patibility with the ATM the GF protocol can be annexed to the class of protocols with a
guaranteed request phase centralized access control a permit approval scheme and a xed hold
ing time see Section 
 Robustness of the GF multipleaccess protocol
As mentioned in Chapter  due to synchronization failure noise or other reasons bit errors
may occur This can lead to wrong interpretation of requests or permits possibly leading to
a degradation of the performance of the access network Adding overhead and using an error
correcting code can reduce the error probability but the residual probability that an error is
either not detected or wrongly corrected will always be present The global FIFO robustness
mechanism follows two general rules see  



 In order to recover from lost requests redundant information is used for coding the
transmission requirements requested by each NT instead of transmitting in a request eld
the number of new arrivals the current queue lengthQ
i
of the i
th
NTbuer i $ 
        

is transmitted The number of permits required is derived from this information
 The robustness mechanism recovers possible losses by making use of an algorithm that
generates too many permits rather than too few in the case inconsistency occurs in suc
cessive requests from the same NTbuer
Realization of the above rules is achieved by introducing an additional counter M
i
in the OLT
for each NT
i
i $ 
        
 called the mirror counter  Whenever the MAC controller in the
OLT receives the information Q
i
 this value is compared with the value M
i
and permits are
generated according to the dierence between these two values The value M
i
is then increased
to maxQ
i
M
i
 In addition when a BAF cell from NT
i
is expected the counter M
i
is reduced
by one independent of whether an ATM cell or an idle cell arrived or an error occurred The
counter M
i
is never reduced below zero In what follows the robustness property of the GF
protocol is made plausible by enumerating the following situations
a Q
i
is too small request information is lost
 too few permits are generated initially if there have been new arrivals When the
next correct request is received the missing permits are generated
b The previous Q
i
was too large too many permits have been generated
 no permits are removed from the request counter but no more permits will be
generated either until M
i
	 Q
i

c Loss of a permit
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 the counter M
i
is decremented when the corresponding ATM cell is expected at the
OLT"
 the following request still shows one or more cells too many than expected which
results in the generation of a new permit for the corresponding NT
d Loss of an upstream ATM cell
 this corresponds with the normal case of cell loss as in any other transmission system"
 the requests prepended to the ATM cell are lost see case a
e Change of permit destination
 this is a mix of cases c for the NT to which the permit was assigned and b for
the NT which receives the corrupted permit
 The BAF slot format
Transmissions in both the upstream and the downstream directions are organized in TDM slots
of  bits each These slots are referred to as BAF slots and are designed to transfer a BAF
cell As depicted in Figure  the main contents of a BAF slot in the upstream direction is
either a request block or an ATM cell In the case the BAF cell contains an ATM cell a physical
layer preamble and a REQ eld are added The latter informs the OLT about the queue length
of the buer from which the PDA in the OLT calculates the number of transmission rights
required The preamble includes bits for dynamic ne ranging purposes a bit timing extraction
pattern a byte alignment pattern a gap or guard band and  bits for tuning purposes Due
to non equal delays between OLT and terminations power levels may change for information
!ows originating from dierent terminations such that tuning becomes necessary
In the case the BAF slot carries a request block its content consists of contributions originating
from nine NTs and mainly carrying the queue length of the NTbuers
For almost the same reason as why the preamble was added to an upstream ATM cell additional
overhead is added to each fragment that an NT contributes to an RB Besides the bits for
ranging the QL and the gap a CRC is added to each fragment Assuming the same gap as
necessary for an upstream ATM cell a total of bc $ 
 NTs can send their buer status
to the OLT simultaneously However for implementation reasons it was assumed that only 
NTs can contribute to a single RB leading to a relatively long eld with spare bits in each of
the assembles which is used by a single NT to contribute to a request block
In the downstream direction a BAF slot contains an ATM cell a permit a CL eld and a
preamble see Figure  The latter contains fast OAM information and a eld for CRC
allowing single bit error correction and multiple error detection for the complete bit down
stream control eld Since the access network allows supporting up to a maximum of 

T
b
interfaces the permit requires a length of  bits The CLeld of 
 bit allows discrimination
between permits for RBs and permits for ATM cells
In conclusion the BAF slot format chosen includes a total overhead of  bits per slot for
both the upstream and the downstream transmission format and conrms according to ITUT
I
 recommendation for both the UNI and the Network Node Interface NNI interface The
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overhead required leads to a more ecient access network than the APON based access facilities
proposed in eg  

 Experimental results of the BAF demonstrator
The Asynchronous Transfer Mode is currently used in several eld trials and testbeds all over
the world Results of experiments have led to an increase in knowledge of network behavior
and real ATM trac needs to be used to settle yet unsolved issues Moreover ideas which were
commonly known in theoretical environments have been implemented These experiments are
published worldwide and reveal the validity of these ideas and the inaccuracies which occurred
during the implementation phases
The BAF demonstrator provides a powerful platform to experiment and validate the architec
ture and topology of the access network and the performance of the GF MAC protocol in a real
environment The most important reasons to include experimental results in this thesis are as
follows

 Experimental results provide experience with the operation of an access network in a real
environment They reveal the impact on performance of all kinds of low level decisions
the presence of interfaces implementation issues etc
 Comparisons of experimental results with results obtained by simulation provides a pow
erful method to validate the behavior of both the BAF demonstrator and the simulation
tool developed If the results do not coincide mistakes are introduced either in the
demonstrator or in the simulation tool The latter is used to gather results and to draw
conclusions from throughout this thesis
Finally we mention that covering experimental results re!ects the activities of the group ex
perimental computing science for technical applications of the Computing Science Institute of
the University of Nijmegen the author belongs to
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	 De
nition of the load at the BAF system
The load of an APON denoted by 
 is dened as the ratio of the mean available link capacity
of the ATM layer which is used by assigned cells and the net link capacity Since the internal
overhead and link capacity in the BAF system dier per interface dierent values of the load
exist at T  U and V interfaces
Because the load at the U interface depends on the transmission format and therefore on
the multipleaccess protocol used and the load at the T
b
interface 

T
 only supplies local
information the load at the V
b
interface 

V
 is chosen as a reference This denition was also
given in  and allows an easy performance comparison between dierent multipleaccess
protocols which are operating on an APON as provided in Chapter 
The load of the BAF system 
 can consequently be computed as follows

 $ 

V
$
X
Active T
b
interfaces


T
 
Net T
b
capacity
Net V
b
capacity
where


T
$
X
Connections
Mean bit rate  

 AAL bytes
Net T
b
capacity
and
Net T
b
capacity $ 
 Mbits
Net V
b
capacity $  Mbits
The overhead used by the AAL layer ranging between 
 bytes can and should be incorpo
rated into the load of the AN However all ATM layer experiments carried out on the BAF
system and described in the current chapter are carried out with articial trac sources as
suming no overhead for AAL purposes
	 Experimental set up
Currently three BAF prototypes are available namely in Basel Madrid and Turin The last
one was used for the experimental results presented in this chapter These results cover the
ATM layer experiments scheduled by the BAF project
Figure  depicts the conguration of the ATM access network testbed used for the experi
ments The platform consists of a trac generatoranalyzer HP E
 and the BAF demon
strator The broadband access network was controlled by software from the BAF Operating
System BAF OS This BAF OS allows to perform operations such as startup control VP
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Figure  Architecture of the access network testbed
conguration alarm and event handling encryption control and status information in the en
tire BAF system Moreover it allows us to operate the access network manually ie installing
and monitoring VP connections starting ranging procedures T
b
address denition etc
The main problem with evaluating the access networks performance experimentally is the
limited equipment available in a testbed mainly due to the high equipment costs Only
a total of  ONUCs and  T
b
interfaces were available for trial purposes An HP E

generatoranalyzer is used to generate both a reference source and background trac to load
all interfaces Background trac is used to increase the load of the AN Since only one trac
generator was available with a single output port operating at STM
 trac could only be
oered to a single T
b
interface To recover from this limitation an optical splitter is used
to oer trac to a range of interfaces increasing the load of the AN Although this enables
an increase of the load it also introduces highly correlated trac In an attempt to recover
from this more background trac is generated than necessary to load the system and the
connections at dierent T
b
interfaces are subsequently policed to dierent levels As this causes
cells to be dropped by the police function located at the UNI it decreases the correlation of
background trac The establishment of dierent VP connections for the T
b
s complements
policing Correlations introduced by making use of the optical splitter are not fully eliminated
but are minimized as much as possible
Since only  T
b
interfaces were available for experiments the total bit rate oered is always
	  Mbits To build a fairly loaded access network conguration the four T
b
s are given
equispaced addresses among the ONUs To be more specic the addresses assigned to the
T
b
interfaces are respectively 
   and  see Figure 
The HP test equipment allowed a method to timestamp the CBR reference source and to mea
sure performance parameters experienced by this source oline However since the analyzer
module was able to capture a maximum of 

  reference cells with calendar time stamps
resolution 
 ns statistics could be calculated for this number of cells only Reference sources
with dierent transmission requirements were multiplexed with background trac CBR and
Poisson trac to obtain results for three dierent load conditions The results are described in
Section  Since the generator only oered an STM
 line trac had to be multiplexed in
side the generator assigning the highest priority to the reference source Furthermore Poisson
trac appeared to behave as a superposition of Bernoulli sources
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	 Validation of performance experiments
This subsection reports performance results of the ATM layer experiments carried out on
the BAF access network demonstrator Performance evaluation is achieved by studying the
complementary distribution function ie PrfX  xg  of two important performance measures
namely the transfer delay and the 
point CDV ATM cells of one particular reference or
tagged CBR connection are monitored under dierent load conditions as they passed the access
network
The impact on the performance measures chosen depends on the load conditions of the access
network the transmission capacity of the reference CBR source and the characteristics of
the background trac Therefore sources of  Kbits  Mbits and  Mbits are chosen
as reference VPCs while a combination of  Mbits CBR and Poisson VPCs is chosen as
background trac Experiments are performed in the cases the access network is loaded up to
 and  In addition experiments are performed in the case where the reference source is
the only input allowed by the policing unit referred to as solely ref source Results obtained
for the three dierent load conditions lead to a better understanding of both the behavior of
the access network and the impact of background trac
To limit dierences in results due to the multiplexing in!uences inside the trac generator for
each experiment the trac generator oers the same superposition of  CBR VPCs with a bit
rate of  Mbits The required load conditions are realized by instructing the UPC function to
discard certain CBR connections completely and by adapting the Poisson stream accordingly
Correlated trac was reduced to a minimum by spreading the  Mbits CBR connections not
equally over the  T
b
interfaces such that the Poisson background trac has to be policed
at dierent rates to accomplish the required and homogeneous load over the interfaces The
situation that the same  Mbits CBR stream has to be oered to the same T
b
interface can
be totally avoided in the case the AN is loaded up to 
As mentioned in Section  the trac analyzer used can only store 

  reference ATM
cells This number is too small to draw signicant conclusions about the performance of the
access network Since at least 


samples are required to draw signicant conclusions with
respect to the 
  


quantile of a performance measure curves are plotted on a linear
scale instead of a log scale This will prevent the reader to draw statistically nonsignicant
conclusions from the plots presented in the current subsection Furthermore each curve in
the graphs which illustrate experimental results corresponds with a single experiment Clearly
more experiments cannot increase the range of the quantiles of the performance measures
presented Ideally however performance evaluation of the testbed should be carried out by
gathering results from several subsequent experiments such that side eects are subdued and
more reliable results can be obtained However two sets of results for each experiment were
gathered and only one of them is shown due to the following reasons
 The total time available to obtain ATM layer results in the project was limited to 

days
 Due to hot weather conditions the testbed sometimes suered from stability problems
leading to an unreliable system
 For unsolved reasons the demonstrator occasionally suered from the lack of optical
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power such that in that case no experiments could be performed at all
As mentioned before the BPR was not implemented in the demonstrator However by allocat
ing an appropriate capacity to the VP which was used by the reference source the rule could
be enforced at all T
b
 interfaces after all This also diminished the probability for compliant
reference cells
The results presented in the current subsection do not report a detailed study of the performance
of the BAF system but reveal that the BAF system operates as expected and that ideas which
either were known in theoretical environments or were born during the BAF project can
be implemented and work For a detailed performance evaluation of the BAF system and a
performance comparison between several multipleaccess protocols which were designed for an
APON technology the reader is referred to Chapter 
Transfer delay
The transfer delay of the access network is dened as the time dierence between the sending
of a cell at the output port of the trac generator  time arriving at T
b
interface and the
reception of this cell at the input port of the trac analyzer  time arriving at V
b
interface
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Since the distances between the OLT and each ONU are the same and equal 
 km corre
sponding with a round trip delay of 
 s the total delay in the access system described
comprises the following components

 the time needed until a request can be sent variable"
 the propagation delay of requests  s"
 the delay introduced by the PDA variable"
 the waiting time in the Global FIFO permit queue variable"
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 the propagation delay of the permit  s"
 the cell propagation delay  s
 the delay introduced by the intermediate hardware such as T
b
 U
b
and V
b
interfaces
Finally a very small delay is introduced inside the trac generator and analyzer and by the
bers from and to the trac generatoranalyzer
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Referring to Figures  through 

 we observe that the results obtained by computer sim
ulations match those obtained from the experimental platform The small dierences between
the experimental and simulation results are due to small !uctuations in the hardware SDH
frame formationdeformation and the presence of the OAM cells which are issued every 

cells in the demonstrator but are not modeled within the computer simulator The #steps
shown in Figure 
 can be ascribed to the formationdeformation of SDH containers and the
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granularity eects introduced by the trac generator The latter result from the fact that the
service rate used is not divisible by the maximum rate provided Clearly this eect becomes
larger for higher service rates while its impact on low bit rates is overruled by the variation in
delay introduced by the MAC protocol
The point CDV
The most important reason why the access network causes Cell Delay Variation CDV is that
variable queuing VPshaping and multiplexing of VCs disturb the prole of each connection
An accurate performance characterization of CDV is a network performance parameter known
as point CDV  The 
point CDV describes the variation of the arrival times pattern with
respect to the negotiated peak cell rate It is measured by observing successive upstream cell
arrivals at the V
b
interface and only considers cell clumping ie the eect of cell inter arrival
distances which are shorter than T  the reciprocal of the peak cell rate The characterization
of CDV by means of 
point CDV is given in 
 and is recommended for CDV assessment
by ITUT
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The 
point CDV is dened as follows Let a
k
be the actual arrival time and c
k
the reference
arrival time of cell number k The reference arrival time c
k
is then computed as follows
c


$ a


c
k
$ a
k
& T if c
k
	 a
k
c
k
$ c
k
& T if c
k
 a
k
 
The 
point CDV y
k
of cell number k is then dened as y
k
$ c
k
 a
k

Figures 
 through 
 show that the results obtained from the experimental platform and
those obtained by means of computer simulations again coincide rather well In the case the
reference source has a higher bit rate the relative contribution to the total load of the T
b
 which
is possibly shared with other connections is subsequently higher The bundlespacing function
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of the PDA therefore spaces an individual cell stream more accurately leading to less CDV If
the reference source is the only active source CDV is mainly introduced because the T
b
buer
must wait for a request block before it can inform the OLT about new arrivals As explained
earlier some hardware aspects have not been modeled in the computer simulator which is
re!ected in the results presented The dierences may also result from the phenomenon that
the Poisson trac generated by the HP E
 appeared as a superposition of Bernoulli sources
 Related products
Neither the APON nor the idea to use it as an AN was born within the BAF project In
fact the PON is an updated version of what is known as the Telephone PON TPON The
TPON was proposed by British Telecom in 
 see 
 

 
 and was designed to be
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used for mainly plain old telephone services Evolution from TPON via NISDN to BISDN
was already foreseen For a more detailed description of the evolution of the PON the reader
is referred to 
In many papers written by researchers from British Telecom the APON as described in the
previous sections is called BPON where the letterB refers to broadband To make the confusion
complete the acronym APON is sometimes used by researchers from British Telecom to refer to
the Advanced PON a network architecture which is more commonly known as super PON see
eg 
 The super PON aims at simultaneously connecting a very large number of customers
over 
 to the core network This type of PON is not discussed in this monograph since a
dynamical way of sharing the shared medium for such a conguration is considered to be rather
ambitious A more static solution where the main goal of the MAC protocol is to provide slot
synchronization and each terminal is provided with a xed part of the transmission capacity
is considered to be more realistic
Besides the BAF project and British Telecom several companies reported developments of
PONs all to be used in the AN Telecom Australia reported MACNET France Telecom Sam
pan Siemens Soap and there are proposals from Alcatel KPN Netherlands ATT and prob
ably a number of other companies In general the architectures of these PONs do not dier
very much from each other especially those which were proposed in the beginning of the s
The Japanese company NTT has proposed an architecture of a PON very similar to the one
used in the BAF demonstrator in a specication group of the ATMforum see ATM Forum
R In the standardization bodies IEEE 
 and ATMForums RBB related work
on standardizing the access network by means of PONs is performed However much stan
dardization work on both the AN and the PON is still required
Table 
 shows the eciency of several demonstrators for PONs For reasons of comparison
the eciency of the transport capability SDH is also included in Table 
 Direct links to
the LEX which are assumed to be used by largebusiness customers will probably rely on this
technique The only management requirement included is the assumed rate for OAM cells" for
proposals indicated by an asterisk the rate for OAMwas not revealed by the source and therefore
not included in the table either The rate for OAM cells can dier severely per proposal For
instance the BAF assumes 
 OAM cell every 
 cells while the proposal of Alcatel assumes

 OAM cell every  cells The frequency of the OAM cells depends strongly on the ranging
procedure implemented From the description of the GF multipleaccess protocol and Table 

we conclude that the BAF demonstrator oers a very dynamical use of the available bandwidth
and realizes this by consuming relatively little overhead It should be stressed though that
specic hardware requirements dier per proposal leading to dierent implementation costs
	 Conclusions
This chapter describes the main results on access technology which were achieved by the RACE
R project on Broadband Access Facilities BAF The objectives of this project were to
study technical issues and give guidelines about broadband access networks for residential and
smallbusiness customers Moreover the project specied and developed an ATM passive op
tical access network demonstrator system which operates at a speed of  Mbits in both
directions The chapter describes and explains the access architecture used by this demonstra
Sec 
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
Eciency in ' of
Name Ref capacity left for Remarks
transmission of ISDN
Alcatel 
   

 splitter
Up 
 Mbits" Down  Mbits
BAF 

  First  Mbits
BTAPON
 
   
 Mbits
NTT
 

 Up " Down  
 Mbits
MACNET 
 	  

 splitter  Mbits
SDH 
  Transport technique
Sampan   	  large gap 
 splitter
Up  Mbits" Down  Mbits
Soap  

 
 Mbits
Table  Eciency of several access network demonstrators developed An asterisk indicates
that the rate of OAM cells is not included in the calculation of the eciency
tor and its position within the global telecommunication network
The multipleaccess protocol which was specially designed for and implemented in the demon
strator is called Global FIFO and is together with the slot format chosen explained in detail
Subsequently experiments carried out by the author and others at the BAF demonstrator are
described and compared with simulation results These experiments cover the ATM layer ex
periments as proposed within the BAF project and mainly deal with the ability of the Global
FIFO multipleaccess protocol to provide a dynamical way to share the transmission medium
of an APON The results presented reveal that the BAF system operates as expected The
chapter ends with a short eciency comparison between the BAF demonstrator and a number
of prototypes which were developed for a similar infrastructure by various companies
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Chapter 
The interdeparture time distribution
for each class in the  
i
M
X
i
 G
i
  queue
with set up times and repeated server
vacations
This chapter studies the interdeparture time distribution of one class of customers out of several
classes of customers who all arrive at a single server queue where the server takes a vacation
whenever the queue becomes empty or appears to be empty after the server returns from a
vacation Furthermore we allow the rst customer of a busy period to endure an exceptional
service time set up time depending on the class to which this customer belongs Batches of
customers of each class arrive according to independent Poisson processes and are served in a
FIFO order All customers who belong to the same class are served according to a common
generally distributed service time Service times batchsizes and the arrival processes are all
assumed to be mutually independent Additionally it is assumed that successive vacation times
of the server form independent and identically distributed sequences with a general distribution
For this queueing model we obtain the Laplace transform of both the sojourn time and the
interdeparture time distribution for each class of customers whose batchsize is geometrically
distributed No explicit assumptions are made about the batchsize distributions of the other
classes of customers
The aim of this chapter is to develop a mathematical model which can be used as a performance
tool to evaluate the Permit Distribution Algorithm PDA of the global FIFO multipleaccess
protocol for dierent values of the tolerance parameter  of the Bounded Period Rule BPR
  Introduction
This chapter considers a single server queue which handles several competing arrival streams
on a FIFO basis Customers are allowed to arrive in batches while the server is permitted to
take a vacation which either starts at the moment the queue becomes empty or when the server
returns from a vacation and notices that there are no customers waiting This kind of vacation

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model is known as the repeated vacations model In addition the service time distribution of
the rst customer in a busy period may dier from the one that regular customers experience
and depends on the class to which the customer belongs For this model the LaplaceStieltjes
transform of both the interdeparture time distribution and the sojourn time of one tagged single
class of customers is obtained
Queueing models with repeated vacations have found applications in computer science telecom
munication engineering and in manufacturing environments An excellent overview on vacation
models with Poisson inputs can be found in 
 while generalizations to Markovian arrival
processes are made in 
 
 There are numerous practical situations in which customers
either arrive or are served in batches Examples can be found in transportation processes in
volving busses trains aircraft elevators etc In addition batch arrival processes may be useful
to model bursty input trac ie trac with high peak to mean ratio also referred to as peaked
trac
Analyzing this specic model can be motivated by observing that the behavior of the buer
of a Network Termination NT of the APON as described in Chapter  can be modeled
by this queueing model The time required until an NT can contribute to a request block
corresponds with a vacation time whereas the subsequent period the cell has to remain in the
buer conforms to an exceptional service time From the description of the Bounded Period
Rule BPR which controls the PDA of the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol GF see
Section  it can be concluded that the time spent at the rst position of the NTbuer
diers for those ATM cells which arrive at an empty buer and those which arrive at a buer
which is partly occupied This motivates the use of set up times
As described in Section  the BPR aims at spacing permits which are addressed to the same
NT of the BAF APON according to the sum of the bit rates carried by this NT Chapter 
reveals how the mathematical results obtained in the present chapter can be used to evaluate the
impact of the tolerance parameter  of the BPR on the Cell Delay Variation CDV experienced
by ATM cells of individual connections
The departure process from a queue becomes important when studying a network of queues
since departures from one queue may constitute arrivals to other queues The rst result in
this area seems to be due to Burke who showed in  that the output of an MMc queue
is a Poisson process Reich subsequently gave in 
 a beautiful proof of this result by
using the reversibility of the Markov chain which describes the number of customers in an
MMc queue The output of several queueing systems has been studied since then see eg
  

 
 
 
 and the references in these papers and books
In 
 and 
 Saito and Stanford and Fischer respectively determine independently the
interdeparture time distribution for each class of the
P
i
M
i
G
i

 queue This result was ex
tended in 
 to the situation in which the interarrival time distribution of the trac class
of interest is hyperexponentially distributed allowing a more bursty arrival pattern In 

the interdeparture time distribution for each class of the
P
i
M
i
G
i

 queue was derived in the
case of nonpreemptive priority
In this chapter the theory in 
 and 
 is generalized allowing customers of each class
to arrive in batches with independent batchsize distributions Moreover the perclass service
time of the rst customer in a busy period may dier from regular service times and the
server is allowed to take repeated vacations with a generally distributed vacation time This
generalization allows us to address practical problems more accurately An example of how the
Sec  Queueing model 

results can be applied is shown in Chapter 
In what follows the distribution function of a nonnegative random variableX is denoted by F
X
and its LaplaceStieltjes Transform LST by 
X
s In the case X is discrete its probability
generating function is denoted by X
 
 The expectation of X is denoted by EX

X
s $
Z

x

e
sx
dF
X
x Res  
X
 
z $

X
k

z
k
F
X
k jzj 	 

The indicator function for the event a is denoted by I
fag
I
fag
$

 if a is false

 if a is true
and nally we write F
n 
X
for the nfold convolution of the function F
X

 Queueing model
Consider a total of c dierent classes of customers which arrive at a single server queue where
they are served according to the FIFO discipline Batches of classi customers i $ 
        c
with a batchsize distribution G
i
 arrive according to a Poisson process with rate 
i
 The server
of this queue takes a vacation V when the queue becomes empty or appears empty after the
server returns from a vacation ie repeated vacations The service time of a classi customer
depends on the state of the queueing system upon arrival If a customer of classi arrives at
an empty queue its service time is denoted by S
i

 whereas when upon arrival the queue is not
empty its service time is denoted by S
i
 The service time S
i

corresponds with the exceptional
service time Service times S
i

and S
i
i $ 
        c are assumed to be generally distributed and
all service times vacation times batchsizes and arrival processes are assumed to be mutually
independent
Although c arrival streams may compete with each other for service from a tagged or reference
class of customers point of view there are only two classes the class to which the customer
belongs and the other class consisting of all other classes of customers together This other
class is referred to as background customers Each customer in a tagged batch observes that
background customers arrive according to a batch Poisson process with an arrival rate which
is equal to the sum of the individual arrival rates of all classes which belong to the class of
background customers Both the batchsize distribution F
G
b
and the service time distribution
F
S
b
of background customers are therefore a weighted sum of the individual service time and
batchsize distributions of all classes belonging to the class of background customers ie
F
G
b
x $
c
X
iit

i
  
t
F
G
i
x
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
F
S
b
x $
c
X
ii t

i
EG
i

P
c
j

j
EG
j
 
t
EG
t

F
S
i
x 
In these formulas the subscript t refers the tagged class of customers and  $
P
c
i

i
 Con
sequently in what follows we have to consider only two classes of customers tagged and
background both arriving according to a batch Poisson process with arrival rates 
t
and 
b

respectively The service times of these two classes are denoted by respectively S
t
and S
b
and
by respectively S
t

and S
b

in the case the customer arrives at an empty queue
The only assumption which is made about the batchsize distributions G

        G
c
 is that
they all have a nite mean and that the batch size of the class of tagged customers G
t
 is
geometrically distributed with mean 

  p
t
 ie
PrfG
t
$ kg $ F
G
t
k $ 
 p
t
   p
t
k
 with k $ 
       
This chapter considers the system in steady state and its main goal is to derive the LST of the
interdeparture time of two consecutive customers C


and C

of the tagged class In addition
the LST of the sojourn time $ waiting time & service time of an arbitrary customer of the
tagged class is derived First the random variables which are used in the sequence of this
chapter are introduced see also Figures 
 and  
batch of
Arrival of
tagged
customers
S t
batch of
Arrival of
tagged
customers
C1
C1  starts
servicebatch of
Arrival of
customers
background
service
C  starts0
IAT
IDT
of C1
Departure
of C0
Departure
C0
Time
F
B
Figure  Example of the random variables
introduced
batch of
Arrival of
tagged
customers
service
C  starts0
S t
batch of
Arrival of
customers
background
C1  starts
servicebatch of
Arrival of
tagged
customers
batch of
Arrival of
customers
background
C1
of C0
Departure
of C1
Departure
F
C0
Time
Sb0
IDT
B
I
Vacation
IAT
Figure  Example of the random variables
introduced
 IAT  The time possibly zero between the arrival instants of customers C


and C


 IDT  The time between the departures of C


and C


 ( The busy period experienced by background customers in an ordinary M
 X
G

queueing system ie neither an exceptional service time nor vacations that was initiated
with a single background customer
 F  The stationary sojourn time $ waiting time & service time of a complete batch of
tagged customers
  The stationary sojourn time of an arbitrary tagged customer
 B The busy period possibly zero of background customers who were served after
customer C


left the system until either
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 customer C

departs or
 the server becomes idle
 I The interval beginning at the instant that the server is idle and ending at the moment
customer C

departs This random variable will be used in case the system empties
between the departure of customer C


and the arrival of C


 V  The vacation time the server takes as soon as there are no customers waiting in the
queue The expectation EV  is assumed to be nite
From the denitions the following result yields
IDT $










S
t
if C


was NOT the last customer in the batch
B if C


was the last customer in the batch and IAT  F &B
B & I if C


was the last customer in the batch and IAT  F &B 
It is convenient to introduce the functions 

and 

 as follows


s $ Ee
sB
I
fIATFBg



s $ Ee
sB
I
fIATFBg
 
The functions 

s and 

s correspond with the two possible events which can occur in the
denition of the random variable B Generalizing Equations 

 and 
 in 
 allowing
customers to arrive in batches the following formulas for 

s and 

s are obtained Since
this generalization is rather straight forward its proof is omitted here" we refer to 
 for the
derivation


s $ As   
  
F
 
b
G
 
b


s& 
t




s $ 
F
  
b
G
 
b


s& 
t

where
As $

t
  
S
t
s
  
b
G
 
b

S
b
s
  
The dierence between the equations listed in  and  and those provided by Equations


 and 
 in 
 is the presence of the probability generation function G
 
b

We remark that if C


is the last customer of his batch customer C

is the rst customer in the
batch of the tagged class that follows the batch containing C


 Since the size of the batches in
which tagged customers arrive at the queue is geometrically distributed with mean 

  p
t

the probability that customer C


was the last customer of the batch is given by 
  p
t
 Since
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the random variables B and I are mutually independent we consequently nd the following
relationship for the LST of the interdeparture time between C


and C



IDT
s $ p
t
  
S
t
s & 
  p
t
   

s & 

s   
I
s  
If a customer of any class leaves an empty system the server takes a vacation Let F
V
n
v
be the probability that given a vacation starts at t $  its duration is no longer than v and
during this vacation there where n arrivals n $  
        Then we have
F
V
n
v $
Z
v
t

t
n
n
e
t
dF
V
t 

V

s $
Z

v

e
sv
dF
V
v $ 
V
& s  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows Section  derives the yet lacking
components to determine the functions 

s and 

s Section  then derives the LST of
the sojourn time of the tagged customers The main goal of Section  is to determine the
LST of the random variable I The nal theorem describing the LST of the interdeparture
time of the two consecutive tagged cells C


and C

 is Theorem  Chapter  subsequently
reveals how the parameters S
t

 S
b

 S
t
 S
b
and V should be chosen such that the mathematical
model can be applied to evaluate the impact of the PDA of the GF multipleaccess protocol
on the characteristics of trac departing the BAF system In addition it reports a numerical
evaluation of the BPR which subsequently leads to a proposal for an alternative mechanism for
the PDA of the GF multipleaccess protocol
 Determination of  

s and  

s
In the previous section the functions 

s and 

s were expressed in terms of 
F
s and 

s
This section derives the yet lacking factors 
F
s and 

s
The random variable ( was dened as the busyperiod consisting of solely background cus
tomers in an ordinary M
 X
G
 queue ie neither vacations nor exceptional service times
which was started by only one background customer Referring to 
 see also 

 and

 it can be veried that 

s satises the following functional equation


s $ 
S
b
s & 
b
  
  G
 
b


s  
In order to determine 
F
s let us rst consider the MG
 queue with one class of customers
Let S and 
j
represent respectively the service time and the stationary probability of j cus
tomers in this system at a departure epoch Taking into account that the rst customer of the
busy period experiences an exceptional service time the proof given in eg 
 for the LST of
the number of customers in the MG
 queue with repeated server vacations can almost be re
peated verbatimly to show that the probability generating function 
 
z satises the following
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equation

 
z $



 


V
  z 
V
   
S

  z  
S
 z & 
V
   
S
 z


  
V
   z  
S
  z
 
By allowing customers to arrive in batches with a batchsize distribution whose probability
generating function is given by G
 
 the number of customers in the system observed by a
complete batch of customers upon arrival 
j
 consequently satises

 
z $



	

V
z
V


S

 z

S
 z
G

 
S
zG

 
S
z
V
G

 
S
z



V
zG

 
S
z
 

The reasoning above makes use of the property that Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages
PASTA which can be applied here since we consider the queue length observed by a complete
batch or a #super customer whose service times consist of a gfold convolution of service times
if g denotes the size of the batch The unknown constant 


is determined by using that
lim
z

 
z $ 
 and applying LH)opitals rule twice



$

  
V
   
  

EV  &    
 
V
   ES


 ES
 
where

 $ ESEG 
Let W denote the waiting time experienced by the rst customer of a batch of customers By
applying the property that in a system with a FIFO discipline the number of customers left
behind by a departing customer is equal to the number of customers that arrived while that
customer was in the system we obtain

 
z $ 


 

S

z

S
z
 G
 

S
  z   
V
 z &
& 
 


  G
 

S
 z   
W
 z jNOT empty 


Combining Equations  and 
 the LST of the waiting time experienced by a batch of
customers which arrives at a nonempty system can be obtained

W
s j NOT empty $ 






  


 






V
s 
V
  

S

s

S
s
 
 & 
V


  
V
   
  s G
 

S
s


S

s   
V
s

S
s





 
Now suppose the total trac oered consists of two arrival streams tagged and background
and that a batch of tagged customers enters this queueing system at an arbitrary moment If

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the generating function of the batchsize is given by G
t
 and customers within this batch are
served according to a service time S
t
and S
t

for the rst customer in case the batch enters
an empty queue the LST of the sojourn time of such a batch is consequently given by

F
s $ 


 

S
t

s

S
t
s
 G
 
t

S
t
s   
V
s & 
 


   
W
s j NOT empty  G
 
t

S
t
s 
Substituting the expression obtained for 
W
s j NOT empty and by following the same argu
ment as used to derive Equation 
 the following lemma on the LST of the random variable
F emerges
Lemma  The LST of the stationary sojourn time F  ie waiting time  service time of
a complete tagged batch which arrives according to a Poisson process at a single server queue
which has to be shared with other customers who also arrive in batches and where the rst
customer of a busy period experiences an exceptional service time and the server takes repeated
vacations is equal to

F
s $
G
 
t

S
t
s
 
  


V
s 
V
   

t

S
t

s

S
t
s
&

b

S
b

s

S
b
s
 
 & 
V



EV  & 
 
V
   EH


 EH

    s G
 

H
s

where
G
 

H
s $

b
G
 
b

S
b
s & 
t
G
 
t

S
t
s


EH $

t
EG
t
ES
t
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b
EG
b
ES
b


t
EG
t
 & 
b
EG
b


EH


 $

t
EG
t
ES
t

 & 
b
EG
b
ES
b



t
EG
t
 & 
b
EG
b



 $ 
t
ES
t
EG
t
 & 
b
ES
b
EG
b
 
We note that the result of Lemma 
 does not require the restriction that the batchsize
distribution of the tagged class of customers is geometrically distributed
 The sojourn time of customers from the tagged class
In the previous section the LST of the sojourn time of a complete batch of tagged customers
was derived in order to complete the functions 

s and 

s In this section it is shown how
the derivation of the LST of this random variable can help us to determine the LST of the
random variable  which denotes the sojourn time experienced by individual customers of the
tagged class
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In order to obtain the sojourn time of an arbitrary customer from the reference class the
only aspect necessary to consider is the position within a tagged batch since Equation 


already provides the time a complete batch has to wait before its service can start Clearly the
position of a tagged customer within a batch referred to as D is uniformly distributed over
the span of the complete batchsize and is independent of the waiting time a batch endures
when it enters the system Considering an M
 X
G
 queue with service time S
t
and neither
exceptional service times nor vacations Cooper shows in  that in this case the LST 
D
s
equals

D
s $

G
 
t

S
t
s
EG
t
   
  
S
t
s
 
Taking this into account assuming the proper modications necessary of 


to adopt the multi
class model and by noticing that the LST of the random variable  is the product of the triple

S
t
s 
W
s and 
D
s the following holds for our setting


s $ 
D
s  
n




V
s 
S
t

s & 
 


 
W
s j NOT empty 
S
t
s
o
 
Using the expressions obtained for 


 
D
s and 
W
s j NOT empty the following result
arises
Theorem  The LST of the sojourn time experienced by an arbitrary customer belonging to
the reference class equals


s $

S
t
s 
D
s 
 
  


V
s 
V
   

t

S
t

s

S
t
s
&

b

S
b

s

S
b
s
 
 & 
V


fEV  & 
  
V
   EH


EHg    s G
 

H
s

where EH


 EH G
 

H
s and 
 are dened in Lemma 
From Theorem 
 we notice that the following relationship emerges between the sojourn time
of an arbitrary customer and the sojourn time of a complete batch of customers


s $

D
s   
S
t
s
G
 

S
t
s
  
F
s 
Referring to eg  it can be veried that this property also holds for an M
 X
G
 queue
where neither the server takes any vacations nor the rst customer in a busy period experiences
an exceptional service time

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 Determination of 
I
s the LST of the interval be
ginning at the instant when the server becomes idle
and ending at the moment the rst tagged customer
departs
Once the queue becomes empty the server starts a vacation When during this vacation neither
tagged nor background customers arrive a new vacation starts as soon as the rst vacation
expires Let there be n
 n
   of such vacations before the rst customer of any class
arrives The length of this concatenation of vacations is denoted by I


 Suppose the vacation
during which the rst customer arrives has length v and that during this vacation a total of n
n  
 batches of tagged andor background customers arrive This particular vacation is
denoted by

V  After the server returns from this vacation and nds n batches of customers
waiting in the queue it starts serving these customers From this moment on there are three
possibilities to consider 
V
~
n   Vacations1
S t
Arrival of batch
customers
of background 
Arrival of batch
of tagged customers
Arrival of batch
customers
of background 
I10I
C1
no arrivals background customers
Service time of the
Departure  C 1
Time 
C   starts service1Departure
empty queue
customer leaves
Figure  Example of possibility 
V
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no arrivals
n   vacations
I
C
C   starts service
20
1
I
of tagged customers
Arrival of batch
Sb 0
1
Time 
Departure  C 1
1
St
Figure  Example of possibility 

V
~
V
~
Arrival of batch
customers
of background 
Arrival of batch
customers
of background 
n   vacations
no arrivals
1
  
I
0
I
Arrival of batch
customers
of tagged
C   starts service
Service Time
of background
customers
no arrivals
n   vacations1 St 0
Departure  C1
Time 
1
C 1
3
Figure  Example of possibility 

 Customer C

arrives during

V see Figure 
 Customer C

arrives during the busy cycle which started immediately after

V see Fig
ure 
 Customer C

arrives after the server has returned once or several times from a vacation
and has served all background customers who arrived during

V and the busyperiod which
started immediately after

V see Figure  for an example
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The random variable corresponding with possibility i i$
 is denoted by I
i

First the LST of the length of the repeated vacations during which no arrivals occur is deter
mined Using Equation  the following expression for 
I

s is obtained

I

s $

X
n

Z

u

e
su
dF
n 
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u $

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n


V
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$


 
V
s& 


  

In the next three lemmas we determine 
I
i
s i$
 where we make use of the following
denitions
c
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Lemma  The LST 
I

s is given by

I

s $

t


S
t
s   c
t
s c
b
s   
V
s 
V
s&  &
& Asc
b
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V
s 
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s&  
b
G
 
b

S
b
s 
Proof In this situation we only have to consider the possibility of n  
 batches of
background customers who arrived during the same vacation

V as C

 but before the time
instant that C

arrived Suppose the total number of customers in these n batches is equal to
g The length of the interval until C

starts its service is then either equal to zero or consists
of a convolution of 
 service time S
b

and g  
 service times S
b

We rst consider the situation that C

is the rst customer
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Applying an elaborate version of the law of total probability and using Equation  we nd
the following expression for the distribution function of I

 when C

was not the rst customer
who arrived during
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Combining the two situations leads to the desired results  
The case that C

does not arrive during a vacation but arrives during the busy cycle which
started immediately after the server returned from a vacation is considered in the following
lemma
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Proof If during the vacation

V no batches of tagged customers arrive the server starts
serving the n  
 batches of background customers who were waiting at the moment the
server returned from the vacation The total number of background customers in these n
batches is equal to say g The tagged customer C

can now arrive either during the service
time of the rst customer S
b

 or during the busycycle which follows this service time In both
Sec  Determination of 
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cases an additional number of n   batches with background customers may arrive before
the arrival of C

 The determination of 
I

s is split according to these two possibilities
We rst consider the situation that C
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arrives during the service time S
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Using a similar reasoning as in the proof of Lemma  we obtain the following expression for
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where As is dened in Equation 
To consider the case that C

arrived during the busycycle which started immediately after the
rst background customer in the busyperiod departed we introduce the random variable R
Let F
R
x j g customers were waiting be the probability that given the service time S
b

has just
been nished and g   solely background customers are waiting in the queue the duration
of the interval until C
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starts its service is no longer than x Then we can write
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Taking the LST we obtain
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Intermezzo
The function 
R
s j g  
 customers were waiting can be determined by calculating the time
required to serve all background customers who arrived during the service time of the g  

background customers and possibly during the busy period beyond that until customer C

arrived In order to determine 
R
s j g  
 customers were waiting we follow the same line of
reasoning as used in  and decompose these service times into busy subcycles T
k
 k  
k $  
       see  Page 
 T


stands for the time required to serve all g 
 background
customers who were waiting in the queue at the moment S
b

expired The random variable T
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  corresponds with the time needed to serve all background customers who arrived during
subcycle T
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Generalizing Equation 
 on Page 
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 allowing batch arrivals with a batchsize dis
tribution whose generating function is denoted by G
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If customer C
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background customers who arrived during T
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End of intermezzo
Using Equation 
 the proof of Lemma  can be continued in the following way
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Combining the two situations ie adding up Equations 
 and 
 leads to the desired
result  
Finally for the possibility that C

arrives neither during

V nor during the succeeding busy
period we have the following lemma
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Proof If C

does not arrive during the busyperiod which followsup the vacation

V  a new
vacation starts as soon as this busyperiod ends Let

( be the length of the busyperiod of an
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 X
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 queue with solely background customers where the rst customer in a busyperiod
experiences an exceptional service time Consequently we can write
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Upon taking the LaplaceStieltjes transform we obtain after the usual computations the fol
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Referring to the busyperiod analysis in Chapter  of  it can be veried that the LST of
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Using this property the proof of Lemma  can be continued in the following way
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Using Theorem  and Equations  and  we obtain the nal theorem
Theorem  The LST of the interdeparture time of two consecutive tagged customers arriving
according to a Poisson process with a geometrically distributed batchsize at a queueing system
which has to be shared with other customers who arrive according to a batch Poisson process and
where the rst customer in the busy period enjoys an exceptional service time and the server
may repeatedly go on vacation is equal to
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Remark In 
 Tak acs proves that the LST of eg the waiting time  in the MG
 queue
with repeated vacations satises the following relationship

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
s  

 
V
s
sEV 

where the superscript nv refers to the corresponding transform for the queue without vacations
In 
 and 
 this relationship was proved for the virtual waiting time in respectively the
M
 X 
G and theMAPG queue with repeated server vacations Theorem  reveals that
if the set up times satisfy S
b

$ S
b
and S
t

$ S
t
 the perclass interdeparture time distribution
does not fulll this relationship" not even when customers do not arrive in batches
 Conclusions
This chapter analyzes the
P
M
 X 
i
G
i

 queueing system in steady state The customer who
observes an empty queue upon arrival is served according to an exceptional service time while
	
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the server takes a vacation V whenever the queue becomes empty or if the queue appears to
be empty when the server returns from a vacation A nite number of classes of customers
which are distinguished from one another by their batchsize or service times distributions are
oered to this queueing system and compete with each other on a FIFO basis The main goal
of this chapter is to study the performance of one particular class of customers referred to
as the reference or tagged class It was assumed that customers from the tagged class arrive
at the queueing system in geometrically distributed batches while no explicit assumptions
were necessary with respect to the batchsize distribution of the other classes of customers
Theorem 
 reveals the LaplaceStieltjes transform LST of the sojourn time experienced by
customers from the reference class The main result of this chapter is Theorem  which
reveals the LST of the interdeparture time of two consecutive customers from the tagged class
in steady state
Chapter  subsequently shows how the random variables S
t

 S
b

 S
t
 S
b
and V should be
chosen such that the mathematical results obtained in this chapter can be applied to evaluate
the impact of the GF multipleaccess protocol on the characteristics of trac departing the
BAF APON In addition it supplies a numerical evaluation of the BPR which eventually leads
to a proposal which serves as an alternative for the BPR and aims at improving the performance
of the GF protocol
Chapter 	
Performance analysis of the global
FIFO multipleaccess protocol
The aim of this chapter is to analyze the in!uence of the presence of the BAF access network
experienced by ATM cells belonging to a reference connection More specic the chapter eval
uates the impact of the use of the bundlespacing function which forms the scheduling heart of
the Permit Distribution Algorithm of the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol the protocol
that was implemented in the BAF demonstrator As described in Section  the Bounded
Period Rule was proposed but not implemented in the BAF demonstrator to control the
bundlespacer mechanism This spacing function enforces a minimum distance between two
consecutive permits which are addressed to the same network termination In this chapter we
study the impact of the BPR on individual VCs quantitatively using the model which was
analyzed in the previous chapter In addition an alternative Permit Distribution Algorithm
for the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol is proposed aiming at a better performance
The outline of the current chapter is as follows First is motivated how the queueing model
analyzed in Chapter  can be used to evaluate the impacts of the BPR and the bundlespacing
function quantitatively Then approximations for the LaplaceStieltjes transforms of the prob
ability density functions of the random variables V  S
t

 S
b

 S
t
and S
b
are determined The
approximations of these functions are essential for the performance evaluation of the Global
FIFO multipleaccess protocol in general and its bundlespacing function in particular The
functions obtained are subsequently substituted in the equations derived in the previous chapter
and numerical results of both the mean transfer delay and the squared coecient of variation
of the interdeparture time of an individual connection are reported Driven by these results
an alternative permit distribution function for the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol is
proposed
  A queueing model as evaluation tool of the perfor
mance of the GF MAC protocol
The aim of this chapter is to analyze the in!uence of the presence of the BAF Access Network
AN on the cell prole of an individual VC As described in Chapter  the BAF system

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operates on VPs which also has its re!ections on the design of the Global FIFO multipleaccess
protocol GF This has lead to a design of a Permit Distribution Algorithm PDA which has
only knowledge about the total number of ATM cells waiting at each of the NTs and does not
know to which VCs these cells belong to Recalling that permits for the same NT are spaced
the activity of the GF is dominated by the bundlespacing function in combination with the
BPR which prescribes the tolerance level of the periodicity of the cell !ow enforced by this
spacing mechanism Since the presence of the access network on performance characteristics is
ruled by GF the goal of this chapter can be reached by evaluating the in!uence of the bundle
spacer on a VC basis as function of the parameter  From a performance point of view the
time spent by ATM cells from a reference VC in the buer of the Network Termination NT
used mainly depends on
 The trac prole of the reference VC and the intensity and proles of all VCs oered to
the same access point as the one which is used by the reference VC
 The load and prole of all trac entering the access network at dierent access points
than the reference VC
 System parameters such as the round trip delay and parameters used by the PDA of the
GF multipleaccess protocol
These issues can be captured quantitatively by modeling the NTbuer as the queueing model
which was analyzed in the previous chapter ATM cells from the reference VC correspond
with tagged customers whereas cells from the other VCs which share the same access point
represent background customers The in!uence of both the specic system parameters and the
trac oered to other NTs can be captured by the dierent service times and by the server
vacation as explained in the remaining part of this section
The interval starting at the timeinstant an ATM cell enters an empty NTbuer and ending at
the moment a contribution to a Request Block RB can be sent to inform the OLT about its
arrival can be modeled as a vacation time The succeeding waiting time required since the NT
must receive a permit before the cell can be transmitted in the upstream direction can then
be modeled as an exceptional service time Let the tagged NT be the NT which is used by the
reference VC As a result of the ranging procedures the round trip delay can considered to be
the same for all NTs The tagged NT can therefore be any of the 
 NTs such that there is
no need to specify the tagged NT Since both tagged and background cells which observe an
empty NTbuer upon arrival experience the same time at the rst position of this buer the
exceptional service time for both the tagged and the background customers can be chosen the
same ie S
t

$ S
b

 The impact of the bundlespacer has our main interest We therefore
study the situation that the sum of the bit rates oered to the tagged NT is high  
 Mbits
In this case the BPR enforces that the minimum distance T
sp
between two permits of the same
NT is given by T
sp
$ b   net bit rate U
b
interfaceT
tot
c see Section  In this formula T
tot
represents the sum of the bit rates oered to the same T
b
interface Since in this situation the
delay from ONU to OLT expressed in slots of the shared medium is larger than the value
T
sp
 permits for those ATM cells which arrive at an empty NTbuer never have to wait as a
result of the use of the bundlespacer From this reasoning we conclude that neither S
t

nor S
b

experience much in!uence from the parameter  and can be modeled as a convolution of two
random variables
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 A deterministically distributed random variable with a mean which equals a half round
trip delay expressed in the number of slots of the shared medium This part results
from the time a RB and consequently a permit requires to travel across the ODN of the
APON
 The sojourn time of a permit in the Global FIFO permit queue Taking into account the
discrete nature of the ATM this random variable can in the case of batch Poisson arrivals
be modeled as the queue length distribution of a stationary Geo
 X
D
 system with a
service time equal to one BAF slot
The service times of those ATM cells which arrive at an NTbuer which is partly lled is
dened as the time these cells spend at the rst position of the NTbuer Clearly both S
t
and S
b
depend on the tolerance factor of the bundlespacer 
Before revealing how the random variables V  S
t
and S
b
must be chosen such that the model
can be used as evaluation tool of the performance of the GF MAC protocol the random variable
Y
n
is introduced This random variable plays a key role in the determination process of these
random variables
	 De
nition and derivation of Y
 
n
z
We tag the NT which is used by the reference VC Consider the situation that the MAC
controller of the GF multipleaccess protocol has just sent a permit which allows the addressed
group of nine NTs to contribute to an RB and still needs to send n n $ 
         permits until
a permit to contribute to an RB is addressed to the group of nine NTs the tagged NT belongs
to The random variable Y
n
then represents the interval measured in BAF slots until the MAC
controller issues a permit which allows the tagged NT to contribute to an RB Consequently
the random variable Y which represents the time between two RBs originating from this NT
equals Y  Y

 The probability generating function Y
 

z turns out to be important in the
derivation process to obtain expressions for 
V
s 
S
t
s and 
S
b
s
Since permits for RBs are only sent when the Global FIFO permit queue is empty the pattern
of RBs traveling in the upstream direction equals the pattern of permits allowing  NTs to
contribute to an RB sent in the upstream direction By denoting the sum of the arrival rates
of all connections which make use of the access network by * the probability that a permit for
an RB is generated provided that the previous downstream slot was empty equals e

 Now
the following recursive relationship between F
Y
n
and F
Y
n k 
n $ 
        " k $         n arises
F
Y
n
y $













 y 	 n
e
n
y $ n
n
X
k

yn
X
b
e
k

 e

 F


b F
Y
n k 
y  k  b 
 y  n


In the above formula the random variable

( expresses the concatenated time the Global FIFO
permit queue sends permits for ATM cells Taking into account the slotted nature of the
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transfer medium and assuming a worst case situation ie  is close to zero

( approximates
the busyperiod of the Geo
 X
D
 queue with service times equal to one BAF slot Referring
to eg 
 page  it can be veried that in our case the probability generating function of

( satises the following recursive relation

(
 
z $ z   e
G

 



 z
 
where * $
P
i
*
i
and G
 
z $
P
i
*
i
  G
 
i
z* The quantity *
i
represents the sum of the
arrival rates in which batches of ATM cells arrive at NT
i
 For the tagged NT  for instance the
relationship *
i
$  holds The probability generating function G
 
i
z expresses the weighted
sum of the probability generating functions of the batchsizes in which ATM cells arrive at
NT
i
 Equation 
 gives rise to the following expression for the generating function Y
 
n
z
n $ 
        
Y
 
n
z $

X
yn
z
y
F
Y
n
y $
$ z   
 e



X
yn
n
X
k

z
k
e
k
yn
X
b
F


b z
b
F
Y
n k 
y  k  b 
 z
ykb
&
& z
n
e
n
$
$ z   
 e


n
X
k
ze


k

X
ynk

X
b
F
Y
n k
y z
y
F


b z
b
& z
n
e
n
$
$ e

 
  

(
 
z
n
X
k

Y
 
k
z   ze


nk
& z
n
e
n
Since Y
 


z $ 
 Y
 
z  Y
 

z can be determined recursively After some algebra the following
result arises
Theorem  The probability generating function Y
 
n
z n $ 
        jzj  
 satises
Y
 
n
z $
	
ze

  

(
 
ze



(
 
z & 



n
  
	 Derivation of 
V
s
The usefulness of Y
 
n
z results immediately from the fact that the vacation V can simply be
modeled as the residual lifetime of the random variable Y  The foundation of this reasoning
emanates from the fact that batches of ATM cells are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson
process such that an arrival at an empty NTbuer can be considered to take place at an
arbitrary moment in time Referring to 

 the following formula for 
V
s is obtained

V
s $

 Y
 
e
s

EY    s
 
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Since E

( $ 

 *EG the following expression for EY  $
d
dz
Y
 
z j
z
 arises
EY  $    
 &

 e


 *EG
 
In what follows it is shown that the expression for Y
 
z also plays an important role in the
derivation of the LSTs of the distributions of the service times S
t
and S
b

	 Derivation of  
S
t
s and  
S
b
s
Consider the situation that an ATM cell C arrives at an NTbuer where several ATM cells are
waiting until the GF allows them to be transmitted across the ODN The time cell C spends
at the rst position of the buer then depends on the following components

 The time until either the rst cell waiting in the NTbuer departs or a contribution to
an RB leaves the NT such that the OLT can be informed about the arrival of cell C
 The dierence between the arrival time of the last cell in the buer and the arrival time
of cell C resulting from the BPR
If the second component is small with respect to the minimum distance between two successive
upstream cells T
sp
 the service time S will probably be prescribed by the bundlespacer If
however the second component is large with respect to T
sp
 the time spent at the rst position
in the buer will be dominated by the third component Since the total arrival stream consists
of two Poisson streams with a total rate of  $ 
t
&
b
 the second component has an exponential
tail with mean 
 This reasoning is conrmed in a later state of this thesis by making use of
simulation results The above reasoning leads to the following probability distribution function
of the service times S
i
i $ t b
PrfS
i
 xg $










 x 	 T
sp
a
i
 x $ T
sp
b
i
   
 e
x
 x  T
sp

We recall that T
sp
$ min
 
t
EG
t
&
b
EG
b
 expressed in slots of the shared transmission
medium In what follows the functions a
i
 and b
i
 are discussed in detail The accuracy of
the service time distribution proposed is shown in Section 

The functions a
i
 and b
i

The function a
i
 in Equation  expresses the probability that an ATM cell experiences
a service time of T
sp
time slots It diers per connection for instance following from the fact
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that if the tagged NT was the only NT which oered trac at most one ATM cell within
a batch may experience a service time larger than T
sp
 Furthermore it also depends on the
bundlespacing tolerance  This latter observation results from the fact that a larger value of
 leads to a higher service occupancy of the NTbuer recall that in that case T
sp
becomes
larger leading to an increase of a
i
 In fact a
i
 is related to the service occupancy or load
of the buer since it indicates the probability mass that must be shifted from the interval 
T
sp

to the value T
sp
 Since the load of a queue is a linear function in its mean service time the
function a
i
 is modeled as a linear function in  The accuracy of this reasoning is examined
in Section 
 Since for  $ 
 the system is saturated and thus service times other than those
which the bundlespacer prescribes become rare we nd for all i that a
i

 $ 
 Determining
a
i
 is now reduced to nding a good estimation for a
i
 since
a
i
 $ & a
i
   
  with  	 
  
The function b
i
 in Equation  is required since the bundlespacer enforces that the prob
ability mass of the service time is shifted to the value T
sp
 It can be determined by exploiting
the law of total probability ie
a
i
 &
Z

xT
sp
b
i
e
x
dx $ 

leading to the following expression i $ t b  	 

b
i
 $ 
  a
i
   e
T
sp
  
Combining Equations  and  the following result for the expected service time of class
i emerges
ES
i
 $
Z

xT
sp
x   dF
S
i
x $

 a
i
 & T
sp

 i $ t b  
Since the function b
i
 can be expressed in a
i
 and a
i
 on its turn is uniquely determined
by a
i
 deriving both a
i
 and b
i
 is reduced to determining the value a
i

Determining a
i

The value a
i
 expresses the probability that an ATM cell of connection i i $ t b experiences
a service time of 
 BAF slot It therefore re!ects the probability that the arrival of an ATM
cell is announced to the MAC controller simultaneously with the arrival of other cells This can
occur either because the newly arrived cell is part of a batch or because the arrival of several
batches possibly each of them equal to one were announced simultaneously The rst situation
occurs with a probability EG
i
  
EG
i
 In the second situation the arrival of cells may
be proclaimed by either a departing ATM cell or by a contribution to a request block Let the
random variable Z
j
j  tagged background denote the time required to advertise the arrival
of a new cell provided the cell occupying the rst position in the NTbuer belongs to class
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j The value a
i
 is now determined by assuming that a cell arrives at an arbitrary moment
in time and that the arrival of all cells which are possibly waiting upon arrival have already
been announced to the OLT Let q
j
j $ t b represent the probability that the rst position
is taken by a cell from class j provided the NTbuer was occupied Then the following result
arises
a
i
 $
EG
i
 

EG
i

& 


  
 Prfno arrivals of class i during a vacation V g &
& 
  


  
X
jtb

 Prfno more arrivals of class i during Z
j
g   q
j
 
The quantity 


expresses the probability that no cells are waiting in the buer and can be
computed from Equation  From the above reasoning we conclude that the value a
i

satises the following equation
a
i
 $
EG
i
 

EG
i

& 


  
  
V

t
 & 
  


  
X
jtb

 
Z
j

i
   q
j
 
In what follows an expression for 
Z
j
s is derived such that the above equation can be used
to determine a
i
 and eventually the functions a
i
 and b
i
 can be computed
The functions 

Z
j
s and 

Z
s
Suppose an ATM cell C arrives at an arbitrary moment in time at the tagged NTbuer If
upon arrival a cell from connection j occupies the rst position of the buer the time remaining
until the arrival of C can be proclaimed to the MAC controller in the OLT either equals the
time until the rst cell in the buer leaves the NT or matches the period until the NT can
respond to a permit which allows him to contribute to a request block Since ATM cells which
arrive at an empty NTbuer experience a dierent service time than those cells which arrive
at a buer which is partly lled an accurate approximation of 
Z
j

i
 has to take into account
the nature of the service time of the cell which occupies the rst position of the NTbuer when
cell C enters Let
)
Z
j
and
+
Z
j
denote the remaining time necessary to advertise the arrival of a
new cell if the cell which occupies the rst position of the NTbuer arrived at respectively an
empty NTbuer and at an NTbuer which was already occupied upon arrival If the residual
life time of a random variable X is expressed by RX then
+
Z
j
$ minRS
j
 RY  whereas
)
Z
j
$ minRS
j

 RY  Clearly
)
Z
j
and
+
Z
j
are mutually independent
In order to obtain an approximation for the LST of
+
Z
j
 we assume that the situation  $ 
corresponds with T
sp
$  instead of T
sp
$ 
 This assumption does not have a major impact on
the accuracy by which a
i
 can be determined and leads to a closed form expression for 

Z
j
s
Referring to Equation  it can be observed that this assumption reduces the variable part of
the service time of connection i to 
a
i
  Exp where Exp denotes the exponentially
distributed random variable with mean 
 Taking into account that the vacation V is the
residual life time of the random variable Y  the following result for
+
Z
j
j $ t b emerges
+
Z
j
$ minV  
  a
j
   Exp  
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This leads to the following expression for F

Z
j
x
F

Z
j
x $ PrfV  x 
 
 a
j
  Exp  xg 
Taking the LST we obtain


Z
j
s $ 
V
s & 
  a
j
   
Exp
s &
 
 a
j

Z
x
e
sx
F
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x dF
V
x &

Z
x
e
sx
F
V
x d f
 a
j
F
Exp
xg $
$ 
V
s & 
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j
   
Exp
s & 
  a
j
   
V
s&  
V
s &
    
  a
j

Z
x
e
xs
F
V
x dx $
$

  a
j
    & s
V
s&  & & s   a
j
 
V
s
& s
 
where we used the property that if X denotes an arbitrary nonnegative random variable the
LST of the continuous distribution function F
X
t equals 
X
ss We note that in the case that
a
i
 $  and V  Exp Equation  reduces to the LST of an exponentially distributed
random variable with mean 
 &  This is a wellknown property in the eld of applied
probabilities
An approximation of 

Z
j
s is obtained under the condition that the exceptional service time
equals the round trip delay In other words the in!uence of the Global FIFO permit queue in
the random variable S
j

is neglected Recalling that the round trip delay of the BAF APON
equals 
 s which corresponds with  
 BAF slots of  bits ,  Mbits and since
the remaining life time of a deterministic random variable is uniformly distributed over the
interval 
 we obtain
)
Z
j
$ minU  
 V  We note that this expression is independent
of class j such that in what follows the subscript j is omitted and we write
)
Z instead of
)
Z
j

Using a similar reasoning as used to obtain 

Z
j
s the following result for 

Z
s emerges
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  e

s

s
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F
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&
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
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$

s   
V
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  e
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s
& s   
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The approximation sign in Equation 
 results from the fact that although by denition


V
s $
R
x
xe
sx
dF
V
x in the above formula the value x should be chosen equal to 
 for
values larger than 
 This is due to the fact that F
U  


x $ 
 for x  

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In order to determine whether
+
Z
j
or
)
Z
j
should be considered consider a non empty NTbuer
which is observed at an arbitrary moment in time The probability that the cell in progress
arrived at an empty buer can now be determined by observing that the time interval the NT
buer is occupied can be split into two parts The rst part is called the initiating period and
corresponds with the time necessary for the rst cell to leave the NTbuer The part T
b
that
follows is necessary to serve all cells until the buer becomes empty again The initiating part is
denoted by T


and the total length of the busy cycle is denoted by T
c
 The relationship between
T


 T
b
and T
c
is illustrated in Figure 
 Consider an occupied NTbuer at an arbitrary
moment in time The probability that the cell which occupies the rst position arrived at
an empty buer then equals ET


ET
c
 Referring to Chapter  of  we conclude that
ET


ET
c
 equals 
  

T0Start busy
period
First cell
leaves
NT-buffer
Last cell
departs
Initial period
Busy cycle Tc
Tb
Figure  Illustration of the busy cycle
In conclusion we nd the following solution for a
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 i $ t b
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Combining Equations   and  we nally nd the following expressions for the LST
of the service times S
i
 i $ t b

S
i
s $
a
i
s& 
s & 
  e
sT
sp
 Res   

where
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T
sp
$ max
 b


t
EG
t
 & 
b
EG
b

c 
It should be borne in mind that Equation 

 does not provide an explicit expression from
which the values a
t
 and a
b
 can be obtained directly The fact that 

Z
j
s 

Z
s 


and ES
j
 are still functions of a
j
 prevents this However the equations make it possible to
compute the values a
t
 and a
b
 numerically Section 
 reveals how this can be realized
	 Accuracy of the equations derived
The derivation of 
S
t
s and 
S
b
s is based on two important assumptions

 The time spent at the rst position of the buer for those ATM cells which observe a
nonempty queue upon arrival has an exponential tail whose slope equals the total arrival
rate 
 The function a
i
 shows a linear behavior in  for all connections i oered to the tagged
NT
We are in a position to show that these assumptions are realistic and that the equations derived
match with reality This is realized by presenting simulation results and by comparing them
with numerical solutions derived from the analytical results presented The situation chosen
is as follows 
 NTs were connected to the PON but only  of them are active Two Poisson
streams are oered to each NT accomplishing a total bit rate of 
 Mbits At the tagged
NT one reference arrival stream substitutes one Poisson stream The tagged arrival stream
allows ATM cells to arrive in geometrically distributed batches As before the mean batchsize
EG
t
 is denoted by 
  p
t


 and is varied from 
 to 
 The mean bit rate of the tagged
connection was always chosen equal to  Mbits resulting in a total load of  
Figures  and  show the distribution of the time spent at the rst position of the buer for
those ATM cells which observe a nonempty queue upon arrival The graphs clearly illustrate
that the assumption of the exponentially distributed tail is justied It also shows the accuracy
of the distribution function given by Equation  in the case x  T
sp
 The values smaller
than T
sp
shown in the simulation results in Figure  are due to the transient behavior of
the contents of the global FIFO permit queue leading to the situation where the generation
between two permits is exactly T
sp
 but their distance on the shared medium is smaller than
T
sp
 The fact that no values larger than 
 were observed is due to the fact that the round trip
delay expressed in slots of the shared medium equals 
 If an upstream ATM cell spends
more than 
 slots at the rst position of the NTbuer and the load at neither the tagged
NT nor the U interface exceeds unity we can conclude that this cell highly likely arrived at
an empty NTbuer
The service time distribution for x $ T
sp
is examined in Figure  which depicts the function
a
i
  as function of  From this gure we conclude that the function a
i
  can indeed very well
be approximated by a linear function of  especially for values     We stress that the
assumptions made to derive Equations  and 
 were strictly used to obtain explicit
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forms for respectively 

Z
j
s and 

Z
j
s They are not used in the evaluation of the numerical
results used to draw the lines shown in Figures   and  From all graphs presented we
conclude that the assumptions made match well with reality
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Figure 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i
 as function of the parameter  which reects the tolerance of
the bundlespacer The values indicated by either 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 represent simulation results whereas
the lines represent analytical results which were obtained from combining Equations  and
 The intervals shown correspond with   condence intervals
 Characteristics of trac departing the BAF access
network
After having analyzed the appropriate queueing model in Chapter  and having shown in the
previous section how the LSTs of the random variables V  S


 S
t
and S
b
can be determined we
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are now in a position to apply the queueing model and to evaluate the in!uence of the bundle
spacer on the characteristics of a reference trac prole departing the BAF access network
This study is performed by varying the tolerance parameter  of the bundlespacer The BPR
prescribes that the spacing concept must be less tight in the case the sum of the bit rate does
not exceed  
 Mbits and introduces a tolerance  in the case the sum of the bit rates at an
NT is high
A higher value of  leads to a higher mean service time and consequently to a higher transfer
delay This reasoning is shown numerically in Section 
The presence of the bundlespacer clearly lowers the variability of the interdeparture time of
a bursty aggregate cell stream and increases the delay of both the aggregate cell stream and
all individual trac streams The question remains how this spacing function in!uences the
trac prole of the individual connections
The in!uence of the bundlespacer is investigated by studying both the mean transfer delay
and the variability of the interdeparture time of ATM cells from a tagged connection in the
case this connection shares the NT with background connections The total load of the access
network equals   and is equally distributed over  NTs As a measure of variability or
Cell Delay Variation CDV the Squared Coecient of Variation SCV of the IDT of two
successive tagged cells was chosen In what follows the variability of the interarrival time
often called burstiness of the tagged and the background cell stream is denoted by SCV
t
and
SCV
b
 respectively

The situation SCV
i
$ 
 i $ t b corresponds with an ordinary Poisson
process ie batchsize of 
 In all situations studied all batch size distributions are chosen
to be geometrically distributed If the batchsize distribution of cell stream i is geometrically
distributed with mean 
 p
i


 it can easily be veried that
SCV
i
$

 & p
i

 p
i
 
Before showing the numerical results we rst explain the diculties which raised during the
derivation of the numerical evaluation of the formulas derived and reveal how these diculties
were solved
	 Numerical evaluation of the formulas derived
In the previous chapter and sections parameters and functions are often expressed in Laplace
Stieltjes transforms The current subsection explains how these transforms can be used to
derive the mean transfer delay and the squared coecient of variation of the interdeparture
time used in respectively Sections  and  In addition it explains where and which
problems occurred in the numerical evaluation of the equations derived and how these problems
are solved
LaplaceStieltjes transforms of probability density functions are useful in the eld of stochastic
modeling because of a number of properties see eg Appendix A of  It was decided to use
 
The burstiness of the wellknown ono source which is often used to model bursty video tra	c equals

  a  
  f  a
  df  a

 In this case d stands for the distance between the consecutive cells in an
onperiod 

 a is the mean number of arrivals during an onperiod and 
f is the mean operiod
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moments of random variables or derivatives of moments to study performance characteristics
The momentgenerating property ie
EX
k
 $ 

k
d
k

X
s
d s
k





s

 

is therefore used extensively In the strict mathematical sense this property only holds if EX
k

exists which is the case in all practical situations studied in this monograph Another important
performance characteristic often used in performance studies of telecommunication products is
the tail of a distribution Although recent publications 
  show an increase in algorithms
to invert Laplace transforms numerically the complexity of both the algorithms in the papers
cited and the results obtained restrain us from studying the tail of the interdeparture time
distribution
A number of problems raised in the numerical evaluation of the moment generating property
First however the problems which occurred during the numerical evaluation of a
i
 i $ t b
are discussed
As mentioned before Equation 

 does not provide an explicit way to determine either a
t

or a
b
 directly This drawback is due to the fact that 

Z
j

i
 

Z

i
 


 
 and ES
j
 still
depend on a
i
 Starting with a
i
 $ 
 for both i $ tagged as well as for i $ background
provides a rst approximation for both a
t
 and a
b
 These values are subsequently used as
starting values to determine new and more accurate values of a
t
 and a
b
 Often not more
than  iterations were necessary before the dierence between the newly obtained and the old
value diered more than 


from one another This criterion was used to obtain the desired
approximations for a
i
 i $ t b Since we are only interested in the determination of a
i

hardly any action was taken to explain why convergence occurred and if convergence is certain
under all circumstances
Another serious problem that raised in the numerical evaluation of the value a
i
 is that the
function

(
 
z appears on both sides of Equation  Since it is in general impossible to
obtain an explicit solution for

(
 
z the evaluation of

(
 
z for specic values of z becomes
dicult The necessity to evaluate this function in specic values rises from the fact that in
order to determine eg 
V
 the value Y
 
e

 must be determined which requires on its
turn the evaluation of

(
 
e

 One solution proposed in literature to solve this problem see
eg  
 is to apply Lagranges theorem In this thesis however the NewtonRapson
method was used in order to evaluate

(
 
z numerically This method can be used successfully
since the function fx $ e
G

 x
is a contraction within the unit circle jxj $ 
 such that
for all values jj 	 
 the NewtonRapson method guarantees that f converges to

(
 
 The
contraction property can easily be proven by using Rouches theorem
Finally we remark that lim
s	



Z
s does not exist such that the evaluation of 

Z
s for small
values of s can lead to numerical problems Fortunately the approximation of 

Z
s was always
smaller than unity The most obvious way to solve this problem if it occurs for other settings
is to simply calculate max 
 

Z
s This solution corresponds with neglecting the fact that
an arbitrary ATM cell which arrives at an occupied NTbuer may observe an ATM cell in the
rst position of this buer who on its turn arrived at an empty NTbuer
No problems worth mentioning occurred during the calculation of the mean transfer delay
Some numerical problems did occur however during the numerical evaluation of the squared
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coecient of variation of the interdeparture time IDT  The main problems arose from the fact
that the function 

s appears on both sides of Equation  The leads to the situation
that numerical diculties occur not only in the evaluation of eg 


t
 but also during
the calculation of eg 



t
 This was solved by exploiting that 


s fullls the following
relationship



s $
f

s

 & 
b
  f

s   f

s

where
f

s $
d
S
b
x
dx





xs
b
G

b
 

s
f

s $
d
S
b
x
dx





x

s
 
From the above equation follows that calculating eg 



t
 is reduced to solving 


t
 which
was realized numerically by again making use of the NewtonRapson method Fortunately the
evaluation of the function 


s could be avoided during the evaluation of 

IDT
sj
s


	 Transfer delay
If  increases the cells of all connections which share an NT are spaced more strictly since
then T
sp
increases as well The mean service time ES for each cell stream will consequently
increase This results in a higher service occupancy of the NTbuer shared by the tagged and
background connections independently of the stochastic nature of the arrival process This
conclusion can be drawn from classical queueing theory and is also illustrated in Figure 
The results depicted in Figure  were obtained by exploiting the moment generating property
of the LST see Equation 
 In order to obtain the mean transfer delay the function 

s
was dierentiated and evaluated in s $  and subsequently multiplied by 
 The obtained
value was multiplied by   and the value s was added The multiplication was
carried out since the results in Equation 
 are expressed in s The need for the additional
s results from the fact that Section  denes the transfer delay as the time necessary to
pass the AN whereas the random variable  indicates the sojourn time in the NTbuer
	 Cell delay variation
As mentioned before the squared coecient of variation of the interdeparture time of a tagged
cell stream simply denoted by SCV will be used as measure for CDV The second moment
of the interdeparture time IDT of the tagged connection can be obtained by dierentiating
the formula 
IDT
s in Theorem  twice with respect to the parameter s and subsequently
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Figure  Mean transfer delay as function of the parameter  in the case 

t
 

b
and SCV
b
 
 for several values of SCV
t

substituting s $  From this the squared coecient of variation can easily be calculated
since SCV is dened as
SCV $
EIDT

 EIDT 

EIDT 

 
It should be borne in mind that since the departure process of the per class ATM cells is in
general not renewal the squared coecient of variation is only an approximate description of
the variability of the perclass departure process
From Figures  through  can be observed that the impact of increasing  on SCV highly
depends on the fractions 

t


b
and SCV
t
SCV
b
 For high values of 

t


b
 Figures  and 
show that SCV decreases as function of  This decreasing behavior is stronger if the fraction
SCV
t
SCV
b
becomes higher However for low fractions of SCV
t
SCV
b
 an increasing behavior
of SCV as function of  can be observed
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Figure  depicts that for a fraction 

t


b
$ 
 the SCV of the interdeparture time of the
tagged class already shows an increasing behavior as function of  if SCV
b
$  For the situation
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t


b
$  the corresponding curve still showed a decreasing behavior as shown in Figure 
Figure  illustrates that for low values of 

t


b
and high values of SCV
t
SCV
b
 the SCV of
the interdeparture time of the tagged cell pattern rst shows a decreasing behavior but later
increases when  becomes too high This phenomenon is due to the fact that if  becomes
larger many background cells may arrive between two succeeding batches of tagged ATM cells
The regular interdeparture times between tagged cells within a batch are in the case of a high
server occupancy wasted by the longer and variable times of the departure of two succeeding
batches of tagged cells
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Aggregate cell stream versus individual cell streams
The results presented above reveal that if 

t


b
is low the bundlespacer introduces relatively
higher values of CDV than if this fraction is high This is an alarming situation because it
occurs if several connections share the same NTbuer To investigate the impact of the relative
load of a connection with respect to the load of another connection and even with respect to the
whole bundle the situation that 
 connections share the same NT is studied The relative load
of all connections is the same ATM cells from nine of these connections arrive according to
an ordinary Poisson process while one connection generates ATM cells which arrive according
to a batch Poisson process with a SCV
t
of 
 corresponding with a mean batchsize of 

Figure 
 depicts the impact of an increase of the parameter  on SCV as experienced by
both cells from the aggregate cell stream and by cells from the individual connections We
observe that since the relative load of the aggregate cell stream is high the variability of the
interdeparture time of this cell stream decreases rapidly when  increases The variability of the
interdeparture time of the perclass cell streams especially for those with SCV
t
$ 
 however
hardly shows any reduction when  increases
	 Concluding remarks
From the numerical results shown in this section we conclude that in the case an NT is shared
by a number of connections the bundlespacer function introduces in many cases only little less
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Figure  SCV of the aggregate cell stream versus individual cell streams in the case the
load of the NT is homogeneously distributed among a total of  connections For nine of these
connections SCV
t
 
 while for one of them SCV
t
 

or sometimes even more variable interdeparture times for ATM cells of a reference connection
This behavior becomes more dominant if the relative load andor burstiness of a connection
increases with respect to the total load oered to the NT Although the batch Poisson arrivals
condition may seem limiting the graphs clearly show that only highly bursty arrival streams
may seem to benet from the bundlespacer We remark that it is by no means the aim
of a MAC protocol to change the trac prole of a connection such that it is less variable
after the access network than it was before On the other hand a property of the multiple
access protocol should be to limit the CDV introduced by the AN Since in an ATM access
network one may expect several connections VCIVPI combinations per user and since the
bundlespacer also introduces high values of delay we conclude that in the case ATM cells of
all connections arrive according to batch Poisson processes the bundlespacer can better be
omitted from the PDA However the bundlespacer also has the function to protect the access
network against unexpected high bursts of cells traversing the ODN An alternative PDA which
does not introduce unnecessarily high delays or CDVs and still allows to protect the access
network is described in Section 
 Alternative PDA for the GF MAC protocol
As concluded at the end of the previous section the BPR introduces in many cases a more
variable perVC interdeparture time if  increases Additionally it introduces higher delays
for all situations The main reason for this is that the BPR aims at constructing a periodic
interdeparture time for a whole bundle and does not take into account any tolerance in realizing
this goal The tolerance parameter  only allows an interdeparture time which is less strict
but still does not allow bursts of cells originating from the same NT to enter the core network
The bundlespacing mechanism was considered necessary because the introduction of RBs does
not guarantee bounded transfer delays in all situations If eg a temporary overload condition
occurs the creation of a permit to contribute to an RB lasts until this overload condition
disappears If during such a temporary overload condition a source with a large peak bit rate
switches from the o state to the on state undesirably high bursts of ATM cells originating
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from the NT used by this source would then enter the core network Because of its protection
property simply omitting the bundlespacing concept from the PDA cannot be realized without
any consequences Omitting the bundlespacing concept and sending RBs periodically is a
possible solution However this results in a possible waste of transmission capacity since an
RB may then take the position which could otherwise have been used by an ordinary ATM
cell This clearly lowers the eciency of the GF multipleaccess protocol Furthermore a
mechanism that protects the AN is still desirable The alternative PDA described in this
section does provide both the protection and the tolerance required It aims at providing a
departing prole which is conforming with the sum of the bit rates which was agreed on during
connection set up This prevents high values of CDV and at the same time provides an ecient
protection mechanism for unexpectedly high bursts of cells As a result of a work conserving
approach the rened PDA avoids unnecessarily high transfer delays Since this mechanism is
inspired on a UPCNPC mechanism rst a description of this mechanism is given After this
the alternative PDA is described
	 The generic cell rate algorithm
The functions Usage Parameter Control UPC and Network Parameter Control NPC are
performed respectively at the UNI and at the NNI They represent a set of actions taken by the
network to monitor and control trac of an ATM connection in terms of cell trac volume and
cell routing validity Their main purpose is to enforce the compliance of every ATM connection
with respect to its negotiated trac contract
Without a policing mechanism a terminal equipment failure excessive CDV in eg the cus
tomer premises equipment or trac abuse can seriously aect the QoS parameters which are
committed to other connections On cell level the action of the UPCNPC device may be one
of the following
 Cell passing
 Cell tagging" this is optional to the network operator and is realized by changing the
CLPbit in the header of the ATM cell from CLP $  to CLP $ 
 decreasing the cells
priority
 Cell discarding
Cell passing is performed on cells which are identied by the policing function as acceptable
or compliant As soon as a cell is considered to be noncompliant the policing function may
either tag the ATM cell or discard it dependent on the network operators decisions
The algorithm responsible for UPCNPC functions is called the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm
GCRA and two equivalent alternatives are dened in ITUT Recommendation I
 for a pos
sible implementation of the GCRA namely the Virtual Scheduling VS and the continuous
state Leaky Bucket LB algorithm The GCRA uses a set of intermediate variables and two
parameters Increment and Bucket Limit which are abbreviated by I and BL respectively
The VS and LB algorithms are equivalent since for any sequence of cell arrivals they determine
the same cells to be compliant or noncompliant The VS algorithm calculates the theoretically
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predicted arrival time TAT between two consecutive cell arrivals Cells of an active source
are assumed to arrive after each other every I time slots An ATM cell is considered to be
conforming if its actual arrival time is larger than the value TAT  BL otherwise the cell is
considered to be nonconforming
The continuousstate LB algorithm was originally proposed by J Turner and can be viewed
as a bucket with a capacity BL& I whose content leaks out continuously with a rate of 
 per
time unit and is increased with I every time a compliant cell passes A cell is considered to be
conforming if upon arrival the bucket level is less than BL
Cell delay variation tolerance
ATM layer functions may alter the trac characteristics of ATM connections leading to CDV
If ATM cells from two or more connections are multiplexed the cell of one of the connections
must be delayed in order to insert cells from other connections at the output of the multiplexer
Similarly cells may be delayed as OAM or signaling cells are inserted The GCRA should
therefore be able to cope with unexpected randomness eects in the interarrival time of two
consecutive cells of a particular VPCVCC The CDV tolerance denoted by   allocated to
a particular VPCVCC at the UNINNI is often dened in relation with its peak cell rate
according to the increment of the GCRA It represents a quantitative measure for cell clumping
and is no source trac parameter
UPC implemented in the BAF demonstrator
Conform the recommendations of the International Telecommunication Union ITU the UPC
in the APON should take place at the location where the CPN is connected to the public
network ie at the UNI which is located at the T
b
interface However if all ATM connections
are monitored on a VC level each T
b
interface requires expensive hardware enlarging the initial
costs of an AN Because of these high costs and due to the fact that the BAF system is VPbased
the BAF management committee decided to implement a UPC device in their demonstrator
which operates at the VPlevel Since ITUT recommendation 

 prescribes that a UPC
mechanism must be present at the UNI the BAF demonstrator does not conform for 
'
with rules as standardized by ITUT The policing unit implemented in the BAF demonstrator
is based on the LB algorithm and uses the quantities N
gran
 Alloc and the set of intermediate
variables Time Last and K
old
to calculate the value K which is derived as follows
K $ K
old
&N
gran
 Time  Last   Alloc  

Upon cell arrival the valueK is compared with a threshold valueWindow to determine whether
the cell is conforming or not In the light of the LB algorithm the right hand side of Equation

 corresponds with the increment I while the parameter Window re!ects the BL The
quantity N
gran
expresses the number of elementary quantities in the link bit rate as a result of
granularity while Alloc represents the number of quantities allocated to the policed connections
which share a VP The variables Time and Last represent respectively the current time and
the time the previous cell was accepted Section  provides a more detailed description of
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Window  N
gran
and Alloc and simultaneously shows how they should be chosen such that the
mechanism can be used for an alternative PDA for the GF multipleaccess protocol
	 Alternative PDA for the GF multipleaccess protocol
Due to eg ATM functions which were possibly performed prior to the NT but mainly because
of the reaction time of the GF MAC protocol randomness eects in the interarrival time of two
consecutive cells which originate from the same NT can be expected If the PDA of the GF
MAC protocol is used to protect the access network it should tolerate these eects to a certain
threshold The protection mechanism of the PDA should therefore contain a CDV tolerance
which represents a quantitative measure for the cell clumping phenomenon resulting from the
slotted nature of the ATM the OAM cells inserted in both the upstream and the downstream
direction the reaction time of the GF multipleaccess protocol and the ATM layer functions
which were possibly performed before the cells arrived at the T
b
interface From the discussion
above the similarity becomes clear between a protection mechanism of the AN which may
be part of the PDA and the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm The alternative PDA is therefore
inspired by the GCRA and takes similar decisions on permits bound for an NTbuer as the
UPC device takes on cells belonging to the same VPC The actions which may follow are
however completely dierent from one another
Description of the alternative PDA
The idea behind the alternative PDA is to use Equation 
 to determine whether a request
for a permit is compliant or not In the case of noncompliant requests a time interval which
corresponds with the remaining time until the request would be compliant should pass before
its permit is issued The implementation of this mechanism still makes use of the counters
CNTDWNCNTR
i
and REQCNTR
i
but also requires some additional variables enumerated
in the last part of the current subsection The counters CNTDWNCNTR
i
and REQCNTR
i
i $ 
        
 are used as follows As soon as the MAC controller in the OLT receives requests
from NT
i
 the value K is calculated from Equation 
 In the case REQCNTR
i

 the counter REQCNTR
i
is enlarged with the number of requests independently of the
outcome of K All requests from this NT are then considered to be noncompliant The
counter REQCNTR
i
then re!ects the number of permits needed by NT
i
 Only in the case
REQCNTR
i
  the counter CNTDWNCNTR
i
is used to determine when a request should
be converted into a permit In the probably more frequently occurring case that REQCNTR
i
$  the value K is compared with the value Window to decide whether requests are compliant
or not In the latter case three situations can occur

 K 	  If this occurs the request is considered to be compliant and the MAC controller
consequently creates a permit for NT
i
and forwards it to the Global FIFO permit queue
The value K
old
is set to zero and Last is reset to Time"
   K  Window  If this occurs the cell stream is considered jittered but as a result
of the tolerance the MAC controller still considers the request as compliant The action
that follows is the creation of a permit for the NT
i
and the forwarding of this permit to
the GF queue The variable K
old
is set to the value K and Last is reset to Time"
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 K  Window  In this situation the request is considered to be noncompliant The
MAC controller consequently does not create a permit for NT
i
 but calculates the value
r $ K  Window instead The value r corresponds with the number of downstream
time slots which have to pass until a permit for NT
i
becomes compliant The controller
then updates the counters CNTDWNCNTR
i
$ r and REQCNTR
i
$ 
 Neither K
old
nor Last is updated
Just as in the original description of the GF multipleaccess protocol each countdown counter is
decremented by one after each timeslot As soon as for any i CNTDWNCNTR
i
$  the MAC
controller generates a permit for NT
i
and forwards it to the Global FIFO queue The value K
old
for this NT is then set to Window  whereas Last is set to Time The counter REQCNTR
i
is consequently lowered by one indicating the reducing number of permits required by NT
i

Only if REQCNTR
i
  the counter CNTDWNCNTR
i
is set to r where r mirrors again
with the time required until the next permit addressed to NT
i
becomes compliant The value r
then follows from calculating the value Time for which K would equal Window  while K
old
$
Window and Last equals the present time ie
r $ max d
N
gran
& Time   Alloc
Alloc
e  
  

Description and determination of the quantities required
So far it was more or less assumed that the variables K and K
old
 the threshold valueWindow 
the link bit rate expressed in the number of elementary quantities N
gran
 the time the last
permit was issued Last and Alloc are all available on a perNT basis In fact some of these
values should just as   depend on the trac characteristics of the sources as declared during
the establishment of the connections This results in a relatively large number of variables
which have to be available for each T
b
interface connected In what follows a description is
given of the variables used and how they can be chosen economically
The granularity denoted by  is expressed in kbits and is a measure to determine the accuracy
of the bit rates declared by the sources The more bits reserved for granularity the more precise
the bit rate of a source can be determined The parameter N
gran
 dened as the number of
elementary quantities in the link bit rate as a result of the granularity can be determined as
follows
N
gran
$ d
Net bit rate U
b
interface
granularity
e $ d


   

e  

The advantage of dening N
gran
is that it allows the PDA to operate easily with dierent levels
of granularity for dierent bit rates
The denition of the parameter Alloc is related to the denition of N
gran
 The parameter N
gran
is related to the impact of the granularity  on the link rate whereas Alloc
i
i $ 
        

re!ects the impact of  on the total bit rate oered to NT
i
 ie
Alloc
i
$ d
P
peak bit rate

e 

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were the summation is carried out for all connections oered to NT
i

The threshold valueWindow is related to both N
gran
and Alloc and re!ects the maximumCDV
per NT which is tolerated by the PDA Adopting the tolerance  from the policing function
measured in number of BAF slots the threshold Window can be determined by
Window $    Alloc &N
gran
 

where Window is expressed in slots of the net bit rate of the U
b
interface The CDV tolerance
 re!ects the #timescale during which !uctuations in cell patterns are tolerated and should
therefore mirror the CDV expected in the bundle of connections where Alloc was derived for
In order to reduce the amount of memory required to store all these variables and since no
values for the tolerance at the UPC have been standardized yet one single value for  is chosen
for each and every bundle of connections This leads to the need of a single parameterWindow
per NT resulting in a total of 
 threshold values According to 
 a suitable value for 
appears to be  s which corresponds with an interference of  cells in a multiplexer whose
output is the input of an STM
 link
Due to the tolerance introduced a full rate burst of permits can pass the PDA leading to the
possibility that a bulk of cells originating from the same NT can travel across the ODN in the
upstream direction The maximum length of this bulk equals
Maximum burst of cells $
Window Alloc
N
gran
 Alloc
  
Following the engineering rules for determining parameters for policing units as described
in 
 and 
 two values for  are suggested namely  kbits in the case the sum of the
peak bit rate oered to an NT does not exceed  Mbits and  kbits in the case the sum
of the peak bit rates does exceed the critical limit of  Mbits This corresponds with the
need of two values for N
gran
 namely

 N
gran
$ 
 Used in the case the sum of the peak bit rates oered to an NT does
not exceed  Mbits"
 N
gran
$  Used in the case the sum of the peak bit rates oered to an NT is larger
than  Mbits
Table 
 lists the number of additional counters required for the rened PDA of the GF MAC
protocol Note that the presence of  is not really necessary since the parameter N
gran
was
xed and can subsequently be used to determine Alloc
i

An even more economical implementation of the alternative PDA can be realized by eg calcu
lating N
gran
and Alloc during each conforming decision andor by choosing also the parameter
Window in a restricted set of eg four values which depend on the sum of the bit rate The
rst solution however requires more processing time whereas the second solution forces that
the parameter  diers per bit rate
An extensive performance evaluation based on simulation results of both the old and the rened
PDA of the GF multipleaccess protocol can be found in Chapter  That chapter studies the
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Variable % required % required
per NT globally
Alloc 

N
gran

K 

Last 

 

Time 

Window 

Table  Number of additional variables required by the MAC controller in the OLT to
implement the alternative Permit Distribution Algorithm for the GF MAC protocol
performance evaluation of an APON under dierent trac and load conditions and allows an
easy performance comparison between several multipleaccess protocols for APONs including
the GF the rened GF and the PACS The PACS multipleaccess protocol is described in
Chapter  of this monograph
 Conclusions
This chapter starts with showing how an accurate approximation of the LST of the distribution
function of the random variables V  S S
t
and S
b
can be obtained These LSTs must be
determined rst before the model which was analyzed in Chapter  can be applied and used to
evaluate the impacts of the Bounded Period Rule BPR and the bundlespacing function on
the CDV which is introduced on a perVC basis This performance evaluation is reported in
Section  and was carried out in the case of high bit rate connections
The results shown reveal that in the case an NT is shared by a number of connections the
bundlespacer function even if controlled by the Bounded Period Rule introduces in all cases
higher transfer delays In addition the results presented show that the bundlespacing concept
introduces in many cases only a minor reduction or sometimes even an increase of CDV for
trac proles of the individual connections This behavior becomes more dominant if the
relative load andor burstiness of a connection increases with respect to the total load oered
to the NT Although the Poisson arrivals condition may seem limiting the results presented
clearly show that the bundlespacer only lowers the CDV of highly bursty arrival streams
Since in an ATM access network one may expect several connections VCIVPI combinations
per user the conclusion from the research presented in this chapter is that use of the bundle
spacer must be dissuaded Because of its protection mechanism however the bundlespacer
cannot simply be omitted from the PDA Section  subsequently proposes an alternative
permit distribution algorithm for the Global FIFO multiple access protocol which tolerates an
upstream cell stream from each NT which temporarily exceeds the sum of the peak bit rates
until a certain threshold This in contrast to the original proposal of GF The rened PDA
starts the spacing mechanism only when the tolerance is reached and then initializes its spacing
counters such that the corresponding cell stream conrms tightly with the sum of the peak bit
rates agreed upon during connection set up This prevents high values of CDV and at the
same time provides an ecient protection mechanism for unexpected high bursts of cells As
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a result of a work conserving approach the alternative PDA avoids unnecessarily high transfer
delays
Chapter 

The PACS multipleaccess protocol
This chapter describes a multipleaccess protocol for an ATMbased PON APON called the
Priority Access Control Scheme PACS Access to the shared medium is controlled by means
of a requestpermit mechanism which grants access in a dynamical manner for both delay
sensitive and delay insensitive services In order to guarantee a fast reaction time on changing
trac characteristics Request Access Blocks are introduced The Permit Distribution Algorithm
PDA proposed ensures a !exible use of the available transmission capacity favoring those
ATM cells which emanate from connections which are sensitive to variations in delay The
PACS uses a dierent approach of announcing requests leading to the necessity of a new
robustness mechanism This robustness scheme is described in detail together with a method
to adapt the protection mechanism which was proposed in Section  Finally the current
chapter describes a possible solution for how the APON can support recently introduced transfer
capabilities such as ABR and UBR allowing the congestion control algorithm of the access
network to consult the hardware which was designed for the MAC controller
The outline of this chapter is as follows First Section 
 explains the dierent service cat
egories identied by the standardization bodies and the need for a multipleaccess protocol
which discriminates between several service classes In addition it claries the dierences of
the reference architecture used in this chapter and the one described in Chapter  Next Sec
tion  reports all the details of the PACS including the slot structure used the way request
access blocks operate how the PDA of the PACS ensures fairness and how it adapts a mecha
nism to protect the access network Finally Section  reveals how services such as ABR and
UBR can be fully supported by the PACS introducing an integration of the congestion control
mechanism and the multipleaccess protocol
  Introduction
As explained in Chapter  there is a need for Access Networks ANs which connect several
smallbusiness customers and residential users with an ATM core network Such an AN re
quires methods to share resources with the aim to concentrate trac and to reduce costs The
APON technology was identied as a good candidate for such an AN allowing an economical
implementation of this network such that smallbusiness customers and residential users are



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attracted to the BISDN in an early stage The current chapter proposes a multipleaccess
protocol that discriminates between dierent service classes favoring those ATM cells which
arise from connections which are sensitive to variations in delay It is called the Priority Ac
cess Control Scheme PACS The support of dierent service categories demands the presence
of dierent buers to temporarily store upstream ATM cells until the multipleaccess protocol
allows them to travel across the ODN Section 

 brie!y describes the dierent service cat
egories which are distinguished by the dierent standardization bodies and discusses the need
for a multipleaccess protocol to support these services
The PACS assumes an architecture which is slightly dierent from the one described in Chap
ter  The reason for this slight change is discussed in Section 
 together with the dierences
between the conguration of the PONs used
 Dierent service categories
The multipleaccess protocol of today has to be suitable to support all multiservices dened
within BISDN and must therefore oer a !exible way of assigning the available transmission
capacity of the shared medium In 
 the ATM forum identies the following ve service
categories at the ATM layer

CBR
 Constant Bit Rate

rtVBR
 Real Time Variable Bit Rate

nrtVBR
 Non Real Time Variable Bit Rate

ABR
 Available Bit Rate

UBR
 Unspecied Bit Rate
Recently the class UBR

was identied as a service to support real time UBR services The
standardization body ITUT dened a set of service categories which is very similar to the one
described above but named some of the services dierently namely Deterministic Bit Rate
instead of CBR Statistical Bit Rate instead of VBR In addition ITUT species the ATM
Block Transfer capabilities ABT see 

 Section  Service categories are distinguished
as being either real time or non real time Both CBR and rtVBR belong to the real time
category whereas nrtVBR UBR and ABR can be annexed to the non real time category
Real time services
Both CBR and rtVBR services are intended for real time applications as would be appropriate
for eg voice and video applications The real time service category requires tight constraints
with respect to the cell transfer delay and the Cell Delay Variation CDV It is therefore also
referred to as the category which is sensitive to variations in delay Cells which are delayed
beyond a specied value are assumed to be of signicantly less value to the application and can
even be considered as lost The real time service category therefore demands a fast reaction time
of the multipleaccess protocol such that the protocol reacts properly in situations where trac
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characteristics suddenly change In some proposals for multipleaccess protocols for APONs
see eg  and 

 the PDA is based on an estimation of the bit rate as oered by the
user This often introduces clusters of cells because such protocols may have problems to react
fast enough on situations were the trac prole suddenly changes eg with rtVBR trac
resulting in possibly high values of CDV If this occurs respacing of ATM cells at the OLT
becomes inevitable leading to the necessity of a complex trac shaper which has to use the call
set up parameters for each and every upstream VCI that is supported by the access network
Besides the lack of support on real time trac practically none of the multipleaccess protocols
for APONs proposed so far takes into account a priority scheme Until recently the need for this
was not very high but this situation has changed since the introduction of transfer capabilities
such as ABR The performance of connections whose quality of service was guaranteed during
their establishment may drop dramatically if the multipleaccess protocol does not take special
precautions to support these services
Non real time services
In contrast with the real time category connections belonging to the non real time service
category do not require tight constraints with respect to the cell transfer delay andor the
CDV
The nrtVBR service category is intended for non real time applications which have bursty
trac characteristics and expect a bounded cell transfer delay and a low cell loss ratio for those
connections which remain within the trac contract as negotiated during the establishment
of the connection In spite of the requirements of bounded transfer delays nrtVBR services
are still intended to support statistical multiplexing of connections Example applications for
nrtVBR services include airline reservations and banking transactions
The reason for establishing UBR and ABR services can loosely be described as #to ll up the
remaining transmission capacity not used by other trac Both services are intended to be
used for eg Internet applications as we know them today
The UBR service category is referred to as #best eort service and does not support tight delay
constraints and may not even specify trac related service guarantees The question whether
or not UBR trac parameters are subject to CAC andor Usage Parameter Control UPC is
answered by the network operator and therefore varies per network The UBR cell pattern will
typically be bursty in nature and is supposed to support a high degree of statistical multiplexing
among the sources Applications for this service category may have a wide range including
textdataimage distribution or retrieval
The ABR service category guarantees a cell loss ratio for connections whose endpoints follow
a specied reference behavior Applications for the ABR service category include any UBR
application for which the peersystem requires a guaranteed quality of service with respect to cell
loss There is however no commitment to any bound for the transfer delay as with nrtVBR
Admitted cells emanating from ABR connections may however not be delayed unnecessarily
The ATM layer transfer characteristics for an ABR connection provided by the network are
assumed to change regularly Therefore a !ow control mechanismwas specied to give feedback
to the source about how it should adapt its trac such that the Quality of Service QoS
parameters for all connections can be guaranteed From this we conclude that the multiple
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access protocol which supports ABR trac does not have to provide guarantees for neither the
cell transfer delay nor for the CDV of connections of this service category However during
the establishment of an ABR connection both a maximum required and a minimum usable
transmission capacity that is used will be specied between user peeruser and network The
minimum usable data rate is referred to as Minimum Cell Rate MCR and may be specied
as zero The transmission capacity provided by the access network can vary but may not
become less than the MCR In the case the MCR of an ABR connection is larger than zero
the access network should just as any node in an ATM network guarantee this MCR In what
follows the MCR of an ABR connection is assumed to be zero Section  describes a possible
solution of expanding the operation of the PACS allowing full support of ABR services with a
nonzero MCR
In conclusion from a performance point of view a good multipleaccess control protocol for
an APON guarantees fast and bounded reaction times for real time services and ensures that
services as nrtVBR ABR and UBR cannot harm the performance experienced by those con
nections which are sensitive to variations in delay The need for an AN to support these
kinds of services can easily be motivated by the fact that many of the Internet services as we
know them today will be treated as best eort in the ATM networks of tomorrow The PACS
multipleaccess protocol accomplishes the tight delay requirements for the real time service cat
egory by sending the state of all cell buers in a frequent and periodic manner and by forcing
that cells of a delay insensitive nature strictly make use of the spare transmission capacity of
the shared access medium The spare capacity becomes available after all delay sensitive buers
have been served
 PON con
guration used by the PACS
The APON considered in this chapter requires a conguration which is similar to the one
described in Chapter  and is depicted in Figure  The main dierence between the archi
tecture the PACS assumes and the one which was described in Chapter  is the position of
the buers which are required to store upstream ATM cells In Chapter  these buers were
located in the NT
 whereas the PACS assumes common buers in each Optical Network Unit
ONU used by all connections of the same priority level which share the ONU The reason for
choosing this slightly dierent APON conguration rises from the desire to concentrate trac
better and more economically A similar reference architecture was chosen in 
 introducing
multiplexingunits to group ATM cells originating from the dierent NT
s
In what follows we assume that each ONU is supplied with at least two buers which are used
to store upstream ATM cells until the PACS allows them to traverse the ODN The upstream
ATM cells arising from real time services are stored in the delay sensitive buer whereas ATM
cells which emanate from connections which are not sensitive to delay are forwarded to the
delay insensitive buer A description of how a VPbased ONU can discriminate between cells
from delay sensitive and delay insensitive connections is described in Section 

Just as in Chapter  the availability of separate bers for downstream and upstream trans
mission is assumed In the downstream direction ie from OLT to ONU ATM cells pass the
splitter and are without the need for additional power broadcast via each of the ONUs to all
NT
s This latter building block is among other things responsible for VPI translation and
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determines whether the cell should be forwarded to the termination connected or not In the
upstream direction ATM cells originating from dierent ONUs are concentrated in order to
form a train of cells directed by the shared medium towards the OLT The PACS guarantees
that this concentrator operates according to a perfect zipper such that collisions between ATM
cells cannot occur
To provide each customer with a reasonable data rate the transmission rates at T
b
 and V
b

interfaces are again assumed to be 
 Mbits STM
 in SDH and  Mbits STM in
SDH respectively However to enforce equal APON slot sizes in both upstream and down
stream direction in an ecient manner the PACS assumes a 

 splitting ratio of the ODN
This means that in the description provided in this chapter the PACS can only serve a total of

 customers in the case of ber to the home In the case of ber to the curb we assume that
up to a maximum of  terminations can be connected to a single ONU Therefore still up to a
maximum of    
 $  customers can be served simultaneously by the APON The PACS can
also be used with other splitting ratios but then requires a slightly dierent frame format
 Identi
cation of service categories
In the previous sections we described that the upstreamATM cells arising from real time services
are stored in the delay sensitive buer whereas ATM cells which emanate from connections
which are not sensitive to delay are forwarded to the delay insensitive buer However from
the header of an ATM cell alone one cannot determine to which trac class a cell belongs
In order to determine this the VCIVPI tables should be consulted However the PACS was
assumed to support a VPbased AN and therefore does not require to store the VCI values of
all connections supported Simply forwarding a cell to the appropriate buer therefore requires
more memory and logic than one should expect at rst glance
Since the standardization process of the dierent service categories is far from completed at this
moment it is not clear how an ONU can discriminate most eciently between cells belonging to
the dierent service categories In the worst case the ONU has to keep track of the VCIVPI
values of all connections conducted and must use them to determine whether an incoming cell
should be forwarded to either the delay sensitive or the delay insensitive buer Another more
realistic solution is to rely on the Local exchange Access network Interaction Protocol LAIP
This protocol operates between V
b
interface and LEX and is responsible for all kinds of control
plane functions The protocol is necessary in order to either establish a new VP or adapt the
size of an existing VP on a call by call basis In addition the LAIP is involved with VPI
translation which takes place at the boundaries of the AN The provision of VPI translation at
the entrance and the exit of the APON is mainly necessary because the same VPI value may be
used at dierent T andor V interfaces for characterizing dierent VPCs In this respect the
VPI value at the T  or V interface does not provide enough information for proper addressing
and routing in the APON The aspect of VP translation can be subsequently exploited to solve
the problem of distinguishing between service categories Since the LAIP has the disposal over
the VCIVPI tables it can distinguish whether a new connection belongs to either the real time
or the non real time service category It then simply orders the appropriate T and V interface
to change the VPI value of this connection to a certain class of VPIs This class subsequently
forms the basis for the ONU to discriminate between the two service categories
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 Description of the PACS
The main function of the multipleaccess protocol is to avoid collisions between upstream ATM
cells originating from the dierent users However there are also a number of highly desir
able properties a good multipleaccess protocol should fulll These properties include a good
eciency performance support of priorities fairness and robustness see Section  The
PACS realizes these properties by announcing the newly arrived cells in a frequent and peri
odic manner This guarantees under reasonable assumptions to be explained later a bounded
delay The PDA of the PACS operates at dierent priority levels and simultaneously aims at
distributing the available transmission capacity over all priority levels in a fair and ecient
manner
The PACS assumes that a maximum of  terminations are grouped into one ONU which stores
all cells originating from these terminations in two separate buers the delay sensitive bu	er
and the delay insensitive bu	er An ONU advertises the transmission requirements for these
buers by means of requests see Section 
 captured in a Request Access Block RAB
to the MAC controller located at the OLT These requests re!ect the number of new cells
arrived at the ONU Using these requests together with the parameters agreed on during the
establishment of the connections the PACS multipleaccess protocol distributes the available
upstream transmission capacity among the ONUs dynamically by means of a specially designed
scheduling mechanismwhich is part of its PDA see Section  The ONUs are then informed
about the allocated transmission capacity by means of permits where the highest priority is
assigned to the delay sensitive buers When an ONU receives a permit it is allowed to send
a single cell from the corresponding buer in the upstream direction
Because of its requestpermit mechanism together with its compatibility with the ATM and
the fact that its functionality as master was assigned to the MAC controller in the OLT we
classify the PACS to the class of protocols with a guaranteed request phase a centralized access
control mechanism a permit approval scheme and a xed holding time see Section 
 Requests
Two Request Counters of  bits each are assumed to be present at each ONU They are
used to count the number of transmission rights required by the delay sensitive and the delay
insensitive buer The need for an empty slot for each of the buers is passed on to the MAC
controller in the OLT by sending contributions to a RAB A RAB has a similar functionality as
a Request Block in the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol GF see Section  or  and
as a Request Access Unit in 
 
 namely the advertisement of transmission requirements
A RAB consists of a collection of requests originating from all 
 ONUs and travels in the
upstream direction every twenty slots Figure 
 shows the upstream frame information struc
ture Exploiting the fact that the speed of the U
b
interface was assumed to be  times higher
than the speed of the T
b
interface a maximum of  cells can be generated by each termina
tion between two successive RABs A total number of     $  cells may therefore arrive at
an ONUbuer during this period Consequently an information eld of  bits is required to
inform the OLT about the desired number of transmission rights However under worst case
circumstances these arrivals may originate from either solely the delay insensitive buer or the
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delay sensitive buer such that each ONU requires a eld of    $ 
 bits in a RAB to inform
the controller about all newly arrived cells Each ONU knows its position at the APON and
consequently after it received a permit to contribute to a RAB it waits for a xed period of
time and then sends the value of its request counters with a maximum of 
 such that a RAB
can be formed on the shared medium When this is carried out each of the request counters is
reset to zero again
Request Access
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Figure  The upstream transmission for
mat for PACS All values given in bits
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Figure  The downstream transmission
format for PACS All values given in bits
Besides the eld of 
 bits containing information about new arrivals the contribution of each
ONU to one RAB also consists of a preamble of 
 bits This preamble includes a gap or
guard band of  bits and bits which are required for ne ranging bitbyte synchronization
and correction for drifts due to temperature changes It also includes  bits which are used
for tuning Tuning becomes necessary as a result of the ranging procedure since distance
equalization causes dierences in the optical intensity of the information received by the OLT
from each of the ONUs Since one RAB consists of information from all ONUs the transceiver
in the OLT needs to tune for the light intensity which is received from each of the ONUs
For the same reasons such a preamble is also attached to each upstream ATM cell Time is
therefore divided into slots of &
 $  bits Since there are 
 ONUs each RAB occupies

   
 & 
 $ 
 bits To make synchronization easier a RAB simply takes the position of
an ATM cell enforcing a  bit spare eld see also Figure 

Announcing the number of new transmission rights required instead of announcing the buer
contents as in the GF clearly allows a more ecient use of the shared medium However it
requires a new robustness mechanism to protect the network against mistakes at the physical
layer described in Section 
 Permits
The distribution of the upstream transmission capacity is handled by the PDA see next sub
section whose output consists of permits A permit is sent in the downstream direction and
consists of both the address of an ONU and an indication of the buer it is meant for As
soon as an ONU receives a permit it sends one ATM cell from the appropriate buer in the
upstream direction
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The permit or transmission right is part of a Control Field CF which has a length of 
bytes see Figure  This control eld travels together with a downstream ATM cell from OLT
to ONU Because of the broadcast nature of the PON the destination address of the ATM cell
and the permit do not need to be the same If no ATM cell was scheduled at the OLT for
downstream transmission the control eld can just be added to the empty slot
Three kinds of permits can be distinguished

 Permits for cells in the delay sensitive buer
 Permits for cells in the delay insensitive buer
 Permits to contribute to a Request Access Block
It was decided to let all ONUs wait for a permit to contribute to a RAB instead of an au
tonomous decision at the ONUs to reduce the complexity at the side of the ONUs and to make
synchronization easier A Permit Distinguish Field PDF of two bits is added to the down
stream control eld in order to indicate the functionality of the permit see Figure  PDF
$ # means permit for the delay sensitive buer" PDF $ #
 stands for a permit intended for
the delay insensitive buer" PDF $ 
 corresponds with a sign to contribute to a RAB
 The permit distribution algorithm
The PDA distributes the available upstream transmission capacity of the shared mediumover all
active terminations and is the engine of the multipleaccess protocol The main characteristics
of the PDA of the PACS include

 Approximation of a VPbased UPC device This allows us to concentrate any possibly
misbehaving trac to one ONU and therefore supplies a protection mechanism to the
access network
 Allocation of the #spare transmission capacity of the shared access medium ie after
serving the delay sensitive buers to those cells which are waiting in the delay insensitive
buers
 Distribution of the available transmission capacity in a fair manner among all the buers
with an equal priority level
Upon reception of a RAB the OLT has a clear overview of the number of cells which arrived in
both the delay sensitive buer and the delay insensitive buer of all ONUs during a period of
 slots Generating permits for these requests can be realized very easily since the sequence of
ONUs within a RAB is xed such that each 
 bit information eld within a RAB corresponds
with a pointer to an ONUaddress However if permits are generated according to this xed
sequence then an unfairness between the ONUs is introduced This reasoning follows from the
xed structure of a RAB such that the requests for each ONUbuer have the same position
in every RAB and permits for low ONU numbers are therefore scheduled earlier than permits
for high ONU numbers To accomplish a fair access mechanism it is desirable to know the total
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number of transmission rights requested in one RAB Consequently one request can be removed
at random from this collection resulting in a permit for the corresponding ONU This process
can continue until no requests are left However this solution can only be executed if the
information carried by the entire RAB has been received by the OLT When this information
is available there is unfortunately only very little time left for the MAC controller to select the
requests and to generate all permits requested Therefore this solution is expected to suer
from serious implementation diculties Furthermore it is also desirable to have a mechanism
that protects the access network
Fairness and protection
The problems of fairness and protection are solved more or less simultaneously The protection
mechanism used is similar to the one proposed to rene the PDA of the GF multipleaccess
protocol as described in Section 
In an attempt to make the PDA of the PACS fair for each priority class we assume the presence
of  sets of k buers all located in the OLT Two sets of k buers are assigned to both the
real time and the non real time category The reason each priority class needs two buers rises
from the fact that the PDA may decide to postpone the creation of a permit for reasons of
protection We rst concentrate on the protection mechanism exploiting the presence of these
 sets of k buers and then describe how these k buers can be used to make PACS fair
Let us rst consider the protection mechanism in the case of delay sensitive requests The
protection mechanism for the non real time category operates similarly This mechanismdecides
whether the permit for a specic category should be assigned to either the rst set or the
second set of k buers This is realized by verifying whether the number of requests in a RAB
corresponds with the parameters agreed on during the establishment of the connections which
share the ONU In other words the MAC controller checks whether all terminations connected
to one ONU are using a transmission capacity which agrees with their contracts By enforcing
this we expand the basic functionality of the multipleaccess protocol Such an enlargement of
the MAC layers functionality was also proposed in the GF multipleaccess protocol by making
use of a bundle spacer see Chapter  The bundlespacer however appears to have negative
eects on the performance of the access network see Chapter  In Section  we proposed
an alternative permit distribution algorithm for the GF to protect the access network In
what follows we describe brie!y how this mechanism can be applied to serve as a protection
mechanism for the PACS
Consider again the variable K dened as
K $ K
old
&N
gran
 T ime Last  Alloc  

In this equation the quantities N
gran
 K
old
 T ime and Last correspond with those described in
Section  The parameter Alloc re!ects the number of quantities allocated to the policed
connections which share an ONU Alloc can easily be determined by calculating dN
gran
 
P
i
peak bit rate
i
 net link capacity e where we sum over all VPIVCI combinations which
share a delay sensitive ONUbuer Recall that the net link capacity indicates the capacity at
the U
b
interface which may dier per multipleaccess protocol The net link capacity for the
PACS is determined in Section  Finally the parameterWindow represents the discarding
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threshold It is compared with the value K and used to determine whether the requests for
transmission rights correspond with the parameters as agreed on during the establishment of
the connections This parameter can be determined by Window $    Alloc & N
gran
 where
 is the CDV tolerance In general K
old
 N
gran
 Last Alloc  and Window can be dened
for each ONUbuer However in order to reduce the amount of memory required to store
these quantities it is recommended that only Alloc Last Window and K
old
are dened for
each ONUbuer The parameter N
gran
can be chosen in a restricted set based on the sum of
the bit rates shared by an ONUbuer in a similar way as was discussed in Section  An
appropriate value for  is  s corresponding with the interference of  cells at the net bit
rate of the T
b
interface
For each request that arrives at the MAC controller in the OLT the parameter K is calculated
from Equation 
 The following three possible situations may then occur

 K 	  If this occurs the PDA of the PACS creates a permit and forwards it to the rst
set of k buers The value K
old
is reset to zero and Last is set to Time
   K  Window If this occurs the PDA recognizes jitter Due to the CDV tolerance
  the request is still considered to be compliant and the PDA subsequently creates a
permit and forwards it to the rst set of k buers The value K
old
is updated according
to Equation 
 and Last is set to Time
 K Window In this situation the request is considered to be nonconforming The PDA
consequently creates a permit and assigns it to the second set of k buers The variable
K
old
is not updated and Last is set to Time
This same procedure can be carried out for requests originating from cells waiting in the delay
insensitive buer This can be realized by simply substituting the rst set of k buers by the
third set and the second set of k buers by the fourth set This also explains why  sets of k
buers are necessary for each ONU The parameters agreed on during connection set up which
should be used to dimension the protection mechanism can be chosen freely For delay sensitive
buers however the peak bit rate is recommended
We are now in a position to discuss the mechanism to make PACS fair After all requests have
been assigned we start serving queue i where i is randomly chosen from the discrete interval

 k and forward the permits from this queue to the queue Q
 After all permits in buer i
have been served we repeat this procedure with buer i& 
 mod k until all k buers of the
rst set are empty This procedure is repeated for sets   and  whose permits are forwarded
to queues Q Q and Q respectively Next all permits waiting in queues Q
 Q Q and Q
are served ie they are put in a control eld which is attached to a downstream ATM cell in
the following way Whenever queue Q
 contains permits this queue is served rst Only when
queue Q
 is empty queue Q is served If queues Q
 and Q are empty queue Q is served
Finally queue Q is served whenever queues Q
 Q and Q are empty We note that the set
of queues Q
        Q have the same functionality as the Global FIFO permit queue of the GF
multipleaccess protocol The order in which the queues are served guarantees that all delay
sensitive buers are served with a higher priority
By choosing an appropriate length for the queues Q and Q this scheme provides a very
ecient protection mechanism for the access network In the case a permit is lost due to buer
over!ow from queue Qi i $ 
         the robustness scheme of the protocol see Section 
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eliminates the possibility that cells are kept in the ONUbuer forever Clearly this procedure
makes the access scheme less unfair without the need for additional complex hardware
The protection mechanism described still allows the possibility that nonconrming ATM cells
pass the OLT in the upstream direction Eliminating this can be realized by choosing the length
of queues Q and Q equal to zero or equivalently by removing them This however results
in a less ecient access mechanism since the request procedure has to start from the beginning
again when this occurs The use of a request and a countdown counter per ONUbuer in a
similar way as proposed in Section  can prevent this situation from happening However it
was decided to take the situation described for granted since the introduction of request and
countdown counters requires two additional counters per ONUbuer and also some logic to
operate them This automatically results in higher costs
The sets of k buers are introduced to provide fairness between all buers which store ATM
cells of the same priority level A good value for k still has to be found If this value is chosen
too large the intended fairness of the access scheme decreases This is due to the fact that
in this case only a part of the k buers can be lled with permits leading to the situation
that permits originating from ONU numbers with low numbers have higher probability to be
served rst This problem can be solved by alternating or drawing the direction in which
the k buers must be read out ie serving buer i  
 mod k after buer i was served if
the decreasing direction was chosen This renement realizes that both the fairness and the
costs of the scheduling mechanism are increasing functions in k such that there is a tradeo
between costs and fairness In Section  we study the impact of the number of buers k on
the mean delay as experienced by cells in each of the ONUbuers This clearly gains insight
in the fairness provided by the PACS
 Robustness of the PACS
Although the APON makes use of ber optic transmission technology which introduces only
very few bit errors this medium still remains unreliable Bit errors which aect the functionality
of the PACS may either occur in a RAB or in a permit Bit errors in a RAB can lead to two
kinds of errors First the represented number of permits required may be enlarged leading to
the generation of permits for cells which have not arrived yet Newly arrived cells may use these
permits possibly leading to a very temporary disturbance of the prole of the trac stream
In the case no cells are waiting no harm is done and the PACS is recovered from the error
However in the case the bit errors lead to a degradation of the number of permits required
the buer which requested these permits will stay occupied forever
All possible bit errors which occur in a permit have a serious eect on the functionality of the
PACS If the ONUaddress was mutilated the permit will be received by the wrong ONU This
may lead to a temporary disturbance of the prole of the trac stream oered to this ONU
but does not involve serious consequences However the ONUbuer to which the permit was
originally addressed will have to cope with the awkward situation that it will always store at
least one cell When after a period of silence a new cell arrives a new permit will be requested
for this cell but will subsequently be used by the #old cell The #new cell now becomes the
#old cell and has to wait for new arrivals before it is transmitted in the upstream direction
Clearly similar situations occur if the PDF of the permit or both is damaged as a result of
medium errors A mechanism to recover from this kind of medium errors is therefore required
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One additional robustness counter is introduced for each of the ONUbuers in order to make
the PACS robust for medium errors These counters are used in the following way whenever
a cell emanates from a buer which is nonempty or when it enters an empty buer the
robustness counter of this buer is set to MAXVALUE The variableMAXVALUE equals the
time between two successive RABs ie  slots plus one round trip delay expressed in terms of
time slots of the shared medium Each downstream slot the robustness counter is decremented
by one if it is larger than zero and no ATM cell is sent in the upstream direction from this buer
while it is occupied As soon as a robustness counter reaches zero the maximum possible delay
is reached This delay re!ects the maximum delay a cell has to spend in the ONUbuer due
to a combination of the round trip delay and the time required to wait until a RAB was sent in
the upstream direction When this occurs the critical period starts An additional delay due
to buering in the OLT queues may be the cause of the fact that no permit has arrived yet
However when during the critical period of the delay sensitive buer the ONU spots either a
permit for a cell in a delay insensitive buer addressed to any ONU or an empty permit ie a
permit with no ONU address an error must have occurred Medium errors which possibly
occurred in requests or permits for a delay insensitive buer are on their turn ascertained as
soon as this buer detects an empty permit during its critical period
As soon as an error for a specic buer is detected the robustness counter of this buer is
set to MAXVALUE and the appropriate request counter is increased by one When this
ONU contributes to a new RAB an extra request will be issued such that the impact of the
medium error was resolved for the rst cell in the buer Clearly in the case that medium
errors destroyed a complete contribution to a RAB each of the cells which was supposed to
be announced by this RAB will need to proceed the complete procedure Figure  depicts a
!owchart of the robustness scheme for the delay sensitive buer
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Y
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Figure  Flowchart of the robustness mechanism of the PACS multipleaccess protocol for
the delay sensitive bu	er
The scheme described allows the PACS multipleaccess protocol to recover from medium errors
in an ecientmanner Since we assumed bits request counters for all buers see Section 

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and because a maximum of  cells can arrive between two RABs at one ONUbuer the last
bit guarantees the possibility to correct for errors under every practical trac condition
Since a reasonable distance between ONU and OLT is about 
 km an  bits robustness counter
for both buers is sucient Finally we remark that the round trip delay is already available
since the ranging procedure requires it
	 Eciency of the PACS
The bit stream of the shared medium in the APON has been divided into timeslots of  bits
The overhead of 
 bits per ATM cell corresponds very well with the standardized overhead to
transport ATM cells such as SOH and POH in the case of SDH and F
 F and F !ows in the
case of cell based transmission The slot format chosen allows us to use a transmission rate of
 Mbits while still preserving  Mbits for ATM cells However the introduction of
RABs in the upstream direction requires an additional consumption of  bits every  slots
This reduces the actual upstream capacity for ATM cells with 
' $ ' to  Mbits
on a standardized  Mbits interface Since a T
b
interface allows a maximum data rate of

 Mbits this reduction of capacity is not a problem However the Connection Admission
Control CAC mechanism for the APON located in the LEX has to take this reduced capacity
into account ie change the maximum data rate from  Mbits to  Mbits This
value must also be used to calculate the parameter Alloc in Section  For a comparison
of the eciencies realized by PACS GF and  additional multipleaccess protocols for APON
we refer to Section 
 Support of ABR and UBR by the PACS
In the previous section two classes of services are assumed namely delay sensitive and delay
insensitive services ABR services are not intended to be used for real time applications so it
is tempting to classify ABR as delay insensitive However during the connection set up of an
ABR connection both a maximum required and a minimum usable transmission capacity shall
be specied between user peeruser and network The minimum usable data rate referred to
as Minimum Cell Rate MCR may be specied as zero The transmission capacity provided
by the access network may vary but may not become less than the MCR In the case the MCR
of an ABR connection is larger than zero the access network should just as any node in an
ATM network guarantee this MCR The PACS as described in the previous sections however
does not assure an MCR larger than zero Therefore this subsection reveals an #upgrading
mechanism which assures the PACS to support all requirements of ABR services while at the
same time it still enforces that in general ABR cells strictly make use of the spare capacity
Similar problems occur for nrtVBR services which require a maximum cell transfer delay
Furthermore two possible solutions are proposed which aim at making the PACS employ to
the full support of UBR services in the AN
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 The support of ABR services
In order to make the PACS eligible for the full support of ABR services this subsection describes
a mechanism which upgrades permits from the queues Q and Q to queue Q
 with the aim to
guarantee to the delay insensitive ONUbuer that the minimum cell rate oered by the APON
does not drop below the sum of the MCRs of the ABR connections which share this ONU
buer This upgrading mechanism assumes that the OLT has the disposal of three counters
for each ONU namely a permit counter a countdown counter and an upgradecounter Their
functionality is as follows
 The permit counter for ONU
i
i $ 
        
 indicates the total number of permits for
ABR cells waiting in queues Q and Q
 The countdown counter for ONU
i
starts with an initial value that corresponds with the
sum of the MCRs of ONU
i
i $ 
        
 The countdown counter for every ONU is
decremented with 
 each downstream slot When for any j the countdown counter of
ONU
j
reaches zero and the corresponding permit counter is simultaneously larger than
zero a permit for the delay insensitive buer of ONU
j
is assigned to queue Q
 and the
corresponding upgrade counter is increased with 
 Subsequently the countdown counter
for ONU
j
is reset to its initial value again
 The upgrade counter of ONU
i
i $ 
        
 indicates how many permits for the delay
insensitive buer of ONU
i
have been upgraded from the FIFO queues Q andor Q to
FIFO queue Q
 If a permit for ONU
i
in FIFO queue Q or Q is about to be sent in
the downstream direction while the upgrade counter for this ONU is larger than zero the
permit is discarded The fact that the corresponding upgrade counter is larger than zero
indicates that the permit has been upgraded and has therefore become obsolete
This procedure assures that the sum of the MCR oered to each ONUbuer is guaranteed
Guarantees for individual connections can only be provided if ATM cells are stored according
to their VC called perVC queueing Since this proposal did not survive within the standard
ization bodies we believe that percategory queueing is the only solution left to support ABR
services Enforcing the sum of the MCR is therefore from a practical point of view inevitable"
not only in the AN but in any node of an ATM network
Congestion control
Assuming that ABR service is rate controlled see 
 a congestion control mechanism has to
be incorporated in order to avoid congestion in the AN In an APON congestion due to ABR
services can take place at two places It either takes place in the delay insensitive buers of
one or more ONUs or occurs because the sum of the bit rates oered by all ONUs temporarily
exceeds the transmission capacity of the shared access medium The rst situation concerns
local congestion whereas with regard to the latter we refer to global congestion of the APON
Information about the state of the network with respect to eg availability of the transmission
capability and impending congestion is conveyed to a source through special control cells called
Resource Management RM cells RMcells contain a eld which informs the source according
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to which level it should lower its rate called Explicit Rate ER Calculating this eld is a
very complicated and time consuming job and requires a considerable amount of hardware
Another way to alarm the source that it should adapt its rate is by using the Explicit Forward
Congestion Indication EFCI or the Congestion Indication CI bit In that case the source
lowers its rate according to a common agreement The EFCI bit was proposed to make part
of the ATM header The inclusion of the EFCI bit in the ATM header was proposed in a late
state of the ATM standardization process" the CI bit is part of the structure of an RMcell
Since one of the goals of the APON is to reduce costs the congestion control mechanism in
such a network should be simple leading to an equivalent of a binary switch ie using only
one bit to indicate congestion The most obvious bit to use for this purpose is either the EFCI
or the CI bit in a downstream cell We note that the choice between using a binary congestion
indication and calculating an ER is a tradeo between complexity and performance We refer
to 
 for a proposal of an upgraded version of the GF multipleaccess protocol supporting
explicit rate congestion control for ABR trac
Since over!ow of the delay insensitive buer of an ONU can be considered as local congestion
it should preferringly be solved in the ONU An obvious way to locate congestion in an ONU
is by monitoring the length of the delay insensitive buer If the length crosses a certain
threshold congestion is ascertained and the corresponding bits of downstream cells should be
set to inform the source that it must adjust its rate As usual two threshold values T
L
and
T
H
are necessary in order to prevent oscillating eects Impending congestion of the ONU ie
local congestion is then ascertained as soon as the queue length of the delay insensitive buer
increases the value T
H
 As soon as the buer stores fewer than T
L
cells the danger for congestion
is said to be vanished Choosing appropriate values for T
L
and T
H
is a more general problem
in supporting ABR services and is beyond the scope of this thesis The congestion control
algorithm which aims at preventing the global congestion of the APON can be united with
the MAC controller monitoring and using the lengths of the queues Q
        Q to determine
when congestion occurs Either the CI or the EFCI bit can subsequently be set when a certain
threshold is reached Obviously many criteria can be devised to determine when congestion
occurs
 The support of nrtVBR services
In an attempt to support nrtVBR services we propose that ATM cells from the nrtservices
share the same buer as the cells of the ABR connections ie the delay insensitive buer The
upgrading mechanism as described in Section 
 for ABR services is subsequently proposed
to prevent that the maximum transfer delay of nrtVBR services becomes too large The
parameter which can be used to initiate the countdown counter in this case is the sustainable
cell rate determined by the network during the establishment of a nrtVBR connection By also
allowing nrtVBR connections to make use of this upgrading mechanism we believe that ATM
cells which arise from nrtVBR connections can simply be forwarded to the delay insensitive
buer From a performance point of view a more eective solution would be of course to
introduce separated buers both in the ONUs and in the OLT to store respectively ATM
cells of and permits for the nrtVBR service category The permit queue can then be served
if queue Q
 is empty However the performance yielded may not set o by the costs to
implement this Apart from multiplexing eects the mechanism proposed guarantees the sum
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of all minimal cell rates and sustainable cell rates per delay insensitive buer in every ONU
 The support of UBR services
The support of UBR services requires an additional buer at each ONU called the UBRbu	er
This buer is necessary since the UBR service category does not support any form of delay
constraints Cells from UBR connections may therefore not benet from a permit which was
upgraded in order to guarantee either the MCR of an ABR connection or the sustainable cell
rate of a nrtVBR connection
Permits intended for UBR trac can be stored in queue Q such that the performance of the
other service categories cannot be disturbed Special RABs which are issued only if all queues
Q
     Q are empty can be used to inform the OLT about the number of transmission rights
required by each of the UBR buers However the issuing of these special RABs requires
additional hardware and logic in order to operate them successfully Another possible yet
more economical solution is to exploit the  spare bits in the upstream transmission format
to inform the MAC controller in the OLT about the presence of UBR cells in the UBRbuer
Each ONU can use a single bit in each contribution of a RAB in order to indicate whether the
UBRbuer is occupied or not The MAC controller subsequently forwards a permit for the
UBRbuer of the corresponding ONU to queue Q if the UBReld in the RAB requests it and
if the queue Q was empty upon the arrival of the RAB The last restriction is necessary in order
to avoid that more permits than necessary are waiting in queue Q in the case of a temporary
overload situation Since the UBReld simply indicates whether UBR cells are waiting in the
corresponding ONU a robustness mechanism is not necessary" if the MAC controller decides
not to translate the request for a UBR transmission right into a permit the ONUbuer simply
does not receive a permit and consequently indicates its desire to receive a permit for this buer
in the next contribution to a RAB
Finally we note that the mechanism described to allow the full support of best eort services
does not require a change of the transmission format suggested A PDFindication of #

 can
be used by the OLT to inform the ONUs that a UBR cell is expected to be sent in the upstream
direction If specially dedicated RABs are used to inform the OLT about the number of permits
desired by the UBR buers the spare bit available in the control eld of the downstream format
can be used to enlarge the PDF allowing the use of such a special RAB
 Conclusions
This chapter describes a multipleaccess protocol for an ATMbased passive optical network
called the Priority Access Control Scheme PACS The PACS operates on a PON whose
conguration is slightly dierent from the one discussed in Section  These dierences are
discussed and explained in Section 
 Furthermore this chapter shows how terminations
must be grouped into Optical Network Units ONUs and how the ONUs can declare their needs
for transmission capacity to a centrally situated controller Besides this a robustness scheme
and the permit distribution algorithm of the protocol are explained in detail It was shown
how the permit distribution algorithm ensures a protection mechanism for the access network
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expanding the functionality of the access control scheme This PDA also aims at distributing
the available transmission capacity in a fair manner over all buers which store ATM cells from
the same priority class The PACS grants access to services which are insensitive to delay in
such a way that their presence cannot harm the performance of delay sensitive services
In addition it was discussed how the protocol can fully support the service categories ABR
and UBR enforcing the minimum cell rate for the ABR service category In order to realize
this an upgrading mechanism was explained which is only activated when strictly necessary
Furthermore it was shown how the congestion control mechanism should consult the hardware
required for the PACS uniting congestion control with medium access control
Chapter  subsequently reports a performance analysis of the PACS multipleaccess protocol
It also shows that the attempt to equalize the delay for each connection of the same priority
class is successful and does not require too much additional hardware
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Chapter 
Performance analysis of the PACS
multipleaccess protocol
This chapter proposes a mathematical queueing model which is used to evaluate the perfor
mance of the PACS multipleaccess protocol quantitatively This protocol is described in detail
in Chapter  and aims at preventing interference between upstream data in an ATMbased Pas
sive Optical Network APON First the eort undertaken to make the PACS fair is studied
Recall that the fairness of the PACS was realized by introducing  sets of k buers and that
both fairness and costs are increasing functions in the parameter k Section  reveals how
the parameter k should be chosen such that the PACS becomes a relatively fair access scheme
Subsequently Section  describes the mathematical queueing model used to investigate the
in!uence of the PACS multipleaccess protocol on trac oered to an APON This queueing
model is subsequently applied yielding a quantitative evaluation of the in!uence of the presence
of the access network in the case the PACS multipleaccess protocol is implemented to avoid
the garbling of upstream information
	  Introduction
Since the PACS was designed to control the information !ow at the entrance of a BISDN
network it may have a large impact on the overall performance of the telecommunication
system In particular the prole of the trac as it departs the AN is mainly in!uenced by the
multipleaccess protocol implemented Several proposals for multipleaccess protocols which
were designed for LANs or MANs adopt special requirements for specic services which are
very highly sensitive to variations in delay The PACS however handles all services for the
same priority class equally Hence an important issue is whether the PACS can guarantee
the negotiated QoS parameters for this class of services In order to give an answer to that
question a quantitative analysis is carried out in the present chapter in the case cells of all
connections arrive at the APON according to independent Poisson processes
The outline of the current chapter is as follows First the eort to make the PACS fair is
studied by investigating simulation results Section  subsequently describes a queueing
model which allows us to evaluate the performance of the PACS analytically The evaluation


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of this queueing model is reported in the same section
	 Fairness of the PACS
In the attempt to equalize the delay for each connection which makes use of the APON in
the case the PACS is used to avoid interference between upstream trac Subsection 
proposed the use of  sets of k buers Each set of  buers is introduced with the aim to
equalize the mean delay for a separate priority class This is realized as follows If a Request
Access Block RAB arrives at the MAC controller the number of permits requested by each
ONUbuer is compared with the parameters which were negotiated during the establishment
of all connections whose cells are stored in that buer In other words the number of permits
requested is checked with the parameters agreed on during connection set up Section 
describes in detail how this can be realized Subsequently a permit for the appropriate ONU
buer is generated and consecutive permits are distributed equally over a set of k buers The
choice of this set is based on both the service category the permit is meant for and the outcome
of the validation process After all requests in one RAB are treated this way the rst set of k
buers is tackled and the MAC controller starts reading out its k buers one after the other
A new buer is addressed not earlier than the old buer is empty whereas a new set is only
tackled if all its k buers have been emptied The MAC controller forwards the permits to
the appropriate permit queues ie permits in the rst set are mapped into Q
 permits in the
second set into queue Q etc
As described in Section  a fair scheduling mechanism can be guaranteed by either drawing
or alternating the direction in which the same set of k buers are read out at the consecutive
times the MAC controller addresses them This leads to the situation that both the costs and
the intended fairness of the scheduling mechanism become increasing function in k such that a
tradeo arises between costs and fairness This section reports simulation results which were
obtained by drawing the direction in which the same set of k buers were read out consecutively
aiming at nding an appropriate value for the parameter k
Figures 
 and  show the mean delay as function of the ONU number under a load of re
spectively  and  The results illustrated in Figure 
 were obtained under the condition
that all trac arrives at the PON according to a homogeneous CBR pattern with a bit rate
of 
 Mbits The results depicted in Figure  are obtained in the case the trac streams
oered arrive according to a more bursty nature realized by an ono source The mean delay
experienced in the latter setting is lower resulting from the fact that the load is lower How
ever we note that in this setting a total of  sources were oered yielding a situation that
the total trac oered may temporarily exceed the transmission capacity of the shared access
medium As a reference three nonsensitive connections were added at respectively ONUs 

 and 

The ' condence intervals are only shown for odd ONU numbers The reason for this is
that we wanted to avoid the gures from becoming cluttered From the results depicted in
both gures we observe that k $  buers shows a rather horizontal curve corresponding
with a fair multipleaccess protocol This behavior is stronger in the case the trac oered
arrives according to a homogeneous CBR pattern However an optimistic line which is drawn
in Figure  and starts at the upper end of the condence interval for the rst ONU number
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 Mean transfer delay experienced
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nection as a function of the ONU number for
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Figure 
 Mean transfer delay experienced
by cells generated by an ono	 source with a
peak bit rate of  Mbits as a function of
the ONU number for di	erent values of k
Both on and o	periods of the source used
were geometrically distributed with a mean of

 and 
 time slots respectively
and ends at the lower end of the condence interval for ONU number 
 has a very low slope
Since k $  also showed to provide rather fair results in the case trac arrives according to
a Poisson process not shown we conclude that for delay sensitive trac a set with k $ 
buers can be chosen in order to guarantee a relatively fair access network need neither much
hardware nor much logic Upon some re!ection we remark that sets of k $  buers might be
too few to provide the same level of fairness in the case the network is loaded with a relatively
high number of bursty sources More research is required to determine an appropriate value
for k in such a setting The value k $  is used in all simulation results of the PACS presented
throughout this thesis
	 Analytical model to evaluate the performance of the
PACS experienced by delay sensitive services
The queueing model presented in this section assumes that the PACS protocol provides fair
access among all terminals Section  reveals that the PDA of the PACS can indeed realize
this Besides a fair access scheme the remainder of this chapter assumes that users do not
violate their trac contracts and that the upgrading mechanism as described in Section 
is not used Under these conditions the impact of the presence of the PACS protocol is studied
for those services whose cells are stored in the delay sensitive buers Clearly performance
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aspects for this class of services are the most important
 The virtual queue concept
In order to evaluate the impact of the presence of the PACS for the real time service category
the concept of a virtual queue is introduced All cells in a sensitive buer of an ONU whose
appearance must be passed on to the controller by means of the same RAB join the same virtual
queue Clearly each ONU has several virtual queues and this number depends on the round
trip delay The analysis of the virtual queue plays a key role in the performance evaluation of
the PACS as can be understood by considering a cell C which is about to enter the sensitive
buer of an ONU Regardless of the contents of the actual queue where C is supposed to wait it
either arrives at an empty virtual queue or some cells are already waiting in this queue when C
arrives In either case the sojourn time of cell C in the access network consists of the following
ve components

 The time until a RAB is sent in the upstream direction to inform the MAC controller
about the appearance of cell C
 A half round trip delay as the RAB has to travel from ONU to OLT
 Waiting time possibly zero due to the possibility that permits from one or several
previous RABs are still waiting for transmission
 The convolution of the service time of cell C and the possibly zero service times of all
cells which arrived in the same virtual queue as C and are standing in front of C
 One round trip delay as the permit has to travel from OLT to ONU and cell C has to
travel from ONU to OLT
In a stationary situation most of these components can be evaluated independently providing
an elegant way to analyze the delay introduced by the PACS Moreover from the above delay
phase structure we conclude that if phase  is nite the PACS enforces bounded delays for
the delaysensitive service category The condition for this situation is that the contents of
the sensitive buers do not exceed a certain threshold which can be realized by dimensioning
the CAC carefully Without loss of generality the impact of the presence of PACS on the
performance of a particular reference connection can be evaluated by analyzing the behavior
of the ONUbuer which stores cells of this connection at the entrance of the access network
Cells of the reference connection are considered to be tagged and the ONUbuer which is used
by this connection is called the tagged buer We remark that as a result of the ranging all
ONUs are located at virtually the same distance from the OLT such that it is not necessary
to identify the tagged ONU
In the case a cell C of the reference connection arrives at an empty virtual queue VQ  its service
time S is dened as the time interval beginning at the moment the RAB which announces the
arrival of cell C arrives at the MAC controller and ends when a permit for C is transmitted
in the downstream direction provided there were no permits in queue Q
 at the time instant
the RAB arrived at the OLT In the case there are cells waiting in VQ at the moment cell
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C arrives its service time S is dened as the period cell C spends at the rst position of its
virtual queue The random variable S corresponds with the th phase of the sojourn time in
the access network of cell C
In what follows we explain how the probability generating function of the service time S can
be obtained This service time is necessary to obtain the Laplace Stieltjes transforms LSTs
of the probability density function of two important random variables the transfer delay and
the interdeparture time of successive cells of a tagged connection as a result of the presence of
the PACS
 Service time S
Upon reception of a RAB the MAC controller in the OLT has an exact overview of the virtual
queues of all ONUs which were lled during the same period of  slots Exploiting the assump
tions that users do not violate their trac contracts and that the access scheme is completely
fair we may pretend that the PDA rst shu-es randomly all requests in a RAB which were
issued for cells in the sensitive buer before it puts the permits in the FIFO queue Q
 Let
the random variables N and K denote respectively the number of cells which arrived in the
virtual queue VQ and the total number of cells declared by the same RAB as the one that
announces the contents of VQ  Provided we know that upon reception of a RAB a number
of N $ n cells are waiting in VQ and that these cells have to compete for service ie for a
position in queue Q
 with a total of K $ k cells the rst goal is to calculate the probability
distribution function of S
Consider an array ofK $ k randomly shu-ed requests and suppose the i
th
i $ 
        k request
in this array corresponds with an ATM cell at the q
th
position q $ 
        n in virtual queue
VQ  Neglecting the fact that the MAC controller has to send a permit to allow terminations
to contribute to a RAB the number of possibilities that the service time S of the rst ATM
cell in VQ equals s is given by

k  s
n 


 
For the situation that q $ 
 this number of possibilities equals
n
X
i
kin
X
jis

k  j
n i

 

j  s 

i 

 
For this situation we have the following lemma
Lemma 
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Proof  The most natural way to prove this property is by recognizing that the assumption
of a completely fair PACS enforces a symmetric situation for all cells announced by the same
batch leading to the situation that all cells in the same VQ experience the same service time
independent of their position An alternative proof can be found by applying the induction
theorem with respect to k and n  
Making use of Lemma 
 the conditional probability for S becomes
PrfS $ s j K $ k N $ ng $

k  s
n  




k
n

" s $ 
          

Although a large number of ATM cells may compete with each other for service from the
reference class of connections point of view there are only three classes cells originally from
a tagged connection cells from connections that share the same tagged ONUbuer as the
tagged one and nally cells from all connections oered to other delay sensitive ONUbuers
than the tagged one We assume that cells from these classes arrive at the access network
according to independent Poisson processes with rates 
t
 
b
and  respectively The total
arrival rate observed by the sensitive buer of the tagged ONU is expressed by  whereas the
total arrival rate of cells belonging to all sensitive connections is denoted by * ie  $ 
t
&
b
and * $  & 
To obtain the probability distribution function of the service time S there are only two arrival
streams which compete with each other for service cells arriving with intensity  and cells
arriving with intensity  Referring to Equation 
 we obtain the following formula for the
probability distribution function of the random variable S
F
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The factor 
e


 in this formula arises from the fact that the service time starts with s $ 

while the Poisson process allows zero arrivals during an interval of  slots This requires a
correction which is achieved by including the above factor Forming the probability generation
function of S we obtain
S
 
z $

X
s
z
s
F
S
s $
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In what follows Equation  is exploited to determine the LST of two important performance
measures the transfer delay in the access network and the interdeparture time of successive
cells of a tagged connection as a result of the presence of the PACS
 Interdeparture time
Since the output of the access network is the input of the core ATM network the interdeparture
time of successive cells which belong to the same connection and leave the OLT is a very
important performance parameter Many researchers have used either the variability or the
quantile of the interdeparture time as a performance measure for Cell Delay Variation CDV
Let us rst consider the situation that 
b
$  Suppose cell C


belongs to the tagged connection
and enters the virtual queue VQ at an arbitrary instant in time Let as before IDT denote the
stationary interdeparture time between C


and its successor C

also belonging to the tagged
connection traversing in the upstream direction With respect to the random variable IDT 
two situations can occur C

may either arrive in the same virtual queue as C


 or it may not
For reasons of convenience we introduce the functions 

s and 

s dened as follows


s $ Ee
sIDT
I
fC

joined the same virtual queue as C

g




s $ Ee
sIDT
I
fC

did not join the same virtual queue as C

g

and note that the LST of the distribution function of the random variable IDT equals the sum
of 

s and 

s Let Y be the time interval beginning at the moment C


arrives in VQ and
ending at the moment the RAB announcing C


is sent in the upstream direction As a result of
the assumption that consecutive cells arrive according to a Poisson process the variable Y can
then be modeled as the remaining lifetime of the random variable describing the time between
two RABs Recalling that the time between two RABs is deterministically distributed with a
mean of  slots it is known from renewal theory see eg 

 that 
Y
s $ 
e

s
s
This leads to the following equation for 

s


s $ 
S
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As illustrated in Figure  

s $ 
	
s 
A
s & 
S
s & 

X

s 
X

s In this formula
the random variable A represents the time necessary to serve C


and all cells which arrived in
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front of C


in the same virtual queue as C


 provided C


is the last cell of its virtual queue The
random variable  represents the time interval which starts at the moment the contribution
to the RAB containing the announcement of the arrival of C


 leaves the ONU and ends at
the moment the contribution to the RAB containing the announcement of the arrival of cell C

leaves the ONU The random variable X


expresses the contents of queue Q
 at the moment
the RAB announcing cell C


arrives at the OLT ie X


corresponds with the duration of the
third phase of the transfer delay see Page 
 in a stationary situation The random variable
)
X


stands for the contents of queue Q
 at the moment the RAB announcing cell C

arrives at
the OLT The main dierence between X


and
)
X


is that X


represents the stationary contents
of queue Q
 whereas
)
X


expresses the transient behavior of Q
 The variable M stands for a
half round trip delay ie the distance between ONU and OLT expressed in the time required
to send one APONpacket" ie a packet of  bits If we neglect the factor
)
X


X


 and note
that the random variables A and  are mutually independent the function 

s becomes

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s  
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Figure 
 Illustration of the interdeparture time and the random variables introduced
On the LST of the probability density function of  we have the following lemma
Lemma 
 The LST 
	
s is given by

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e

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 e

 


  e

s
 
Proof  See Appendix A
Both the random variables A and S depend on the number of cells which arrived in the same
virtual queue as C


 If S were independent of the total number of cells which arrived in all
ONUbuers during the same period of time as C


arrived the conditional LST of A knowing
that C


takes the n
th
position in its virtual queue and has to wait Y $ y slots before the RAB
announcing its appearance leaves would be
Ee
sA
j Y $ y"N $ n $ S
 
e
s

n
  e
y
  
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Two alternatives for 
A
s and therefore also for 
IDT
s are provided The rst one takes
into account the dependence of the number of cells arrived in the same virtual queue as C



whereas the second one is based on Equation  These alternatives are referred to as 
A

s
and 
A

s respectively while the LSTs of the corresponding interdeparture times are called

IDT
 
s and 
IDT

s In what follows we show that the use of 
IDT

s provides better results
and is mathematically more elegant especially if 
b
 
Lemma 
 The conditional probability generating function A
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Proof  See Appendix A
Lemma 
 The function 
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Proof  See Appendix A
Combining Equation    with Lemmas   and  the following lemma
emerges with respect to the two alternatives for the interdeparture time IDT  in the case

b
$ 
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Table 
 shows a comparison between results obtained by simulation and the result provided
by Lemma  The results presented in the case 
b
  are obtained by choosing 
b
$ 
t

This table reveals that the results provided by formula 
IDT

s are more accurate than the
ones Equation  furnishes
Adopting the same line of reasoning as used to derive Equation  and sustaining the situation
that 
b
  the following results arises
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Theorem 
 In the case all trac arrives according to independent Poisson processes at an
APON where the PACS multipleaccess protocol is implemented the LST of the interdeparture
time IDT of two successive cells of a tagged connection can be approximated accurately by

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Proof  See Appendix A
Sensitive ONUbuer is solely used by one tagged connection ie  
b
 
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Table 
 Accuracy of the analytical model by comparing the squared coecient of variation
of the interdeparture time Simulation results have been obtained for a  condence level
Table 
 also shows that in the case the access network is heavily loaded the accuracy of the
formula in Theorem 
 degrades when the bit rate of the tagged connection becomes larger
There are two reasons for this behavior First the analytical model assumes that users do not
violate their trac contracts In the results obtained by simulation the protection mechanism
of the PDA of the PACS may consider a request to be nonconforming and consequently puts its
permit in queue Q This especially in!uences the prole of high bit rate Poisson connections

Second the factor
)
X


X


 which was neglected in the analysis starts to play a more important
role in the interdeparture time in the case of high bit rate connections
 
We note that in order to protect the access network against unexpectedly high bursts the peak bit rate of
the Poisson tra	c oered during the simulations was xed at three times the mean bit rate
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Figure 
 Squared coecient of variation
of the interdeparture time of a  Mbits con
nection as function of the load of the access
network
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Figure 
 Squared coecient of variation
of the interdeparture time of a  Mbits con
nection as function of the load of the access
network
The analytical model allows us to evaluate the impact of the presence of the PACS on a tagged
connection under various load conditions Figures  and  show the squared coecient of
variation SCV of the interdeparture time as function of the load of the access network of
respectively a 
 Mbits and a  Mbits connection These results were obtained by dier
entiating the function 
IDT
s twice and evaluating this result in s $  Next the square of
the mean was subtracted and the result was subsequently divided by the square of the mean
resulting in the SCV We bring to notice that the maximum bit rate of 
 Mbits at each
T
b
interface causes that one ONU can contribute to a maximum load of  From the gures
shown we conclude that the presence of the PACS has only little in!uence on the trac prole
of connections which make use of the APON Moreover the in!uence of the PACS on the SCV
of a particular connection in the case of Poisson trac has the tendency to decrease when the
load of the access network increases This is a desirable property On the other hand as in
every queueing situation a heavily loaded system causes longer transfer delays
 Transfer delay
The Transfer Delay of the access network indicated by TD is dened as the time dierence
between the passing of a cell at the T
b
interface and the receiving of this cell at the V
b
interface
The LST of TD can be obtained by referring to the ve phases a cell has to pass before it can
leave the access network see Page 
 The i
th
phase is indicated by TD
i
i $ 
         and
TD $
P
i
TD
i
 Adopting the same line of reasoning as used in Equation  the LST of the
combined conditional waiting time of phases 
 and  becomes
Ee
sTD
 
TD


j Y $ y N $ n $ e
sy
  S
 
e
s

n
 
Combining phases  and  and by noting that the remaining phases can be evaluated indepen
dently we obtain the following formula for the LST of the probability density function of the
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random variable TD
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Determining the LST of the transfer delay is now reduced to determining the function 
X

s
which represents as before the duration of phase  as described on Page 
 Taking into
account the cyclic manner in which new arrivals are announced the random variable X


re
sembles the number of customers in a single server queue where every D $ 
 slots a batch
of new arrivals compete for service Synchronizing the generation of a permit to contribute to
a RAB with the announcement of new arrivals by a RAB X


can be determined by study
ing the number of customers in a D
GI
D
 queue just before the arrival of the batch The
server from this queue takes periodic vacations every 
 slots of 
 timeslot batches arrive
periodically every D $ 
 slots and the batch arrival distribution is the Poisson distribution
with intensity * There are several ways to compute the distribution of the number of cus
tomers in such a queueing model varying from determining the spectrum factorization of the
function e
Ds
 e

e
 s

see eg  where the right hand side corresponds with the LST of
the Poisson distribution to solving the set of linear equilibrium equations see eg  


This queueing system is not further analyzed and we refer for more details to the papers
cited above We stress that the analysis of this system is predictable naturally leading to a
foreseeable performance behavior of the PACS
	 Conclusions
In this chapter we evaluated the impact of the Priority Access Control Scheme PACS on the
CDV of a reference connection quantitatively First the eort undertaken in Section  in
an attempt to make the PACS fair by introducing  sets of k buers is studied Simulation
results shown in Section  reveal that a total of  sets of k $  buers is enough to make the
PACS reasonably fair
Section  describes and subsequently applies an analytical queueing model in order to make
a statement with respect to the performance of the protocol Performance results presented
show that the trac distortion caused by the PACS is very small From this we conclude that
an additional complex trac shaper at the OLT is not necessary Furthermore the analysis
performed reveals that the protocol provides a relatively good performance with respect to the
transfer delay and that this delay is under reasonable conditions bounded
Chapter  subsequently studies and compares the impact of an APON access network on the
characteristics of a reference prole under dierent trac and load conditions It allows an
easy performance comparison between several multipleaccess protocols for APONs including
the GF the rened GF and the PACS
Chapter 
Performance comparison between
multipleaccess protocols for APONs
In preceding chapters a total of three dierent multipleaccess protocols for APONs are de
scribed all using dierent methods and strategies to control access to the shared link that leads
to an ATM core network The main goal of this chapter is to compare the performance of these
protocols quantitatively This is realized by studying and comparing transfer delays and 
point
CDVs introduced by each multipleaccess protocol under dierent load and trac conditions
All results presented are obtained by simulation Two additional protocols namely McFred
and BPP are described brie!y and their performance is used as a comparison In addition the
link eciencies realized are calculated and compared Finally a set of wide range of properties
is used to compare all multipleaccess protocols with each other leading to the selection of the
most promising multipleaccess protocol for an APON described in this monograph

  Introduction
When a new system is designed dierent alternatives oering the same functionality have to be
compared with respect to performance reliability modularity robustness hardware and soft
ware complexity development costs etc In particular when no implementations are available
modeling is often the only way to evaluate and compare the alternatives quantitatively
In Chapter  the Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol GF was described and experimental
results obtained from the BAF demonstrator were presented and compared with simulation
results However due to the limited number of equipment available in the BAF testbed no
results for realistic trac scenarios could be gathered Together with the limitations of the
trac generatoranalyzer and the fact that all results presented were gathered from a single
experiment the results presented in Chapter  cannot be used to draw rm conclusions with
respect to the performance provided by GF
In Chapter  the impact of the Bounded Period Rule BPR on the performance provided
by GF lead to an alternative Permit Distribution Algorithm PDA of this protocol The
results which were presented in that chapter suggest that the rened PDA provides better
performance results under many circumstances The current chapter refers to this rened


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protocol as GF

and studies and compares the innovations proposed quantitatively
The performance analysis provided in the preceding chapters mainly focuses on an individual
multipleaccess protocol sometimes aiming at researching the impact of specic features The
current chapter aims at yielding a performance comparison between all multipleaccess protocols
for APONs which were described previously Results of two protocols for APONs are added
and are used as a comparison
To evaluate the performance of the multipleaccess protocols mentioned above trac must
be oered to the access network The source models and trac mixes used are described
and explained in Section  Section  describes the McFred proposed in 
 and BPP
proposed in 
 protocols brie!y As mentioned before performance evaluation is achieved by
simulating each of the MAC protocols A description of the simulation approach used and of the
diculties which occurred during the simulation studies is given in Section  The evaluation
of the performance is presented in Section  and is attained by studying the complementary
distribution function of two important performance characteristics for ATM systems in general
and for an access system in particular the transfer delay Section 
 and the 
point CDV
Section  In Section  a short overview is given of the link eciency realized by each
of the MAC protocols studied Finally Section  selects the most superior multipleaccess
protocol This preference is based on the results presented in Sections  and  and on the
individual properties of each multipleaccess protocol with respect to performance !exibility
robustness fairness implementation complexity upgradability and the number of users that
can be supported

 Source models and trac scenarios used
Trac with variable bit rates is assumed to become important for wide area networks in the
future The age of multi media workstations is just the beginning since services with varying
bit rate form the future of telecommunication transmission of compressed video transmission
of high resolution graphics eg Xray pictures and other real time services like video confer
ences or HDTV are services which future networks have to support eciently Besides these
future services an access network must also be able to support familiar services like telephone
conversations and fax messages
The source models and trac mixes used are partly based on a forecast of possible services
which are likely to become important for users of an AN For a performance study of multiple
access protocols for APONs it makes no sense to investigate only one complex trac mix
For complex systems such as the APON a quantitative analysis often hides problems which
may have an important impact on the performance of the system Performance studies must
therefore be more general in order to be .service transparent/ in a high degree and in order
to capture the impact on the performance characteristics of all dierent features of the ve
alternative MAC protocols studied Taking this into consideration the trac sources displayed
in Table 
 have been chosen as input trac to achieve the goal of the current chapter The
homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios used for the performance evaluation of all protocols
are given in Tables  and  respectively The bit rates used in these tables are dened on
AAL level ie overhead introduced by both AAL and ATM layer is not included yet
For Scenario S the CBR source is considered to be the reference connection ie the connection
Sec  Source models and trac scenarios used 

where the performance measures are obtained from
Source name Source Peak Mean Mean burst Number of
type bit rate bit rate length AAL bytes
per ATM cell
type A
 CBR  kbits  kbits  

type A CBR  Mbits  Mbits  

type A CBR 
 Mbits 
 Mbits  

type A CBR  Mbits  Mbits  

type B
 ONOFF 
 Mbits 
 Mbits 
 cells 
type B ONOFF  Mbits  Mbits 
 cells 
type B ONOFF  Mbits  Mbits  cells 
Table  Trac sources used
Multiplexing gain
If a trac scenario is so bursty that overload situations may occur temporarily this happens for
example with a concentration of ono sources the statistical multiplexing eect of an ATM
trac concentrator such as an APON provides a multiplexing gain The multiplexing gain of a
concentrator is dened as the ratio of the sum of the peak bit rates of all connections and the
allocated transmission capacity Hence in the case of peak bit rate allocation the multiplexing
gain equals one The accomplished multiplexing gain of the trac scenarios used is included
in Tables  and 
Besides the multiplexing gain Tables  and  also indicate the load accomplished For the
denition of the load of an APON we refer to Section 
 We recall from that section that
as a result of the fact that the load of the APON was dened at the V
b
interface all scenarios
proposed in Tables  and  accomplish the same load for each of the multipleaccess protocols
examined
Scenario Source Number of Number of Load Multiplexing
name sources active accomplished gain
per NT NTs
S
 A
  
  

S A    

S A 
 
  

S B
 
   
S B
  
  
S B 
   
S B 
   
Table  Homogeneous trac scenarios used
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Scenario Active Source types Load Multiplexing
name NTs gain
S 
       
 
  A &   B
  
 
  A
Table  Heterogeneous trac scenarios used

 The McFred  BPP multipleaccess protocols
This section brie!y describes those multipleaccess protocols which are used in the performance
comparison of the current chapter and have not been described before The protocols are called
MAC FRame basED protocol McFred and the Belt Permit Programming BPP and were
proposed by dierent research teams in the BAF project 
  
 The McFred protocol
was designed in parallel with the GF multipleaccess protocol and was a serious candidate to
be implemented in the BAF demonstrator The BPP however was proposed a considerable
period after the deadline for protocol proposals had been expired and can as such be classied
as a second generation protocol within the BAF project
 The McFred multipleaccess protocol
In contrast with all other protocols for the APON described in this monograph the McFred
protocol exploits a framed structure of the physical layer The use of a framed approach allows
a periodic sampling of the status of the network termination independently of the amount of
trac actually generated by either the termination itself or by other terminations By doing
this the protocol aims at limiting the maximum value of the protocols reaction time ie the
time interval before the OLT is aware of fresh arrivals under low load conditions This protocol
assumes the same conguration as the GF as explained in Chapter  and is described in detail
in 
 and 
Frame structure
The McFred protocol organizes its information !ow in the upstream and downstream directions
in frames of 
s each Since the round trip delay was assumed to be 
s this choice
provides the controller a period of s to receive and process the requests and to respond to
the requests by generating permits The frame structure in the upstream direction consists of
two parts

 The control block containing MAC protocol information
 The information block containing the ATM cells from the active NTs
The control blocks consist of  slots one for each ONU containing
 A physical layer preamble of 
 bits for bit and byte alignment and other physical layer
functions
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  bits for OAM purposes
 A MAC eld of  bits one eld for each T
b
interface connected to an ONUC In the case
of FTTH one single T
b
interface is connected to an ONUH such that a contribution to
the total length of a control block of this ONUH equals 
 &  &  $  bits
The MAC eld contains for each NT the number of cells which arrived during the previous
frame Assuming 
  Mbits as a net access bit rate at the T
b
interface the maximum value
of this number is equal to  cells which can be coded with  bits The remaining two bits can
be used for example for error protection
The frame structure in the downstream direction consists of downstream ATM cells and a xed
permit block whose length depends on the number of T
b
interfaces connected The permit part
is divided into 
 slots of 
 byte each of them containing the number of cells which may be
sent by the corresponding NTbuer in the upstream direction The number 
 rises from the
fact that the McFred supports up to a maximum of 
 T
b
interfaces
The PDA of McFred
The permit distribution algorithm works on both an a priori and a per request basis
 An a priori assignment #guesses the transmission requirements per NT and aims at
reducing the protocols reaction time under low load conditions It is a simple mechanism
However due to the fact that a minimum step is represented by one cell per frame this
assignment cannot be realized with a ne degree of granularity The number of pre
allocated permits will be granted to the NTs with the granularity derived from the frame
length
 Working on a per request basis allows any granularity to be obtained because any cell is
served just as it comes The algorithm assigns the remaining permits not used a priorily
on the basis of the actual requests and on the amount of trac that is expected from
each NT
The PDA of the McFred protocol merges the a priori and the per request approaches with
the aim to benet from both of them This is realized by an algorithm that distributes the
available transmission capacity by taking into account the following parameters as its inputs
i $ 
        

 A given amount of preallocated permits s
i
 calculated from the sum of the peak bit
rates of all connections which share NT
i

 The actual amount of requests t
i
 which were demanded by NT
i
in an upstream frame
 The transmission capacity denoted by u
i
and expressed in permits per frame that is as
sumed to be guaranteed to the sources during overload conditions by the CAC algorithm
For a detailed description of the operation of McFreds PDA we refer to 

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The spacer unit
The frame structure may produce clusters of cells at full link speed heavily modifying the
trac proles of the connections This can lead to cell discarding in the successive UPCNPC
even if the user is transmitting according to the negotiated peak cell rate Consequently an
additional functionality at the OLT side is needed to rebuild the original trac prole on a per
VC basis This functionality is implemented by a spacer unit which separates the cells arriving
too close together by adding an extra delay
 The BPP multipleaccess protocol
The BPP multipleaccess protocol for APONs is described in detail in 
 In contrast with
the Global FIFO GF protocol BPP assumes that ATM cells for the upstream direction are
stored in the ONU instead of in the NT
 Just as McFred and PACS the BPP protocol exploits
the assumption that the internal gross bit rate of the PON is four times higher than the gross
bit rate at the side of the terminations
Requests
In both the upstream and the downstream direction BPP uses slots with a size of  bits
Requests are carried in specially dedicated frames called Request Access Units RAUs A
RAU composes the request information of  ONUs and is transmitted from time to time in
the upstream direction Upstream slots lled with an ATM cell do not contain an additional
request eld as in the GF protocol The aim of the protocol is to let the ATM cells depart the
access network according to approximately the same prole as they arrived at the T interface
This is realized by designing the RAU such that it contains the relative arrival times of cells
with respect to a frame of 
 slots The buers located in each ONU are served in such a
manner that cells experience a close to constant delay within the access network Hence the
PDA of this protocol aims at the situation that the relative distance between consecutive cells
leaving the OLT in the upstream direction is the same as they arrived at the T
b
interface and
thus aims at minimizing the CDV
The frequency by which an ONUbuer reveals its transmission requirements is periodic and is
set to 
 slots Since there are  ONUs connected and because a group of  ONUs composes 

RAU it is prescribed in 
 that every 
 $ 
 slots a RAU traverses in the upstream
direction A RAU conveys  elds of 

 bits each mainly containing the unavoidable bits for
the physical layer overhead and a request eld dedicated to informing the OLT about the time
instant a transmission right is required The functionality of a RAU is related to that of an
RB in the GF protocol and a RAB in PACS The BPP protocol uses the RAU to inform the
OLT about the relative arrival instant with respect to the frame of 
 slots at which a cell
was stored in the ONU buer Permits can then be scheduled accordingly This approximates
better the FCFS service policy that governs an ideal ATM multiplexer This feature reduces
the CDV introduced in the access network However to be able to perform this feature the
number of NT
s that can be connected to a single ONU must be restricted to  This still
allows a maximum of     $  customers to be connected to the PON
Sec  Simulation tools 
As mentioned before the description of BPP in 
 prescribes that every 
 slots a RAU
should be formed However due to the fact that the bit rate at the U interface is  times
higher than the bit rate at the T interface and because  does not divide 
 a synchronization
problem occurs This problem arises from the fact that the decision to contribute to a RAU
will arrive alternately at a boundary and at the middle of an STM
slot ie the slot used by
the Tinterface and this was probably not noticed by the proposers of the protocol at the time
they submitted their paper In order to overcome this problem the simulator issues permits
to contribute to a RAU alternately every 
 and  time slots This solves the synchronization
problem and still allows to issue a total of  RAUs every frame of 
 slots This solution
however may introduce problems in the grouping of the ONUs and requires additional logic
in the OLT In the software simulator of BPP which was built with the aim to evaluate the
performance of this protocol this problem can be avoided In what follows we simply assume
that the distance between two consecutive RAUs traveling on the shared medium towards the
OLT alternates between 
 and  and leave the speculation of how this can be realized in real
time to the inventors of the BPP protocol
In 
 the authors do not describe a scheme to make BPP robust against errors which may
occur at the physical layer A solution for this problem was given in  and was later rened to
a very complex one in  see also  We note that the relative simple robustness mechanism
described in Section  for PACS can easily be applied to BPP
Permits
The PDA of BPP makes use of a FIFO Permit Multiplexer RAM FPMR Every time a RAU
arrives at the OLT the FPMR is updated about the arrival history of all cells arrived at 
ONUs during a time span of a frame of 
 slots The protocol was named after the FPMR
whose depiction in 
 resembles a dynamically growing belt After receiving the arrival history
of all ONUs of a xed part of a frame the relative arrival instant of all cells is determined such
that permits can be issued accordingly This realizes a scheduling mechanism which is very
close to a distributed FIFO discipline for all ONUs Permits are stored in a permit queue and
are subsequently attached to ATM cells which travel in the downstream direction in a similar
way as realized by GF and PACS

 Simulation tools
Besides a model describing the characteristics of the trac oered to the AN as given in
Section  there is need for a system model which describes the AN and its resources in
detail Once the system and its load have been modeled analysis methods have to be applied
in order to derive the performance results desired Five dierent simulators of an APON have
been built each of them operating with another multipleaccess protocol During the simulation
studies two problems were identied

 Simulation of many low bit rate or very bursty connections When the PON is
loaded with many low bit rate connections the time between two successive tagged cells
is large while simulation resources such as event lists are used extensively This causes
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long run times until reliable results are obtained The same problem occurs when the
input consists of more bursty connections with a relatively low mean bit rate with respect
to the peak bit rate
 Periodicity of CBR sources When a PON is only loaded with trac sources which
generate an almost constant pattern of cells for a long time such as CBR sources do
the simulation results gathered strongly depend on the mutual random time the sources
waited before they started generating cells A completely correct solution to this problem
would be to perform runs for all possible combinations of mutual shifts between the
sources oered However this number of runs grows exponentially with both the number
of sources oered and the mutual shifts possible resulting in unacceptably long simulation
times In order to simulate a PON which is symmetrically loaded with many highly
periodic cell streams quasi periodic cell streams are used instead A quasiperiodic cell
stream generates a periodic cell pattern for a large number of cells and then waits for a
random timeX before it starts to generate its cell pattern again repeatedly By choosing
the expectation of the random variable X EX such that it equals the interarrival time
between two cells of the original CBR source an unbiased estimator for the bit rate
pattern of the original CBR source is obtained The variance of the random variable X
may not be too high otherwise the arriving cell pattern would suer from too much jitter
On the other hand this variance may not be too small either otherwise the cell stream
would still be too close to periodic A good choice for the distribution of X seems to be
a uniform distribution over the interval     EX  
 
   EX
However one remark must be made on the use of quasiperiodic cell stream When a
particular CBR cell stream is tagged for MAC measurements it must be as periodic as
possible to avoid measuring jitter introduced by the quasiperiodic cell stream
To prevent gures from becoming cluttered condence intervals of all simulation results pre
sented in this chapter have been omitted We note that the  ' condence intervals for most
scenarios did not show deviations larger than  ' for those values larger than 


 Un
fortunately such a high accuracy could not be reached for scenarios S
 S and S in which
cases the critical value for a  ' margin was often 


and sometimes 


 We note that
we have no condence intervals of the McFred results presented in Section  All the McFred
performance results are obtained by Ms Tiziana Toniati Italtel Milan and used with her
kind permission

 Performance comparison
When studying the performance of dierent MAC protocols two classes of performance mea
sures can be distinguished
 MAC dependent measures These measures are typical of and only relevant for a
particular protocol Three examples of MAC dependent measures include
a The in!uence of the number of NTs in a request block of the Global FIFO protocol
on the protocols reaction time
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b The impact on the endtoend delay when a spacing unit is implemented in the
McFred protocol
c The impact of the distance between two consecutive RABs in PACS on dierent
performance measures
The analysis of these measures is too specic and falls outside the scope of this chapter
 MAC independent measures These measures are relevant for every MAC protocol
and are therefore suitable for a performance comparison An example of a MAC inde
pendent measure is the distribution of the delay which is due to the presence of a MAC
protocol
Since in performance studies of telecommunication systems quantiles of the distribution of a
performance measure often play a key role the performance evaluation is achieved by studying
the stationary complementary distribution function ie PrX  x of two important MAC
independent performance measures the transfer delay and the CDV Table  shows which line
types are used in the gures presented in Sections 
 and  to indicate the performance
of each of the protocols considered
Protocol Name Corresponding line type
McFred Dotted

Global FIFO Solid
GF

Plussed

BPP Dashed
   
PACS Dashdotted   
Table  Line types used in gures to indicate the performance of a particular protocol
Parameter settings
Each protocol has its own parameters which have to be xed before optimal use is guaranteed
Table  shows the parameter settings used to obtain the performance evaluation presented in
this chapter In this table the sum of the peak bit rate on NT
i
is abbreviated by PBR
i

	 Comparison of transfer delays
The transfer delay of the APON is dened as the time dierence between the passing of a cell
at the T
b
interface and the reception of this cell at the U
b
interface The transfer delay is a
random variable depending on the protocol that controls access to the shared access link Since
Section  already discusses the components of the transfer delay we refer to that section
for a more detailed description and mainly restrict ourselves in this section to the discussion of
the results
Figures 
 through  reveal that when either BPP or PACS controls access to the shared
medium of the PON the transfer delay is rather insensitive to the bit rate when homogeneous
CBR trac is considered the dashed and dasheddot curves show similar behavior in these
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Protocol Name Parameter values
All scenarios max % cells in one frame $ 

Scenarios S
S s
i
$ b 
  PBR
i
    


c
McFred u
i
$ b 
  % Active NTs c
Scenarios SS s
i
$  u
i
$ b
% active NTs c
Scenario S s
i
$  u
i
$

 at NTs 
    

 at NT 
Global FIFO  $   T
max
$  slots $  s
GF

 $  s"  $

 kbits if PBR
i
  Mbits
 kbits if PBR
i
  Mbits
BPP A total of  RAUs in a frame of 
 slots
alternating between the 
 and  slots
PACS 
 RAB every  time slots
Table  Parameters used for an explanation of the parameters we refer to the section where
the protocol is described
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
gures The transfer delay performance of the other protocols clearly depends on the bit rate
of the CBR sources For many low CBR bit rate connections the PACS protocol introduces
the lowest transfer delay whereas for high CBR bit rate connections GF GF

 PACS and
McFred become competitors with respect to best transfer delay performance In all CBR cases
studied the rened GF protocol GF

shows either better or very similar behavior as the GF
protocol
Figures  through  show that more bursty arrival patterns where overload conditions may
occur temporary leads to a shift of probability to the tail of the distribution of the transfer
delay This is natural since if an overload situation occurs the buers function as a storage
which is lled more intensively than it is emptied As soon as the overload situation expires
the heavily loaded buers are emptied resulting in high transfer delays for those cells stored
Figure  shows that in the case of scenario S the 
  


quantiles of the transfer delay
distributions of PACS BPP and GF

converge to the same value This behavior can be
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
explained by the fact that in this case the PDA mechanisms of these individual protocols are
probably overruled by a temporary overload situation leading to a congested PDA The bundle
spacing mechanism of the Global FIFO protocol and the use of parameter u
i
in the McFred
protocol are the reason that the performances of these protocols deviate from PACS BPP and
GF

 An explanation why in the case of scenario S the 
 


quantile of GF

coincides
with the one of GF was not found
The curves in Figure  which represent the transfer delay of the CBR source that uses NT
nr  are marked with an #X Curves which are not marked with an #X correspond with the
transfer delay observed by those CBR sources which use one of the NTs with number 
        

which were loaded with heterogeneous trac see Table  From Figure  we conclude that
all MAC protocols considered oer fast access in case of heterogeneous trac and that when
either BPP Global FIFO PACS or GF

is implemented there is a very small and in some
cases even negligible dierence in transfer delay observed by the CBR connections which use
a sole NT and those which share the NT with other connections For the McFred protocol this
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dierence is somewhat larger" connections which share an NT seem to experience smaller delays
The phenomenon that both the marked and the unmarked curve representing the performance
of the Global FIFO protocol are close to each other can be explained by recalling the fact that
the bundlespacer implemented in GF uses the sum of the peak cell rates oered to an NT to
calculate the minimum distance between two consecutive permits addressed to the same NT
Since in scenario S all trac oered to NTs 
        
 has the property that the sum of the
peak bit rate is relatively high with respect to the sum of the mean bit rate the performance
shown for the Global FIFO protocol does not diverge much from the one observed from GF


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	 Comparison of the cell delay variation
All MAC protocols have dierent features introducing variation of delay The most important
reason why an APON causes CDV is that consecutive cells of the same connection may en
counter dierent trac conditions in the buers located at the entrance of the access network
The delay experienced with respect to the preceding cells may either be shorter or larger The
rst eect is referred to as clumping whereas the latter is called dispersion Since the rst
may lead to a temporary congestion of the access network the clumping eect is studied An
accurate performance characterization of CDV is a network performance parameter known as

point CDV The 
point CDV describes the variation of the arrival times pattern with re
spect to the negotiated peak cell rate and was explained in Section  Positive values of
the 
point CDV indicate cell clumping whereas negative values correspond to gaps in the cell
stream Since cell clumping may lead to congestion in a network we are mainly interested in
positive values of the 
point CDV
Figures  and 
 show that the 
point CDV performance of BPP PACS and McFred are
competitive in the case of small bit rate connections The Spacing Unit of McFred clearly
reduces CDV to a minimum From the results of the GF

protocol we conclude that the
renement of Global FIFO as proposed in Section  shows better CDV performance
If the bit rate increases Figure 

 the CDV introduced by PACS does not decrease as
rapidly as we observe for McFred BPP or the Global FIFO protocol Comparing the results
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of the Global FIFO protocol in Figures  through 

 we notice the same phenomenon as
described in Chapter  the CDV introduced becomes smaller if the contribution to the total
load per NT of a specic connection becomes larger This occurrence is due to the bundle
spacer as discussed extensively in Section  In the case of scenario S there is exactly one
source oered per NT such that the bundlespacer acts as a VCspacer enforcing small values
of CDV
For more bursty arrival patterns where temporarily overload situations can occur Figures 

through 
 show that the spacing unit in the McFred protocol still provides a CDV perfor
mance which is both low and bit rate independent The 
point CDVs introduced by BPP
and PACS clearly suer more from temporary overload conditions but these protocols still
provide better CDV performance than Global FIFO and GF

 In the case the scenario allows
a large multiplexing gain as for scenarios S and S we observe similar CDV behavior for
both BPP and PACS This is due to the fact that overload conditions start to overrule the
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
CDV introduced by the PDAs of the individual protocols
In the case the tagged source is oered to a single NT both the Global FIFO and the
GF

expose a similar behavior as described above Finally the long tails experienced by
both Global FIFO and GF

in Figures 
 and 
 can be ascribed to the fact that NTs
which become active after a period of silence at the moment of an overload situation may have
to wait for a relatively long time before they can proclaim newly arrived cells Enforcing a
maximum time between the sending of two successive request blocks lowers the reaction time
of these protocols and therefore is a possible solution to prevent this situation from occurring
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Figure 
 shows that the CDV behavior of most of the protocols examined experiences very
little dierence from whether the CBR source oered uses an isolated NT or an NT which is
shared by other connections the curves of the last one are marked with an #X again The dif
ference of CDV behavior experienced by PACS at NTs 
        
 and NT  is striking however
A satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon was not found The relatively small dierence
in CDV performance between the Global FIFO and the GF

protocols can be explained by
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the relatively high ratio of the peak to mean rate of the ono sources oered to NTs 
        


 Eciency per protocol
This section provides a short overview of the link eciency realized by each of the individual
multipleaccess protocols whose performance was studied in this chapter The overhead required
by each protocol to support the MAC scheme and to avoid problems at the physical layer leads
to the numerical data displayed in Table 
Due to the upstream and downstream transmission structure used by the McFred protocol the
eciency of this protocol strongly depends on the rate of the access link and on the net number
of assigned cells per frame The conguration chosen and the resulting overhead corresponds
with the description of McFred given in Section 
 and in  

 The description in 

assumes a slightly dierent frame structure resulting in a somewhat more ecient protocol
The information structure used by both McFred and BPP takes into account overhead for fast
Operation And Maintenance OAM purposes and this was assumed to be enough for the
proper handling of OAM in the upstream direction An additional slow OAM rate for these
protocols is therefore only needed in the downstream direction ie from OLT to ONUs The
rate was set to  kbits which is believed to be the theoretical upper bound for this kind of
management see 

 Chapter 
 Since we seek after a fair comparison the numerical data
provided in Table  includes this slow OAM rate for GF GF

and PACS in both directions
Protocol Name Upstream Downstream
eciency eciency
BPP 

 
Global FIFO  
GF

 
McFred  
PACS 
 
Table  Eciency realized by di	erent multipleaccess protocols

	 Choosing the most promising multipleaccess proto
col for an APON
After observing the results presented in the preceding sections we are now in a position to
compare all protocols described and choose the most promising one This choice must not
be based on performance issues only but on all requirements enumerated in Section 
namely eciency performance !exibility robustness fairness implementation complexity
upgradability and the number of network terminations that can be supported
Each protocol described uses dierent methods and strategies to control access to the shared
link of the APON leading to a range of positive and negative features which make it dicult
to draw straightforward conclusions with respect to the one most suited In order to nominate
the best protocol a relative judgment value to each and every protocol is given together with
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a weighting factor for each of the properties mentioned The ratings have a numerical value
varying from 
 to  where 
 $ poor"  $ poormoderate"  $ moderate"  $ good"  $
goodexcellent An index of preference for each protocol is calculated by summing the product
of the ratings with the corresponding weights Such a validation leads to the situation as
shown in Table  where the index of preference serves as a ranking mechanism the higher
this value the better the protocol Upon some re!ection we remark that the values chosen
as weighting factors are obviously a subjective selection leading to the situation that the
nal results obtained are highly in!uenced by the allotment to this quantity We remark that
neither such nor similarly looking comparisons of multipleaccess protocols have been found in
the literature In what follows we explain the accomplishment of the ratings given
Except for McFred all protocols described sustain a robustness mechanism On the other
hand McFred sends a priori permits which may lead to the situation that McFred recovers
from mistakes introduced by the physical layer However this mechanism does not guarantee
that every mutilated permit or request is corrected in all possible situations With respect
to fairness we notice that both the Global FIFO and GF

protocols are completely fair with
respect to the overall mean delay introduced to all NTs BPP introduces very little unfairness
favoring those NTs which are connected to low ONU numbers Since it is so little and mainly
occurs in overload situations it was neglected in the judgment Both PACS and McFred can be
made fair by choosing specic parameters appropriately This choice however is either dicult
to realize or increases the protocols complexity forcing us to qualify the ratings as good
Due to the assumption of a spacing unit the McFred protocol is the one requiring the most
complex and expensive hardware Determining the protocols complexity to implement is a
dicult job since it requires the studying of the impact of all kinds of electrical engineering
features of the protocol The lack of knowledge on this specic eld simply forces us to decide
that the complexity of all protocols except McFred is moderate giving them the benet of
the doubt
With respect to upgradability we observe that all protocols studied except GF and GF


exploit the situation that the net gross rate at the side of the T
b
interfaces is  times lower than
at the V
b
interface Either changing upgrading this or for instance increasing the splitting ratio
of the distribution network leads to serious problems for McFred PACS and BPP denitely
leading to less ecient access schemes These problems do not occur for Global FIFO or
GF

 BPP McFred or PACS are not very !exible with respect to an increase of the number
of T
b
interfaces connected to an ONU This !exibility is desirable if the installed ONUs are
replaced by more advanced ones allowing to support more terminations McFred and PACS
can still cope with situations where the maximum number of network terminations connected
to an ONU is exceeded but PACS requires additional logic to support this whereas the frame
of McFred must be changed leading to a decrease in both eciency and performance The
functionality of the GF or GF

 does not depend on the number of terminations connected
to an ONU However its eciency drops slowly if the length of the buers implemented in the
NTs increases This property does not apply to any of the other protocols
Increasing the distance between ONUs and OLT does not involve any serious problems for
BPP GF

 PACS or GF the functioning of these protocols does not change and the 
point
CDV introduced remains the same If x denotes the propagation delay of the APON the
transfer delay for the protocols above is simply increased by x Both the eciency and delay
characteristics of McFred rely heavily on the round trip delay however Increasing the length
of the ODN of the APON therefore involves serious changes for McFred On the other hand
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shortening the length leads to the use of shorter frames 	 
 s and hence to a better
performance and a more ecient access scheme
With respect to !exibility we state that all protocols examined can cope with the !exibility
required to support services for the BISDN However PACS is the only protocol that distin
guishes in the support of both real time and non real time services and can be used to support
best eort service categories in the access network see Section  We refer to 
 and 


for possible solutions to upgrade the Global FIFO protocol such that it fully supports all ser
vice categories identied by ATMforum in 
 We note that the solutions proposed in these
papers lead to a less ecient access scheme leading to a lower mean eciency than PACS
property weighting factor BPP GF GF

McFred PACS

point CDV      
transfer delay 
    
 
upgradability 
 
    

!exibility 
     
complexity 
    
 
fairness 
     
upstream eciency      
downstream eciency      
robustness      
number of users      
index of preference    
 
Table 
 Validation of all multipleaccess protocols studied The ratings used are as follows
  poor 
  poormoderate   moderate   good   goodexcellent
For the eciency the criterion used was the deviation with respect to the eciency realized by
transporting ATM cells in SDH containers ie  
Finally we state that all protocols studied must be adapted if the maximumnumber of termina
tions supported by the APON changes The changes necessary for Global FIFO and GF

only
involve a change of the counter which cyclicly determines and indicates in steps of  addresses
which termination can start to contribute to a request block The changes required to adapt
the other multipleaccess protocols studied however is far more drastic The impact on the
performance of all changes mentioned is hard to predict for each protocol individually and
depends severely on the nature of upgrading Although all protocols were designed to support
 
 NTs and denitely reach that goal new developments in the area of super PONs force
us to be careful with handing out high ratings and to take into account the upgradability with
respect to the number of users
In conclusion taking into account the eciency realized the performance introduced and the
statements with respect to the possibilities to upgrade each multipleaccess protocol we con
clude that the protocols compared provide rather good access schemes all of them score more
than  points out of  Although the nal ranking indicates a very close nish we observe the
existence of  clusters The group with the lowest preference consists of McFred The collection
following consists of BPP GF and PACS The group with the most advantages consists of solely
GF

 allowing us to nominate this protocol as the one most promising studied in this thesis
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
 Conclusions
This chapter studies the performance of ve alternative protocols for APONs quantitatively
making use of simulation methods The protocols examined are i Global FIFO protocol
described in Section  ii PACS described in Chapter  iii the rened Global FIFO
protocol referred to as GF

and described in Section  iv McFred described in Sec
tion 
 and v BPP Section  Comparing the results presented with the sources
real time requirements see 
 and with the delay and CDV introduced by basic telecom
munication equipment such as switches we conclude that all multipleaccess protocols studied
provide satisfactory results The results presented reveal that PACS shows in general the
best results with respect to the transfer delay whereas the spacing unit which is considered to
be implemented in McFred guarantees the best CDV performance Considering all scenarios
studied GF

introduces less delay and CDV than Global FIFO conforming with the analysis
and statements described in Sections   and  Considering the mean eciency
derived by summing the link eciency furnished in both the upstream and the downstream
direction and dividing it by two we conclude that GF and GF

provide the most ecient
access schemes closely followed by the rest
In Section  we nally choose from all protocols studied in this monograph the most promis
ing multipleaccess protocol for an APON This choice is not only based on the performance
studies presented in the current chapter but is based on all desirable properties enumerated
in Section  eciency performance !exibility robustness fairness implementation com
plexity upgradability and the number of network terminations that can be supported The
protocol selected as most promissing was the GF

protocol
Chapter 
Call blocking in a PON
This chapter studies the probability that a new connection is blocked due to the fact that
its terminal is linked to the core ATM network via a Passive Optical Network PON This
probability is subsequently compared with the blocking probability occurring in the situation
the terminal has a direct access link to the OLT which does not has to be shared with other
terminals enabling us to study the in!uence of a PON at call or connection level for dierent
connections
The PON is considered to be a circuitswitched network consisting of several access links which
are all connected to a common link  Each call requires the same number of circuits on both
one of the access links and on the common link and is considered to be blocked on arrival
if its requirements cannot be met The PON supports multiple classes of calls where each
class is characterized by an arrival rate a transmission rate requirement and a mean holding
time Calls of each class arrive in geometrically distributed batches while the arrival of batches
of each class is governed by a Poisson process The holding time of a call is assumed to be
exponentially distributed and all relevant parameters may be classdependent For this model
we rst obtain the steadystate distribution of the number of calls of each type in a single
link system or equivalently a PON where the capacity of the access link is nite whereas
the capacity of the common link is innite This distribution turns out to have a product
form Subsequently formulas for the blocking probabilities experienced by all dierent types
of calls are determined In addition we bring to light the relation between the model at hand
and a method proposed by Delbrouck for estimating blocking probabilities in an incompletely
specied setting Finally these results are generalized to obtain a set of relations satised by
the joint occupancy distribution of the number of occupied channels in all links of a circuit
switched network and the blocking probabilities of all trac classes supported This result is
then applied to the case the network has a tree topology like a PON which nally brings us to
the aim of the current chapter
  Introduction
The behavior of an ATM source can be characterized on three time scales call burst and
cell level each of them focusing on a dierent resolution A call lasts for the entire ATM
connection between users ranging from minutes to hours depending on the nature of the call


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A call can subsequently be partitioned into a sequence of bursts which may be alternated by
silence periods Durations of bursts are often in the order of milliseconds The ono source
as discussed in Section 

 is a good example of a trac model which can be used to model
burst level where onperiods represent bursts and operiods represent the intermediate silent
periods A burst in turn consists of a stream of ATM cells whose interarrival epochs depend
on the nature of the application The latter is called cell level In the case of an ono source
the cell level is modeled by a CBR pattern leading to a regular pattern of arrivals of cells
The previous chapters mainly study the impact on cell andor burst level whereas the current
chapter focuses on call level and in particular the in!uence of the PON at call level
In the current chapter we consider a network of nodes and connecting links where each link
consists of a group of channels trunks A call instantaneously seizes a number of channels
along a route between the originating and terminating node holds them for a certain period
and releases them instantaneously when the call ends The number of channels required on
each link along the calls route depends on its bit rate requirement This rate may either be
the rate required by CBR calls or an equivalent transmission capacity in the case of VBR calls
where the CAC rule applied denes what is meant by the word equivalent If on arrival of a
new call there are not enough channels available on either one or several links along its route
the call cannot be established and is said to be blocked Such a network is referred to as a
circuitswitched network  In the case the number of links equals one we refer to this network
as a single link  Throughout this chapter the word channel is used to indicate the resource unit
applied By choosing this unit capacity equal to eg  kbits a  Mbits connection consumes
de $  channels whereas a standardized 
 Mbits interface simply consists of
 channels
In 

 Erlang reported an exact expression for the probability that a call is blocked at a
single link when the call oered has exponentially distributed interarrival and holding times
and can only consume the standard capacity Erlang and later Jensen  proved that the
number of calls established in circuitswitched networks with a simple tree topology can be
expressed by a product form solution This work served as an inspiration for many research
papers most of them aiming at solving problems which occur in teletrac environments see
eg  
 
 
 and the references in these papers and books
Today it is well known that the equilibrium probabilities of the Markovian state equations for
models of circuitswitched networks with diverging features give rise to a product form solu
tion A salient feature of many of these models is that this stationary distribution depends
on the servicetime distributions only through their means Although product form solutions
are praised for their mathematical elegance they include a normalization constant which is
nontrivial to calculate for problems of practical interest Due to the importance of queue
ing networks in the modeling of computer systems and communication networks there is an
extensive amount of literature addressing algorithms which eciently calculate the normaliza
tion constant 
 
 

 
 
 On the other hand there are many papers proposing
heuristics and approximate solutions which avoid calculating the normalization constant
With the introduction of narrowband ISDN more advanced methods were necessary to di
mension this newly introduced type of communication networks Newly developed models had
to take into account the fact that calls with dierent service requirements make use of the same
network This gave rise to the name multirate networks where the word multi emphasizes the
heterogeneous transmission requirements per call By assuming that the transmission capac
ity of each competing type of call does not change during the lifetime of the call multirate
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models can also be used to dimension ATM networks see  
 
 at call level The
dynamical aspect of the transmission capacity requirements of ATM connections can then be
modeled by adding several arrival streams with a low arrival intensity and a low transmission
requirement Another argument to use multirate models for dimensioning ATM networks at
call level is the reporting of researchers that counting cells for billing purposes seems to be
impracticable possibly resulting in a clustering of calls which require more or less the same
transmission capacity
A breakthrough in the solution of multirate models was reported by Kaufman 
 and
Roberts 
 who proved independently from one another that in the case all classes of mul
tirate calls arrive according to a Poisson process at a single link the steadystate distribution of
the number of occupied channels can be calculated by solving a relatively simple recursive for
mula In the sequel we shall refer to this method as the KaufmanRoberts algorithm In 

Roberts shows that the results proposed by Delbrouck in  coincide with a generalization of
the KaufmanRoberts solution to the BernoulliPoissonPascal BPP statedependent arrival
processes In 
 Dziong and Roberts subsequently generalize this result for circuitswitched
networks and supply approximate methods for calculating the congestion probability by taking
into account trac correlations on subsequent links
In the current chapter we discuss a generalization of the multirate circuitswitched network and
allow typei calls to arrive in geometrically distributed batches of size G
i
 ie
PrfG
i
$ jg $ 
  p
i
 p
j
i
 j $ 
        
with   p
i
	 
 while the arrival of batches is governed by a Poisson process with intensity

i
 Links in the multirate circuitswitched network are numbered from 
 to R and link j
j $ 
       R has a capacity of N
j
channels A total of K K   trac streams are
responsible for the load of the network A call from type i which will be called typei call
requires D
ij
channels on link j simultaneously during an exponentially distributed time with
mean 

i
i $ 
       K" j $ 
       R Although not strictly necessary we assume that a
typei call requires on each link along its route through the network the same capacity of d
i
  channels where d
i
is assumed to be an integer The value D
ij
is assumed to be zero
if calls from typei do not use link j All calls in a batch are ordered randomly and dealt
with individually Hence if a batch cannot be accommodated completely the part which ts
is allowed in and the rest is discarded Surprisingly several features of the model in which
calls arrive singly are maintained in this generalization In particular the Markovian state
equations have a productform solution and there exist ecient methods for computing the
blocking probabilities as will be shown in Section 
The CAC rule often assumed in multiratemodels is as follows If n
r
denotes the number of type
r calls in progress at a specic moment in time a new typei call is accepted i
P
r
n
r
D
rj
&
D
ij
 N
j
 for all links j on this new calls route In teletrac environments this rule is
known as complete sharing and lacks the disadvantage that calls which demand a relatively
high capacity experience in general higher call blocking probabilities than calls which require
less capacity introducing unfairness among the multirate calls oered see eg 
 Chapter


 More sophisticated CAC algorithms include partial sharing trunk reservation and
class limitation For a quantitative comparison of these access regulation strategies we refer
to 


 From a practical point of view however these strategies form a huge problem to derive
mathematically tractable solutions in circuitswitched multirate networks For this reason we
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adopt the complete sharing methodology
Apart from our theoretical interest to generalize the multirate results for circuitswitched net
works to the situation where calls arrive in geometrically distributed batch sizes this model is
attractive because it can be used for a setting where the arrival streams are characterized by
their means and peakedness factors  
 only Indeed it is shown in Section  that for
R $ 
 this tting approach leads to an algorithm that is completely identical to Delbroucks
scheme  for estimating blocking probabilities in such an incomplete setting Apart from
supplying more insight in the results reported by Delbrouck Section  also reveals that the
algorithm to calculate congestion probabilities in the model with batch arrivals is more ecient
than the one proposed by Delbrouck As an aside we remark that the original idea of tting a
batch Poisson process with geometrically distributed batch sizes in a setting where only mean
and peakedness factor are known seems to be due to Jensen 

As Delbroucks paper  generalizes his earlier paper  to heterogeneous service require
ments so constitutes Section  a generalization of  which deals with the special case of
homogeneous service requirements that is d
i
$ 
 and 
i
$  for all i That section determines
the steadystate probabilities of i the number of typei calls in progress and ii the number
of occupied channels in a single link system and in addition the pertype blocking probabili
ties Subsequently Section  shows that these results can be generalized to circuitswitched
networks and in particular to networks with a tree topology by exploiting the results reported
in 
 Finally Section  applies the results of Section  and studies the impact of a Passive
Optical Network at call level for dierent types of multirate calls
 Generalization of the KaufmanRoberts model
In this section we assume that the total number of links of the circuitswitched network de
scribed equals one ie R $ 
 reducing the network to a singlelink multirate system where
calls arrive in geometrically distributed batch sizes For reasons of notational simplicity the
capacity of the link is not denoted by N

 but by N  The steadystate probabilities the per
class blocking probabilities and the relationship between the model at hand and the results
reported by Delbrouck in  are described subsequently
 Steadystate probabilities
The state of the system will be represented by the vector x $ x

 x

        x
K
 where x
i
denotes
the number of typei calls established on the link The set of all possible states is denoted by
0 that is
0 $

x $ x

 x

        x
K
 j
K
X
i
d
i
x
i
 N

 
It will be convenient to introduce the notation
x

j
i
$ x

        x
i
 x
i
 j x
i
        x
K

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and

i
x $


 if x

i
	 0
 otherwise
 
With these conventions and with qx denoting the steadystate probability that the system
is in state x the balance equations for the Kdimensional Markov chain representing the state
of the system can be written at once as

K
X
i

i

i
x & 
i
x
i


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K
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X
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
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 p
i

i
x p
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i
qx
j
i
 x 	 0 
The global balance equations above give rise to the following result
Theorem 	 The steadystate distribution of x is given by
qx $
K
Y
i
q
i
x
i

X
x
K
Y
i
q
i
x
i

 x 	 0 
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
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i
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x

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$
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i
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1
i

p
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i
x
 for x $  
        
and

i
$ 
i

i
p
i

1z $
Z



e
t
t
z
dt 
Proof It is easily seen that if qx x 	 0 satises Equations  and  then for
i $ 
        K

i
x
i
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
i
x qx
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i
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i
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i
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Exploiting the identity
n
X
j

n
j

& n 

j


$
n

 
see eg 
 Page 
 it subsequently follows that qx x 	 0 satises the partial balance
equations

i

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and hence see also  the global balance equations 
  
We note that apart from the normalizing factor 
  p
i



i
 the quantities q
i
x x $  
      
constitute a negative binomial distribution with parameters 
i
and 
p
i
 Since 1&x1 

x
for  we have
lim
r	


r & x 

x

r
x
$

x
x

so that Theorem 
 reduces to the wellknown result for single arrivals if we let p
i
  for all i
 Number of occupied channels
The ecient algorithm developed in 
 and 
 for computing the steadystate distribution
of the total number of occupied channels in the case multirate calls arrive singly is based on a
recurrence relation This relation as well as the algorithm can be generalized to the present
context as can be seen from the next theorem Let L be the random variable denoting the
number of occupied channels in steadystate and let F
L
 be the probability that L $ 
Theorem 	 The steadystate probabilities F
L
  $  
        N  satisfy the relations
 F
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Proof We have
F
L
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X
x

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        N
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where we have used Equations  and   
Forcing calls to arrive singly ie choosing p
i
$  i simply reduces the recurrence relation of
Theorem  to the equation reported by Kaufman and Roberts in 
 and 
 respectively
The algorithm to compute the steadystate distribution of the total number of channels occupied
is as follows Set F
L
 to an arbitrary value $  and express F
L
 for  $ 
         N in terms
of F
L
 by making use of the above recursive relations The distribution will be given its
correct value after renormalizing F
L
 at the end of the calculations
 Blocking probabilities
We will now express the steadystate blocking probabilities B
i
experienced by typei calls
i $ 
        K in terms of the probabilities F
L
 of the previous section Let

G
i
and 
i
denote respectively the batch size distribution and the arrival rate of the stream of typei
calls which over!ow from the trunk group Considering all situations which lead to blocking of
typei calls oered the following result arises
F
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Since we allow F

G
i
   we notice that by exploiting PASTA the arrival process of blocked
typei calls is a batch Poisson process with batch size distribution F

G
i
and arrival rate 
i
$ 
i


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After some algebra it follows that the average batch size of typei calls which are blocked is
given by
E

G
i
 $

X
j

j Prf
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i
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Since B
i
$ 
i
E
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G
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i
EG
i
 while EG
i
 $ 
 p
i


 the next result emerges
Theorem 	 The steadystate blocking probability B
i
experienced by typei calls satises
B
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We note that the time congestion C
i
for typei calls is given by
C
i
$
N
X
mNd
i

F
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m 
Hence letting p
i
  in Equation  leads to B
i
$ C
i
which by PASTA is indeed the result
obtained by Kaufman and Roberts in the case calls arrive singly
 Relationship to Delbroucks paper
The study of many important stochastic server systems often leads to models which are ex
tremely dicult to solve via exact analysis Important examples from the telephone trac
environments include the study of a primary and a secondary trunk group which have to carry
the superposition of several trac streams In studies of the secondary trunk the trac of
fered often consists of calls blocked on a primary link A useful and often applied two moment
characterization of such a complex trac stream is the peakedness factor  dened by Wilkin
son in  as the variance to mean ratio of the number of calls on an arbitrary moment in
time on an innite trunk group with exponential service times

Oered trac can either be
smooth regular or peaky depending on whether its peakedness factor is less than equal to or
larger than one From this point of view the Poisson process is considered to be regular while
allowing calls to arrive in batches makes it peaky Inputs for more information on the concept
of the peakedness factor can be found in eg   
Dene m
i
and z
i
as the mean and peakedness factor respectively of the number of typei calls
in the system with a capacity N $  where connections arrive according to a batch Poisson
process with a mean batchsize of EG
i

m
i
$

i
EG
i

i

z
i
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EG

i
 EG
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EG
i

& 
 

 
We note that Wilkinson denes peakedness as the number of busy servers on an innite trunk group
This denition is slightly changed in order to dene a more practical characterization in the case of multirate
tra	c which does not aect the denition of Wilkinson since he only considers single rate tra	c
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Now suppose that we are dealing with a system in which the arrival streams have known means
m
i
and peakedness factors z
i
 
 but are otherwise unspecied From Equations  and

 it then follows that by choosing
p
i
$ 
 z

i



and

i
$ 
i
m
i
z

i
 

we can t our batch Poisson model of the previous subsections into this setting Subsequently
we can obtain estimates for the blocking probabilities experienced by each stream in the original
incompletely specied model by applying the results of the previous sections Amazingly
however substitution of Equations 

 and 
 in Equation  subsequently reveals
the equivalence of Equation  on the one hand and the scheme proposed by Delbrouck
Equation  in  on the other hand Delbrouck however prescribes to determine the
blocking probabilities B
i
i $ 
       K by calculating the following formula
B
i
$ 
 
N
X
n

bnd
i
c
X
j


z
i

z
i
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z
i

j
F
L
n  jd
i
 

It can be proved see 
 Appendix A that after the substitution of Equation 

 in
Equation  Equation 
 actually equals Equation 
In conclusion we remark that this section has shown that for given means m
i
and peakedness
factors z
i
 
 i $ 
        K batch arrival streams can be constructed which when oered to
a common single link with N channels experience the same blocking probabilities as proposed
by Delbrouck for a partially described setting Upon some re!ection this result is less surpris
ing than it seems at rst sight since the assumption underlying Delbroucks set of equations
is essentially the system of balance equations  which is equivalent to the system equa
tions 
 Comparing Equations  and 
 we observe that the latter demands more
computational eort The generalization of the KaufmanRoberts algorithm to the case where
calls arrive in geometrically distributed batches therefore not only provides more insight in
the results described in  for an incomplete setting but also reduces the complexity of the
algorithm to derive the steadystate blocking probabilities experienced by all arrival streams
oered Finally we remark that recently Kaufman and Rege have shown in 
 that in the
case the batch sizes are not geometrically distributed the product form property for x still
holds and that F
L
can still be computed recursively
 Circuitswitched network
In this section we show that the recurrent scheme derived in Theorem  also holds if the
establishment of a call requires several links in a circuit switched network Furthermore we
give explicit formulas for the blocking probabilities experienced by typei calls in the case the
circuitswitched network has a tree topology like a PON

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 Channel occupation
Referring to eg 
 it easily follows that in the case we allow the calls route to consist of
multiple links the product form property of the vector x still holds Let L
j
be the number
of occupied channels in steadystate on link j j $ 
       R and dene the vector L $
L

        L
R
 The proof reported in 
 can now be copied almost verbatimly to show that
F
L
 satises for L
j
$         N
R
" j $ 
       R the following recursive relations
F
L
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j

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j
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D
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
i
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j
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
X
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In the above equation  denotes the Rdimensional vector with on every position a 
 and the
&sign indicates that the sum should only be calculated i the fraction 
j
D
ij
exists ie if
D
ij
$ d
i

The number of channels available on one or several links along the calls route can be such that
the capacity required for a new call cannot be met leading to blocking probabilities larger than
zero This situation should be checked for every combination of links used by the call leading
to a set of very general equations to express the blocking probability In what follows we
concentrate on a special circuitswitched network namely a PON and derive explicit equations
from which the blocking probabilities experienced by each call oered can be computed
 Blocking probabilities in a PON
At rst glance a model to evaluate congestion probabilities at a PON requires the distinction
between the situations Fiber To The Home FTTH and Fiber To The Curb FTTC since the
ONUC concentrates trac from a number of NTs However congestion on the piece of ber
between the U
b
interface and the splitting point of the ODN can only result from multiplexing
calls by the ONUC and will for every possible trac scenario lead to the congestion of the
link which is shared by all trac oered to the PON Hence the model to evaluate congestion
probabilities of the PON at call level does not need to distinguish between FTTH and FTTC
In conclusion the PON as described in Chapter  can be considered at call level as a tree
network with a maximum of 
 access links which all enter the PON via an NT oering a
capacity of 
 Mbits Trac from all access links is feeded to a common link which has
a capacity of  Mbits and starts at the splitting point of the ber and ends at the U
b

interface located in the OLT A total of K   trac classes are responsible for the load of the
PON where a typei call requires d
i
channels from both a single access link and the common
link see Figure 
 Each access link can support multiple classes of calls each of them with
dierent capacity requirements d mean holding times  arrival rates  and mean batch
sizes 
 p

 as before
From a performance modeling point of view a typei call oered to a PON has to pass three
possible bottlenecks before the PON can agree upon the establishment of the call its access
link may be congested the common link may be congested or both its access link and the
common link may be congested" the distinction of the third case arises from didactic reasons
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Figure 	 Passive optical access network with n $  active access links supporting K  
multirate connections
Without loss of generality we may label the access link used by a given typei call by 
 and
the common link by  Following the same procedure as used in Section  to determine the
blocking probabilities we identify three batch size distributions

G

i


G

i
and

G
b
i
 corresponding
with the batch size distribution of typei calls blocked on link 
 link  and both link 
 and link
 respectively Denoting the joint probability of 

occupied channels on link 
 and 

on link
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Adopting the same line of reasoning as used to derive the results reported in Theorem  it
can easily be veried that the steadystate blocking probability
)
B
i
experienced by typei calls
in a PON satises
)
B
i
$
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If on the other hand the NT is directly connected to the OLT congestion in the access
network can only occur if this single link is congested Evaluating the in!uence of the PON
at call level therefore simply reduces to comparing
)
B
i
computed from Equation 
 with
results obtained by calculating B
i
derived from Equation  for the same trac scenarios
Numerical results of this study are presented in Section 

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 Call congestion due to a PON
As mentioned before the in!uence of the PON per multirate connection is studied by comparing
the probability a PON is congested with the probability a direct access link is congested
Blocking probabilities due to a PON can be obtained by using Equation 
 to compute
F
L
 for all vectors  compute from this the function F

L


 

 and nally use Equation

 to obtain the desired blocking probabilities This strategy is not applied however The
motivation for this decision is discussed in Section 

 Two links in series
Instead of calculating Equation 
 for all the access links assumed to be present at the
PON we use a more simple model with only two links in series This change in modeling can
be justied by observing that from a typei calls point of view establishment is granted if
the capacity left on both its access link and the common link is larger than d
i
 All aspects of
modeling the congestion of a PON are therefore captured by considering a network with only
two links in series where tagged trac consists of all calls oered to a particular access link
of interest and making use of the common link as well whereas the accumulation of all calls
accepted on the other access links of the PON is referred to as background trac The latter is
oered to the common link only See Figure  The numerical advantage of using the model
with two links in series above the model for a tree network rises from the fact that the rst allows
to compute the function F

L


 

 directly from Equation 
 since in this case the random
variables L and
)
L coincide This reduces the complexity to maximum ON


N

K & KN

N



instead of a minimum complexity of ON
R

N

RK Both minimum and maximum values
can be embraced depending on the values d
i
 i $ 
       K Equation 
 can naturally still
be used to determine the blocking probabilities desired
N1 N2channels channels
background traffic
tagged traffic
Figure 	 The model with two links in series studied
Suppose the multirate calls oered to the PON are characterized by their means m
i
 and
peakedness factor z
i
 only i $ 
       K Remark that possible blocking on the access link is
responsible for the fact that trac oered to the common link diers from the original trac
Modeling the in!uence of the PON at call level by using the model with two links in series
therefore forces us to modify the parameters of the background trac With respect to the
mean we observe that background trac oered to the common link is thinned out by a factor
equal to 
 minus the blocking probability experienced on the access link The peakedness factor
can be determined by observing that the batch size distribution
2
G
i
of a typei call accepted on
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a single link with capacity N

is given by
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By simply assuming that the trac accepted by the access link and oered to the common
link is governed by a Poisson process the background trac of each typei call oered to the
common link in the model with two links in series denoted by 2m
i
and 2z
i
 should be moderated
as follows
2m
i
$ m
i

B
i

2z
i
$
E
)
G

i
 E
)
G
i

E
)
G
i

& 

where E
)
G

i
 and E
)
G
i
 can be computed from Equation 

Table 
 re!ects the accuracy for a total of  experiments when the model with two links in
series is used to determine blocking probabilities introduced by a PON with only  access links

For each experiment a total of K $  trac classes with a capacity requirement of respectively
d

$  and d

$  resource units are oered to each of the access links The blocking prob
abilities experienced by each of the trac streams were calculated and a comparison between
the two models is obtained by calculating the relative error with respect to the exact results
ie the blocking probabilities introduced by the circuitswitched network with a tree topology
From this table we conclude that the blocking probabilities obtained from the model with two
links in series overestimate the exact blocking probabilities The most important reasons for
this phenomenon are i the incorrect Poisson assumption for background trac and ii the
incompetence of the multirate model used to cope with situations where z
i
	 
 i $ 
       K
whereas it is widely known that the peakedness factor of trac which has been accepted on a
nal trunk group decreases Since the blocking probability B
i
is an increasing function in z
i

the blocking probabilities supplied by the model with two links in series overestimates the exact
blocking probability By studying the relative error in Table 
 we observe that the model
with two links in series is very accurate allowing its utilization for all studies in the current
chapter We stress though that the situations studied in Table 
 have their restrictions
mainly due to the limited capacities of the links and the small number of access links which
could be used to obtain numerical results
 Numerical results
The current subsection nally studies the in!uence of the PON at call level Two trac
situations are studied homogeneous and heterogeneous In the homogeneous case only a single

The time required to compute each experiment for the tree network was  
 hours using a SUNUltra

m


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Table 	 Accuracy of the model with two links in series when used as an approximation to
determine blocking probabilities in a tree network with  access links All access links have a
capacity of  while the common link has a capacity of 
 resource units
type of trac is oered to each access link whereas in the heterogeneous case the situation is
studied that a number of heterogeneous connections share the PON All situations studied aim
at clarifying the in!uence of the PON for connections with various transmission requirements
and peakedness factors A capacity of 
 Mbits for all access links and a capacity of 
Mbits for the common link is assumed
Homogeneous case
First we study the homogeneous case ie in all cases studied the connections oered to the
n $  active access links have the same mean and peakedness factors and require the same
number of channels Changing the variables z and d supplying dierent curves allows us to
study the in!uence of the PON at call level for a range of dierent capacity requirements and
peakedness factors
Figures  and  depict the ratio
)
B
i
B
i
as function of B
i
 the blocking probability experi
enced in the case the terminal is directly connected to the OLT Figure  shows that for all
transmission capacities studied the ratio
)
B
i
B
i
tends to unity when B
i
becomes small From
this we conclude that the in!uence of the PON is negligible if the oered load is small This
occurrence can be explained by observing Figure  where each curve depicts the capacity N
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as function of the oered load 
 required in a system where singlerate calls arrive and have
to accomplish a certain predened blocking probability For this special situation the blocking
probability expressed by EN 
 can be derived by using Erlangs blocking formula dened
as follows
EN 
 $


N
N 
P
N
i
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Figure 	 Ratio of the blocking probabilities
)
B
i
B
i
as function of B
i
for the homogeneous
case ie the trac o	ered to all 
 active ac
cess links have the same characteristics Each
curve shows a homogeneous case with a di	er
ent capacity requirement d
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Figure 	 Ratio of the blocking probabil
ities
)
B
i
B
i
as function of B
i
for the homo
geneous case ie the trac o	ered to all 

active access links have the same characteris
tics Each curve shows a homogeneous case
for a connection with d   Mbits with a
di	erent peakedness factor
Figure  shows that if the blocking probability is relatively small in this case eg 	 



the derivative with respect to 
 of the curve representing the capacity required to accomplish
the desired blocking probability is larger than unity This means that the link capacity N
required to sustain the same small blocking probability grows faster than the load 
 oered
This phenomenon causes the more dominant behavior of the access links in the case the load
oered tends to zero
If the blocking probabilityB
i
moves towards one the probability
)
B
i
naturally approaches unity
again leading to a ratio
)
B
i
B
i
$ 
 The interesting area is in between these extremes and
Figure  re!ects that in the homogeneous case the in!uence of the PON increases if the
capacity of the connections oered decreases
Figure  shows the in!uence of a homogeneously loaded PON where the connections oered
require a bit rate of 
 Mbits The ratio
)
B
i
B
i
is consequently derived for dierent peakedness
factors From this gure we conclude that the in!uence of the presence of the PON decreases
when the burstiness of the arriving calls increases This phenomenon corresponds with the
observations described by Fredericks in  namely that an increase of a connections capacity
has similar eects on the blocking probability as a more peaky trac stream

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Figure 	 The capacity N required in a singlerate system to accomplish a certain blocking
probability as function of the load 

Heterogeneous case
To study the heterogeneous case a total of  connections with a capacity requirement of
respectively d $  
  and  Mbits are oered simultaneously to a number of n active
access links such that K $ n The mean m
i
i $ 
       K was chosen such that m
i
$
f   d
i
i $ 
         where the constant f was varied to obtain blocking probabilities for
each connection over the range 



      



 for a xed value of n This choice of m
i
can be
motivated by recalling that the PON is especially suited to connect small and residential users
whose intensity to set up a connection is expected to decrease when the capacity requirement
of the call increases
To study the eect of the presence of the customers who are not connected to the same access
link as the tagged trac the number of active access links n is varied Varying the peakedness
factor of each connection oered enables us to study the in!uence of the PON when the calls
arrive according to a more bursty nature
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Figure 	 Ratio of the blocking probabilities
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in the case calls are
o	ered to a total of  access links
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Figure 	
 Ratio of the blocking probabilities
)
B
i
B
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as function of B
i
in the case calls are
o	ered to a total of 
 access links
Figures  through  depict the ratio of the blocking probabilities
)
B
i
B
i
as function of the
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blocking probability experienced on a direct access link B
i
 for a varied number of active access
links We notice again that the ratio
)
B
i
B
i
tends to one if B
i
becomes small If the blocking
probability B
i
moves towards 
 the probability
)
B
i
once more approaches unity again leading
to a ratio
)
B
i
B
i
$ 
 This behavior was explained before and can relatively easily be proved
to hold in a peaked multirate setting by using Theorems  and 
The area in between the extremes is interesting and re!ects the impact of the PON for the more
important situation Comparing the values on the vertical axes of Figures  through  we
observe that the in!uence of the PON strongly depends on the load oered by the background
trac ie the calls oered to other access links than the one used by the reference connection
This is natural since it results directly from the way we chose to study the in!uence of the
PON
All situations studied show that if the PON has to be shared with other multirate connections
the impact of its presence from a connections point of view decreases when its capacity in
creases This phenomenon can be explained by noticing that the presence of relatively high bit
rate connections has a profound eect on the load necessary to accomplish a desired blocking
probability for a low bit rate connection This leads to a much wider range in the load neces
sary when compared to computing the same range of blocking probabilities for a relatively high
bit rate connection This also explains that the area where the PONs in!uence is signicant
becomes larger when the amount of background trac increases Comparing the in!uence of
the PON for low bit rate connections in a homogeneous setting with those reported for the het
erogeneous setting we observe that the high bit rate connections in the heterogeneous setting
lowers the in!uence of the PON on the low bit rate connections
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Figure 		 Ratio of the blocking probabili
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for a 
 Mbits
connection for di	erent peakedness factors
Figure  depicts the in!uence of a PON with n $  access links for a  Mbits connection
for dierent peakedness factors In this case again  connections with capacity requirements
d $  
   Mbits each with dierent means but all with the same peakedness factors
are oered to each of the n $  access links The  Mbits connection however is the
only connection from which the performance characteristics are depicted From this gure
we conclude that the in!uence of the presence of the PON decreases if the burstiness of the
arriving calls increases Connections with other transmission capacities show similar behaviors
 Ch 	 Call blocking in a PON
not shown This again coincides with results reported for the homogeneous situation and
the observations between capacity requirements on one hand and the peakedness factor on the
other as reported in 
In practical situations the CAC rule used will highly likely not permit connections if this
accomplishes such a situation that the blocking probability experienced by newly arriving calls
of the same class will exceed  


 The results presented show that if the complete sharing
policy is used the question whether the maximum in!uence caused by the PON is passed
depends on both the transmission capacity and the load of the multirate calls oered
 Conclusions
This chapter studies call blocking in a Passive Optical Network PON The PON is modeled
as a circuitswitched multirate network consisting of several access links which are all con
nected to a common link Each class of connections supported is characterized by an arrival
rate a transmission rate requirement and a mean holding time Calls of each class arrive in
geometrically distributed batches while the arrival of batches of each class is governed by a
Poisson process The holding time of a call is assumed to be exponentially distributed and all
relevant parameters may be classdependent For this model we rst obtain the steadystate
distribution of the number of calls of each class in a single link system under the complete
sharing policy This turns out to have a product form Subsequently it is shown that the
distribution of the number of occupied channels in steadystate can be computed recursively
revealing the relation between the model analyzed and a method proposed by Delbrouck in 
for estimating blocking probabilities in an incompletely specied setting The mathematical
results obtained are subsequently generalized to a situation where a calls route consists of mul
tiple links leading to the joint occupancy distribution of the number of occupied channels on
all links of a multirate circuit switched network Finally the chapter shows that the in!uence
of a PON can be computed by considering a model with two links in series and then applies
the mathematical results obtained for this model
The numerical results presented concentrate on the situation that all inputs are the same for
each of the active access links This study reveals that the in!uence of the PON is negligible
in the case the blocking probabilities experienced on a direct access link tend to zero This
phenomenon is explained by making use of the wellknown Erlang blocking formula In the
case blocking probabilities on the direct access link are close to unity the in!uence of the PON
at connection level is again insignicant Results presented show that this occurrence also
holds in the case the PON has to be shared by a number of bursty multirate connections
Numerical results for the area in between these extremes reveal that the PONs in!uence at
call level decreases for a specic connection if either the capacity or the peakedness factor of
this connection increases From this we conclude that the maximum in!uence of a PON at
call level depends heavily on the heterogeneous setting used and tends to increase for a specic
connection if either its own burstiness andor transmission capacity or the burstiness andor
transmission capacity of the other connections oered decreases
Appendix A
In this appendix we prove Lemmas    and Theorem 

Lemma 
 can be proven by remarking that the random variable  can be split into two parts
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and 
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Combining the two situations leads to the desired result  
The expression for the function A
 

z in Lemma 
 can be proven by assuming again that a
total ofK $ k delay sensitive cells were announced by the same RAB as the one that announced
the presence of cell C


and that N $ n n $ 
        k of these cells originate from the tagged
ONUbuer We then obtain the following expression
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Adopting the same line of reasoning as used to obtain the expression for the function 

s we
nd PrfC
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used to obtain the expression for S
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z can now be used to complete the proof  
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To prove Theorem 
 the same line of reasoning is adopted which lead us to the result of
Equation  with the dierence that we now allow 
b
  During the determination of the
function 

s the number of background cells ie cells originating from the other connections
that share the tagged ONUbuer and arrive with rate 
b
 that arrive between cells C


and C

have to be taken into account Therefore the following result yields
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By substituting 
b
$  the above reasoning proofs Lemma 
 To obtain 
	
s we have
to take into consideration the number i i $  
       of background cells arriving during the
interval of  timeslots where C

arrives just before C

 Therefore with regard to the earlier
analysis for the situation that 
b
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changes With respect to part 

 we only
have to change  into 
t
in Equation A
 in order to obtain the expression for the situation
that 
b
  To determine 
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s we have to take into account the convolution of the service
times of the i background customers which occupy the virtual queue of cell C

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Appendix A 
The desired result emerges by noting that for this situation the property 
IDT
s $ 

s&

s
still holds  
 Appendix A
Glossary of notation
Roman notation
Notation Denition Page
bac Largest integer less than or equal to a for any positive real number
a

a
i
 Function expressing the probability that an ATM cell of connection
i experiences service time of T
sp
time slots" where  determines the
value T
sp

a
k
Actual arrival time of cell k Used to compute the 
point CDV 
A Random variable expressing the time necessary to serve a tagged
cell C


and all those cells who arrived in front of C


in the same
virtual queue as C


 provided C


is the last cell of its virtual queue


As Function introduced to enlarge the readibility of the mathematics 
A

Alternative for the random variable A taking into account the de
pendency between the number of arrivals and the service time



A

Alternative for the random variable A based on Equation  


Alloc Peak bit rate with respect to the granularity 


b
i
 Function expressing the probability that an ATM cell of connection
i experiences a dierent service time than the BPR prescribes

B Specic busy period 
)
B
i
Blocking probability of typei calls in a PON 

B
i
Blocking probability experienced by typei calls on a single link 

BL Bucket limit" used for GCRA 

c Number of competing arrival streams 
c
b
s Function introduced to enlarge the readibility of the mathematics 
c
k
Reference arrival time of cell k Used to compute the 
point CDV 
c
t
s Function introduced to enlarge the readibility of the mathematics 
C


Customer of the tagged class 
C

First customer of the tagged class that arrives after C



C
i
Call congestion of typei calls experienced on a single link 

ds Function introduced to enlarge the readibility of the mathematics 
d
i
Capacity required by typei calls 

D Random variable expressing the position of a customer within a
batch


D
ij
Number of channels required by a typei call on link j of a circuit
switched network




 Glossary of notation
EX The expected value of a random variable X 
Exp Exponentially distributed random variable with mean 
 
F Random variable expressing the sojourn time of a batch of tagged
customers

F
n 
X
The nfold convolution of the function F
X

F
X
Probability distribution function of the random variable X 
G Random variable expressing the batchsize In the case of no
subscript G indicates the weighted batchsize of all batchsize
distributions

2
G
i
Random variable expressing the batch size of typei calls accepted
on an access link and oered to the common link of a PON



G
i
Random variable expressing the batch size of the streami calls
which over!ow from a single link


G
t
Random variable expressing the batchsize of the tagged class of
customers

I Increment" used for GCRA 

I Random variable expressing the interval beginning at the instant
that the server is idle and ending at the moment the rst tagged
customer departs

I
fag
Indicator function for the event a 
I
i
The ith possibility which can be considered for the random variable
I i $ 
  

IAT Interarrival time between C


and C


IDT Stationary interdeparture time between two successive customers
from the tagged class
 

k A number of buers required to make the PACS fair 
 

K Parameter introduced to determine whether an arriving ATM cell
is conforming with respect to the parameters negotiated during
connection set up During the performance evaluation of the PACS
K indicates the total number of cells arrived in the delay sensitive
buers and which are announced simultaneously by a single RAB




K Number of trac streams oered to a circuit switched network 

L Random variable expressing the number of occupied channels in a
single link


)
L Random variable expressing the number of occupied channels in a
PON


Last Last time a conforming cell passed 


m
i
Mean number of typei calls established on a single link with an
innite number of channels


2m
i
Mean trac of typei accepted on an access link and oered to the
common link of a PON


M Deterministically distributed random variable expressing a half
round trip delay which is expressed in the time required to send
one packet of  bits ,  Mbits


M
i
Mirror counter for NT
i

Glossary of notation 

N Random variable expressing the number of ATM cells which are an
nounced simultaneously by the sensitive buer of the tagged ONU


N
j
Capacity of link j in a circuit switched network 

N
gran
Number of elementary quantities in the link bit rate as a result of
granularity



p
i

 p
i


is the mean batch size of typei calls arriving at a circuit
swithced network


p
t
The reciproke of the mean batchsize of the tagged arrival stream 
qx The steadystate distribution of the vector x $ x

        x
K
 in a
single link


q
j
Probability that at an arbitrary moment in time the rst position of
the NTbuer is taken by a cell from class j provided the NTbuer
was occupied

Q
i
Queue length of the buer in NT
i
from which the MAC controller
can compute the number of transmission rights required by this NT
i $ 
        


R Random variable expressing a special part of a busy period 
R Number of links in a circuit switched network 

S Random variable expressing the service time in a virtual queue
during the performance evaluation of the PACS or the service time
in the NTbuer in the case the GF multipleaccess protocol is
analyzed


S
b
Random variable expressing the service time of the class of back
ground customers

S
b

Random variable expressing the exceptional service time experi
enced by background customers

S
t
Random variable expressing the service time of the class of tagged
customers

S
t

Random variable expressing the exceptional service time experi
enced by tagged customers

T


Random variable expressing the time required to serve all back
ground customers who are waiting in the queue after the customer
who arrived at an empty queue departs

T
b
Interface between CPN and AN for broadband purposes 


T
k
 k   Random variable expressing the time needed to serve all back
ground customers who arrived during subcycle T
k

T
max
Maximum spacing time enforced by the bundlespacer 
T
nb
Interface between CPN and AN for narrowband purposes 
T
sp
Minimum time between two successive permits prescribed by the
Bounded Period Rule
 
T
tot
Sum of the peak bit rates oered to a certain NT 
TD Random variable expressing the transfer delay" ie the time dier
ence between the passing of an ATM cell at the T
b
interface and
the receiving at the V
b
interface


Time Current time 

 Glossary of notation
U a b Random variable uniformly distributed over the interval ab 
U Interface between OLT and ONU 
U
b
Interface between ONU and OLT at the side of the OLT 

U
b
Interface between ONUH and OLT at the side of the ONUH 
U
b
Interface between ONUC and OLT at the side of the ONUC 
V Random variable expressing the server vacation 

V Vacation in which at least 
 customer arrives 
V
b
Interface between AN and LEX  


Window Threshold value used to decide whether an ATM cell is conforming
or not


W Random variable expressing the waiting time of a batch of
customers

Window Threshold value used to decide whether an ATM cell is conforming
or not


x
i
Number of typei calls established on a single link 

X
 
The probability generating function of the discrete random variable
X


X
s The LaplaceStieltjes transform of the probability density function
of the random variable X

X


Random variable expressing the contents of queue Q
 required by
the PACS at a stationary moment in time


)
X


Random variable expressing the contents of queue Q
 when the
RAB announcing the successor of C


arrives at the OLT while cell
C


arrived at a stationary moment in time


Y Random variable expressing the time between the issuing of two
consecutive permits which allow a specic buer to reveal the num
ber of transmission rights required


Y
n
Random variable expressing the number of permits n needed to be
generated until the MAC controller addresses a permit for an RB
to the tagged NT

z
i
Peakedness factor of streami calls 

2z
i
Peakedness factor of typei trac accepted by an access link and
oered to the common link of a PON


)
Z Random variable expressing the remaining time necessary to ad
vertise the arrival of a new cell in the case the cell which occupies
the rst position of the NTbuer arrived at an empty NTbuer

+
Z
j
Random variable expressing the remaining time necessary to ad
vertise the arrival of a new cell in the case the cell which occupies
the rst position of the NTbuer belongs to class j and arrived at
an occupied NTbuer

Z
j
Random variable expressing the time required for the GF MAC
protocol to advertise the arrival of a new cell provided the cell
occupying the rst position in the NTbuer belongs to class j

Glossary of notation 	
Greek notation
 Random variable expressing the time interval starting at the mo
ment the contribution to the RAB leaves the ONU and ends at the
moment the contribution to the RAB containing the announcement
of the arrival of the next cell which belongs to the same contribution
leaves the ONU


 Sum of the arrival intensities of all trac streams minus the arrival
stream of the tagged ONU


1z $
R

t

e
t
t
z
dt 

 Tolerance factor of the bundlespacer used by BPR  


s $ Ee
sIDT
I
fC

joined the same virtual queue as C

g
 



s $ Ee
sIDT
I
fC

did not join the same virtual queue as C

g
 

( Random variable expressing the busy period of anM
 X
G
 queue 

( Concatenated time the Global FIFO queue sends permits for ATM
cells approximated by the busy period of a Geo
 X
D $ 

 queue

* Sum of all arrival rates oered to the access network ie * $
P
i
*
i

 Total arrival intensity at the tagged NT 

b
Arrival intensity of the background arrival stream  


t
Arrival intensity of the tagged arrival stream  

*
i
The sum of the arrival rates at NT
i



i
Mean holding time of typei calls 


i
Arrival intensity of calls oered by connection i 


i
Arrival rate of streami calls which over!ow from a single link group 



$ Ee
sB
I
IATFB
 


$ Ee
sB
I
IATFB
 
 Granularity 




j
Probability of j customers in the M
 
XG
 queue observed by a
complete batch of customers upon arrival


 Trac intensity or oered load  


T
Trac intensity at the T interface 


V
Trac intensity at the V interface 

i
$
i

i
p
i
 

 The CDV tolerance allocated to a particular VPCVCC at the
UNINNI and used for policing purposes as a quantitative measure
for cell clumping

 

 Stationary sojourn time of an arbitrary tagged customer 
0 Set of all possible vectors x

        x
K
 leading to a possible link
occupancy


0

The set of possible states realizing that the total number of occupied
channels equals 


Acronyms
AAL ATM Adaptation Layer
ABR Available Bit Rate
ABT ATM Block Transfer capabilities
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
AN Access Network
APON ATMbased Passive Optical Network
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
BISDNBroadband Integrated Services Dig
ital Network
BAF Broadband Access Facilities
BAF OS BAF Operating System
BPP Belt Permit Programming
BPP BernoulliPoissonPascal
BPR Bounded Period Rule
BSA Basic Service Area
CAC Connection Admission Control
CATV Cable Antenna TeleVision
CBR Constant Bit Rate
CDMA Code Division MultipleAccess
CDM Code Division Multiplexing
CDV Cell Delay Variation
CF Control Field
CI Congestion Indication
CLP Cell Loss Priority
CPN Customer Premises Network
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
DQDB Distributed Queue Dual Bus
EFCI Explicit Forward Congestion Indica
tion
EOM End of Message
ER Explicit Rate
ET Exchange Termination
FCFS First Come First Served
FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Interface
FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing
FPMR FIFO Permit Multiplexer RAM
FTTB Fiber To The Building
FTTC Fiber To The Curb
FTTF Fiber To The Floor
FTTH Fiber To The Home
FTTLL Fiber To The Local Loop
GCRA Generic Cell Rate Algorithm
GFC Generic Flow Control
GF Global FIFO multipleaccess protocol
GSM Global System for Mobile communi
cations
HEC Header Error Control
HFC Hybrid Fiber Coax
HM Hybrid Multiplexing
ITU International Telecommunication Union
LAIP Local exchange Access network Inter
action Protocol
LAN Local Area Network
LB Leaky Bucket
LEX Local Exchange
LST LaplaceStieltjes Transform
MAC Medium Access Control
MAN Metropolitan Area Network
McFred MAC FRame basED protocol
MCR Minimum Cell Rate
NNI Network Node Interface
NPC Network Parameter Control
nrtVBR non real time Variable Bit Rate
NT Network Termination
OAM Operation And Maintenance
ODN Optical Distribution Network
OLT Optical Line Termination
ONUC ONU for the Curb
ONUH ONU for the Home
ONU Optical Network Unit
OTDM Optical Time Division Multiplexing
PACS Priority Access Control Scheme
PASTA Poisson Arrivals See Time Aver
ages
PBX Private Branch eXchange
PDA Permit Distribution Algorithm
PDF Permit Distinguish Field
PON Passive Optical Network
Acronyms 	
POTS Plain Old Telephone Systems
PRM Protocol Reference Model
PTI Payload Type Identier
QoS Quality of Service
RAB Request Access Block
RAU Request Access Units
RB Request Block
RIU Ring Interface Unit
RM Resource Management
rtVBR real time Variable Bit Rate
SCV Squared Coecient of Variation
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SDM Space Division Multiplexing
TPON Telephone PON
TAT Theoretically predicted Arrival Time
TDM Time Division Multiplexing
UBR Unspecied Bit Rate
UNI User Network Interface
UPC Usage Parameter Control
VCC Virtual Channel Connection
VCI Virtual Channel Identier
VCL Virtual Channel Links
VPC Virtual Path Connection
VPI Virtual Path Identier
VPL Virtual Path Link
VS Virtual Scheduling
WAN Wide Area Network
WDM Wavelengths Division Multiplexing
Index

point CDV 
access facility 

access links 
 

Access Network   

aggregate cell stream 

appraised 
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode  
 

ATM Adaptation Layer 

ATM Block Transfer capabilities 


ATMbased Passive Optical Network  
   

Available Bit Rate 


BPON 
background  
background trac 

BAF Operating System  
Basic Service Area 
batch means 
Belt Permit Programming 

BernoulliPoissonPascal 

Bounded Period Rule     

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Samenvatting
Ontwerp en prestatie analyse van multipleaccess proto
collen voor een passief optisch ATM netwerk
Dit proefschrift beschrijft ontwerpen voor multipleaccess protocollen en analyseert vervolgens
hun prestaties Multipleaccess protocollen maken het mogelijk dat meerdere gebruikers gelijk
tijdig gebruik kunnen maken van een medium in een netwerk met een speciale structuur en
kleine tot middelgrote bedrijven toegang verschaft tot het toekomstige publieke telecommuni
catienetwerk
Het multipleaccess probleem komt nauw overeen met de afspraken die gemaakt moeten wor
den om communicatie plaats te laten vinden tijdens een vergadering Bij vergaderingen dient
de ether gedeeld te worden en moeten er overeenkomsten zijn tussen de vergaderaars hoe er
gehandeld dient te worden indien meer dan een persoon het woord wil voeren Een van de
randvoorwaarden van deze regels is bijvoorbeeld dat iedereen de mogelijkheid moet krijgen zijn
standpunt uiteen te zetten Veel mensen zijn vertrouwd met dergelijke regels en ze staan vaak
niet eens ergens genoteerd Dit is anders in het geval computers met elkaar communiceren
ipv mensen In het geval dat een medium in een toegangsnetwerk gedeeld dient te worden
door verschillende telecommunicatieapparaten schrijft het multipleaccess protocol de regels
voor waar ieder instrument zich aan dient te houden Het hoofddoel is dan interferentie van
signalen te voorkomen waarmee de informatieoverdracht van de verschillende gebruikers plaats
vindt Verder spelen zaken als eci

entie robuustheid mogelijkheid tot uitbreiding billijkheid
en de prestaties waarmee het protocol het hoofddoel realiseert een belangrijke rol
De multipleaccess protocollen die centraal staan in dit proefschrift voorkomen interferentie
van informatie in een passief optisch ATM netwerk Het acroniem ATM staat hierbij voor
Asynchrone Transmissie Mode ATM is uitgeroepen tot schakel en multiplextechniek voor het
publieke telecommunicatienetwerk dat breedbanddiensten oa video ondersteunt De ATM
techniek deelt communicatieinformatie op in pakketjes van  bytes die cellen worden ge
noemd Vervolgens wordt daar een header van  bytes aan toegevoegd waarin staat hoe de
ATM cel van begin naar eindbestemming gerouteerd dient te worden door een netwerk van
schakelcentrales die met elkaar verbonden zijn middels glasvezels Cellen behorende tot dezelfde
connectie volgen hetzelfde pad door het netwerk
Daar de meeste huidige apparatuur bij de gebruiker nog niet geschikt is voor ATM is een zorg
vuldig gepland traject nodig voor een soepele overgang van de huidige situatie naar de situatie
dat alle apparatuur is voorzien van een ATM interface Het passief optisch ATM netwerk dat
bestudeerd wordt in dit proefschrift fungeert als toegangsnetwerk en overbrugt daarmee de
afstand tussen de gebruikers en het publieke telecommunicatie netwerk Het streeft er hierbij

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naar om in essentie een glasvezel en beperkte randapparatuur te laten delen door een groot
aantal kleine tot middelgrote gebruikers Het primaire doel van dit netwerk is om hoge aansluit
en onderhoudskosten te reduceren Zoals getoond in Figuur 

 worden de aansluitingen van
gebruikers geclusterd tot speciale apparaten ONUs genaamd De afstand tussen de ONUs en
het publieke netwerk wordt overbrugd door een enkele glasvezel die gesplitst is in enkele takken
die ieder op hun beurt weer verbonden zijn met een ONU Het splitsingspunt is passief Dit
houdt in dat er geen verwikkelingen worden verricht aan de informatiestromen op het moment
dat zij dit punt passeren In de richting van het publieke ATM netwerk naar de abonnees fun
geert het splitsingspunt als verspreidingspunt dat klakkeloos informatie naar alle aangesloten
ONUs verstuurd In de richting van ONU naar het publieke netwerk voegt het splitsingspunt
ATM cellen samen die afkomstig zijn van verschillende ONUs ATM cellen worden door het
splitsingspunt eci

ent geritst zodat ze zo dicht mogelijk achter elkaar op het gedeelde medium
komen te staan Door het gebruik van afzonderlijke glasvezels voor de stroomopwaartse en de
stroomafwaartse richting interfereren verkeersstromen in deze twee richtingen niet met elkaar
Er is echter een multipleaccess protocol nodig om de ritsluitingsfunctie van het splitsingspunt in
de stroomopwaartse richting te realiseren In dit proefschrift worden dergelijke multipleaccess
protocollen enerzijds voorgesteld en anderzijds kwantitatief geanalyseerd De kwantitatieve
analyse is nodig om inzicht te verkrijgen in invloed van het multipleaccess protocol op

 de vertraging die ATM cellen oplopen in het toegangsnetwerk
 het verschil tussen het patroon waarmee ATM cellen het toegangsnetwerk binnenkomen
en het patroon waarmee ze vervolgens weer vertrekken
In het ideale geval brengt een netwerk een informatiestroom over in een oneindig korte tijd
en zonder enige verstoringen In de praktijk treden vertragingen op vanwege de noodzakelijke
aanwezigheid van buers in een passief optisch ATM netwerk zijn die nodig nabij de ONU en
bij het aansluitpunt met het publieke netwerk Verstoringen Engels jitter delay variation
treden op doordat het aantal bezette plaatsen van een buer varieert in de tijd zodat de wacht
tijd die ATM cellen van dezelfde connectie in een netwerk ondervinden niet constant is Indien
vertragingen enof verstoringen ge

ntroduceerd door het multipleaccess protocol te groot zijn
kan dit leiden tot ernstige degradatie van de kwaliteit van de opgebouwde telecommunicatie
dienst
Naast het voorstellen en analyseren van multipleaccess protocollen wordt in het laatste hoofd
stuk van dit proefschrift de invloed van het passief optisch ATM netwerk op connectieniveau
gekwanticeerd Het centrale vraagstuk in dit hoofdstuk is het bepalen van de grootte van de
kans dat een nieuwe connectie niet opgebouwd kan worden omdat hier in het passief optische
ATM netwerk niet meer voldoende capaciteit voor is De kans wordt vervolgens vergeleken
met de kans dat een connectie niet opgebouwd kan worden in de situatie dat de gebruiker
aangesloten is tot het publieke netwerk via een directe verbinding
